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Abstract
New Zealand’s forests are commonly planted on steep slopes and include large trees. The
research in this thesis contributes to the long term objective of developing a teleoperated
mechanised harvester capable of working on slopes of up to 45° steepness and with large
trees. The final aim of the project is to create a forestry harvester that provides a comparable
improvement to productivity of steep slope harvesting that has been experienced with mecha-
nisation of flat land forestry harvesting in New Zealand. This thesis studies the feasibility
and practicability of teleoperation and autonomous control of forestry harvesters, particularly
the predominantly excavator-based forestry harvesting machinery in use in New Zealand.
The studies were performed on a laboratory scale hydraulic system, but were not able to
be tested in the field, but it is considered that the studies presented have made a significant
contribution to retrofitting existing forestry harvesters as used in New Zealand. The forestry
industry makes a significant contribution to New Zealand’s economy. A large amount of
steep land was converted to plantation forestry in the 1980s, and these forests are coming
to harvesting age. Unfortunately, the forestry industry has high rates of deaths and serious
injuries due to the hazardous nature of the work. While mechanised harvesting is used where
possible to the improve safety and productivity, much forestry harvesting is carried out on
steeply sloped land. Steep slope machinery is available in other countries but the large tree
size in New Zealand precludes its use here. New Zealand-specific machines for steep slope
harvesting are under development, but most steep slope harvesting is still performed by
hand. The specific areas of research this thesis addresses are in teleoperation – autonomous
control, visual feedback, haptic feedback, as well as the use of minimal modelling for system
identification of the hydraulic machinery.
Trinder Engineering have developed a steep slope harvester using a system of cable
anchoring for safety. While this steep slope harvesting machine can perform its task well, the
research on teleoperation is aimed at eliminating the hazard to the worker by removing the
worker from the machine on the steep slope – “no worker on the slope, no hand on the chain-
saw” – without sacrificing the worker’s productivity. Teleoperation of forestry machinery is
a difficult problem, primarily due to the unstructured and uncontrolled environment in which
forestry harvesting takes place. However, improving technology is easing the difficulties of
viii
implementation and is making teleoperation of forestry machines feasible with off-the-shelf
computing and networking hardware. The research in this thesis is aimed at maximising the
use performance of off-the-shelf computing hardware and software.
The system identification uses minimal modelling to develop the dynamic equations of
force and motion. Unlike data driven modelling, which fits the system to the data, minimal
modelling is driven by a simplified dynamic model, with inaccuracies being modelled as
disturbances. The advantage of minimal modelling is that it is physically derived, so it is easy
to see how changes in the machine properties affects the behaviour. This has the potential
to allow various types of machinery to be modelled in this way, in particular the minimal
modelling was first used to model the dynamic behaviour of a Phantom Omni haptic feedback
arm, before being tested on a laboratory scale hydraulic system. This research was used to
demonstrate the transferability of minimal modelling between different types of mechanical
systems.
The emphasis on retrofitting existing machinery in the forestry industry flows through to
a strong emphasis on using control systems suitable for retrofit during the research, including
for system identification. The hydraulic test system has been used to test autonomous control,
including autonomous obstacle avoidance. The objective is to make teleoperation easier, by
removing the requirement of operators to operate all the hydraulic rams themselves. The
state of the machine was sensed by measurement of ram lengths, which in combination with
a model of the machine joints enabled accurate calculation of joint angles.
In particular, the key novel contribution to the state of the art is in implementation
of semi-autonomous teleoperation control using ROS (Robot Operating System), off-the-
shelf components and ‘Minimal Modelling’ based system identification. The use of these
techniques show it is possible to retrofit autonomous controllers in a modular way, without
having detailed design information about the machines or having to design heavily customised
control systems.
The research finds that autonomous control using ROS and minimal modelling based
system identification techniques are useful for retrofitting excavator based forestry harvesters.
In particular, the modularity of the ROS based system and the ability of the minimal modelling
to be extended to non-linear systems using linear time variant models of damping to account
for the effects of friction and actuator dead zone. The autonomous control tests on the
laboratory hydraulic system were successful, showing it is possible to control a hydraulic
machine using a ‘conventional’ electrically operated hydraulic retrofit to perform autonomous
movements. This, along with the strong industrial nature of this research work, is a significant
research step forward to development of safer harvesting machines in New Zealand.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Overview of Forestry Harvesting
Forestry, or silviculture has played a very important role in human civilisation, and will con-
tinue to do so for the foreseeable future. Forests are grown in a wide variety of environments
and terrains around the world, from flat plains to steep mountains, and from the tropics to sub-
arctic climate zones. Commercial plantation forests in New Zealand consist predominantly
of fast growing but low value Pinus Radiata. In this economic environment, changes in the
cost of harvesting have significant effects on the profitability of log extraction. Mechanised
harvesting is favoured on flat land because of the lower cost of harvesting. Forestry in New
Zealand is predominantly Pinus Radiata, a fast growing but low value wood. The forestry
machinery is predominantly based on modified excavators, due to their low cost of operation
and their ability to handle the physical size of the harvested trees in New Zealand. While
steep slope harvesting is common around the world, the steep slope harvesting machines
available elsewhere are more specialised and cannot handle such large trees. This exposes a
key deficiency in the state of the art: how to make a teleoperated forestry harvesting machine
that can operate on steep slopes, has a low manufacturing and running costs, and can handle
the harvested tree sizes commonly found in New Zealand.
Scandinavia has one of the most heavily mechanised forestry industries in the world, but
the machinery is designed for smaller trees, flat land and a very high level of automation [1].
Japan has forestry on steeply sloped marginal land, but the forestry industry in Japan is in
decline due to cheaper wood from overseas (including New Zealand) and is more focused on
small scale high value production and environmental management [2–4]. Forestry in North
America, in particular the Pacific Northwest (Northern California to South-east Alaska)
provides an important example for New Zealand. In particular many items of machinery
used in this area such as cable yarders are used in New Zealand with little or no modification.
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1.2 The Forestry Industry in New Zealand
The economy of New Zealand is highly dependent on primary industries such as agriculture,
fishing and forestry. In the year ending June 2011 primary industries earned NZ$31.5 billion
in export receipts (71% of the total) [5]. Forestry contributed NZ$4.5 billion in the same
period [5]. Planted forests constitute 1.74 million ha (7%) of New Zealand’s total land
area, and 90% (1.56 million ha) of the planted area is Radiata Pine (Pinus Radiata), with
Douglas-fir (Pseudotsuga menziesii) plantings the second largest with 110000 ha (6.3%).
The total wood harvest for the year ending 31st March 2010 was 20.7 million m3. Radiata
Pine trees are harvested at an average age of 28.4 years and the average clear fell yield is
473m3 ha−1. Each individual tree is on average 2.3m3 in volume for sawlogs and 1.6m3 for
structural timber [6]. Fig. 1.1 shows the typical size and appearance of pine trees just prior to
harvest. There are various definitions of the minimum angle that constitutes a “steep slope”
as shown in Table 1.1. In this thesis the definition of steep slope is a slope angle greater than
22° with respect to horizontal, as defined in the Approved Code of Practice for Safety and
Health in Forest Operations [7].
Fig. 1.1 Mature Pine Trees Pre-Harvest.
A large amount of marginal (steep and remote) farm land was converted to forestry in
the 1990s, as a result of changes to the economic structure of rural New Zealand during that
time (Fig. 1.2). Apart from a period of net deforestation during 2005-2008 for dairy farm
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Table 1.1 “Steep Slope” Definitions.
Slope Angle (°) Slope (%) Source
19 35 [8]
20 36 [9, 10]
22 40 [7, 11, 12]
conversions, the area of plantation forest has been increasing continually since at least the
mid 1980s. Fig. 1.3 shows the distribution of the different ages of plantation pine forestry
in New Zealand, with the effect of large areas of tree plantings in the 1990s clearly evident.
This has resulted in a large amount of plantation forestry that will be coming to harvest age in
the late 2010s and 2020s. A method of harvesting these trees that maximizes profits must be
found This is tricky in New Zealand, because mechanisation solutions that rely on high value
wood to recover the capital cost of the machinery have limited applicability and usefulness,
due to the low value of Radiata Pine wood [13].
Fig. 1.2 Plantation Forest Plantings 1987-2012 [14].
Mechanised harvesting has been in use in New Zealand for decades for harvesting on flat
land and gentle slopes, but large tree harvesters are based on excavators (Fig. 1.4), and are
not usable on steep slopes. Specialised steep slope harvesters have been developed overseas,
but none of those harvesters are suitable for New Zealand conditions, due to factors such as
8 Introduction
Fig. 1.3 Plantation Pine Age Classes 2013 [14].
soil conditions on steep slopes, large piece sizes and the high capital cost of the machinery
relative to the value of the wood being harvested [15, 16].
Fig. 1.4 Excavator Based Harvester (Typical).
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In 2009, an estimated 6,000 people were employed in New Zealand’s forestry and forestry
services industry, including 3,310 people employed in logging. However, manual forest
harvest work in New Zealand is perceived as low status, poorly paid, difficult and dangerous,
with a fatality rate of 22.4 per 100,000 workers per year. The relatively small number of
workers employed means the total number of fatalities is about four per year, but the serious
harm injury rate is 18 for every 1000 workers per year, or nearly two serious harm injuries per
week. The serious harm injury rate is more than double the rates in mining and utilities, the
next most hazardous industries in New Zealand [5, 17]. In summary, mechanical harvesting
carries costs of machinery, fuel and maintenance but the productivity improvements reduce
the cost of harvesting by up to 50% [13].
1.3 Steep Slope Harvesting in New Zealand
Fig. 1.5 shows a steep slope harvesting site located at Okuku, about 30 km north-west of
Christchurch, New Zealand. In the foreground trees have been harvested, and on the slope in
the background some the trees are being felled. All the steep slope felling was done manually,
with the trees being hauled up the slope whole before having their branches removed and
being cut to length for transport.
Fig. 1.5 View of Steep Slope Forestry Harvesting Site.
The logs are held by wire rope strops (chokers) that self-tighten as the logs are pulled
up the slope. Fig. 1.6 shows the cable hauler at Okuku Forest extracting a single log, but
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multiple logs can be extracted at once (Fig. 1.6). The next step is to sort the logs by size and
Fig. 1.6 Cable hauler extracting a log.
quality at a landing, including cutting to desired lengths Fig. 1.7.
Fig. 1.7 Log cutting and sorting.
In more gently sloping sites, many of the tasks performed by separate machines on
steep slopes can be combined. Fig. 1.8 is from a harvesting site in Charteris Bay, on Banks
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Peninsula near Christchurch, New Zealand. Mechanised harvesting is in use due to the
shallower slopes. The trees were felled and bunched at the harvest site and sent to be sorted
and classified in a log forwarder. On steep slopes it is not possible to use a forwarder, so the
steep slope harvester’s functionality may be limited to felling and bunching, with cutting to
length being performed after the log has been delivered to the sorting yard.
Fig. 1.8 Feller, buncher and log forwarder at Charteris Bay, near Christchurch, New Zealand.
1.4 Mechanisation of Steep Slope Harvesting
Trinder, in partnership with Future Forests Research has developed a prototype steep slope
harvester called the “ClimbMax” (Fig. 1.9). The ClimbMax system uses a specially designed
harvester tethered to an anchor at the top of the slope. For example, this anchor may be
another excavator. The tether cable between the two machines is held taut by a retraction
mechanism on the harvesting machine. While the tethered arrangement means excavator
based harvesters can be used on steep slopes, the operator is still exposed to the hazards of
operating heavy machinery on steep slopes, such as disorientation, roll-over and slipping.
Moreover, the steep slope also increases the difficulty of rescue in the event of an accident.
These hazards are difficult to eliminate, so removing the operator from the machine through
teleoperation and autonomous control will be beneficial. The research in this thesis is a
laboratory study of the means of teleoperation and autonomous control. The teleoperation
research includes studies of visual and haptic feedback, as well as autonomous path planning.
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Implementing teleoperation and autonomous path planning requires modelling of machine
dynamics and kinematics, which is implemented through identification of the dynamic
properties of the Phantom Omni and laboratory scale hydraulic system through minimal
modelling.
Fig. 1.9 Trinder ClimbMax Harvester in Operation.
1.5 Robotisation of Steep Slope Tree Harvesting in New
Zealand
This project concentrates on hydraulic machinery, but both the John Deere 909 Project
and “Stick Insect” tree-to-tree project [18] have significant crossover. The 909 Project has
an implementation of remote control using ROS, and the Stick Insect uses ROS and also
incorporates real time sensor information. An example path forward would be to use the
remote control architecture and visual feedback of the 909 Project with the real time sensing
of the Stick Insect.
While Trinder’s ClimbMax harvester can operate on slopes of up to 45°, it still requires the
presence of an operator in the cab [13, 19]. As teleoperation of a harvesting machine involves
the fitting of computer hardware, there are many opportunities for further improvements in
productivity such as:
• haptic feedback for the remote operator;
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• overlaying orientation information onto the operator’s display;
• semi-automation such as using laser-triangulation sensors to autonomously move the
felling head to a position where it can grasp a tree;
• using of laser-triangulation sensors for collision avoidance and localised terrain map-
ping;
• binocular vision for improved depth perception.
The increasing proportion of land planted for forestry will increase the demand for forestry
workers. The work is hazardous and has a long training time. Robotisation is being explored
to isolate the worker from hazards, increase productivity, and attract more new workers.
Many areas of New Zealand are physically suitable for forestry but the lack of infrastructure
and high labour costs make harvesting uneconomic [12]. From the point of view of Scion
and Future Forests Research, the motivations, research issues and challenges are [20]:
Motivations:
• automation of forest operations: felling, collecting;
• improvements in safety;
• improvements in productivity.
Research issues:
• Machine mobility and stability on steep and soft soil country
• Navigation of harvesting machines
• Sensor fusion and teleoperation
Challenges:
• highly unstructured, obstructive outdoor environment;
• steep and soft soil forestry peculiar to New Zealand;
• big tree sizes in New Zealand.
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1.6 Teleoperation
A key difference between teleoperation systems and remote control systems is that teleoper-
ated machines operate solely with a combination of machine sensor information, simulations
and models. These features remove the need for direct observation of the machine during
operation. Teleoperation systems are more complicated than remote control, but they make it
possible to implement more sophisticated control methods that can reduce operator workload.
Teleoperation may be thought of as an extension of remote control. Remote controlled
systems are cheaper and easier to implement but are limited to situations where the operator
can directly observe the machine. Effective remote control becomes difficult or impossible in
conditions like underwater [21–24], nuclear reactors [25, 26], underground mining [27], and
where the operator has to be isolated from the machine [28–30].
Effective teleoperation in unstructured and uncontrolled environments requires sensing
and modelling combined with a good operator interface. Good feedback and controls are
essential for creating telepresence, where an operator can operate a machine as well as if they
were controlling it directly. Some types of feedback of interest include haptic (touch-force),
orientation, audio, 3D mapping and binocular vision. Other unstructured and uncontrolled
environments include mining [31–33], and aircraft control [34, 35].
In summary, some possible benefits of teleoperation of forestry machines based on other
field machines are:
• improved comfort for the operator [21, 22, 24, 25, 27, 28, 31, 32, 34, 36–38];
• greater profits by improving operator productivity [28–30, 32, 38];
• implementation of interfaces and control algorithms that enhance operator skills [22–
25, 28, 30, 32, 36, 38–48].
As outlined above teleoperation has many significant potential benefits. The main
problems that must be addressed in the development of teleoperation are:
• determining the sensors required on the target machine;
• defining the user interface requirements and creating a suitable user interface;
• ensuring the target machine remains safe at all times;
• ensuring the operator has sufficient situational awareness.
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1.7 Minimal Modelling & System Identification
Minimal modelling may be considered a form of “grey box” modelling [49]. Minimal models
are particularly useful for the modelling of machines with unknown coefficients, especially if
it is assumed unknown or unobservable dynamics can be lumped in with observable dynamics.
In the case of this thesis the system identification and modelling is aimed at machines for
retrofit, where detailed knowledge of the design of the machine is not available. In this
case building a “white box” model is impossible, as a white box model implies completely
modelling every part of the machine, which is by definition impossible if the way a machine
is constructed is not completely known.
The “grey box” model forms the core of a minimal model. Grey box modelling is used
as it captures the significant system dynamics. While a minimal model may not capture
all behaviours, it is designed so that any known non-linearities can be lumped into the
identified parameters. In this sense, if the system identification model is a linear time
invariant differential equation, the non-linearities can be accounted for by making the model
linear time variant for simulation. While it can be argued that it is meaningless to attempt
to identify a linear model on a non-linear system, it must be noted that many systems have
regions of operation where they are close to linear, and so a linear model can be meaningfully
identified in these operating regions.
Simulation of the minimal model is performed using a standard state space representation.
Non-linearities are incorporated by altering the state space model coefficients, resulting in
the non-linear system being implemented as a linear time variant system. This technique is
useful where some dynamic properties (e.g. damping) are dependent on actuator speed due
to non-linear effects such as friction [50]. In general, minimal modelling uses continuous
time domain analysis since all the analytical tools of Ordinary Differential Equations (ODEs)
are available. For example, minimal modelling allows the capability of directly identifying
external loads or disturbance in terms of physical and quantifiable properties. Consider a
linear time invariant ordinary differential equation (LTI ODE) with output y(t) and inputs x(t)
and u(t) as shown in (1.1). The quantity x(t) represents a control input and u(t) represents
external forces and disturbances. The derivatives are written in shorthand notation so that
y(n) = d
ny
dtn
.
N
∑
n=0
any
(n)(t) =
N
∑
n=0
bnx
(n)(t)+ cuu(t) (1.1)
Equation (1.1) can be integrated N times to give (1.3). The order of integration is N,
so the highest (Nth) order derivative is eliminated. Although the repeated integrations can
be written directly, the Cauchy formula for repeated integration allows the repeated time
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integrals to be collapsed into single integrations as shown in (1.2). The starting point of the
waveform is arbitrary but for convenience is chosen as τ = 0, so the end limit becomes τ = t
(the current time of integration). Application of the Cauchy theorem for repeated integrals
(1.2) to (1.1) gives the integrated differential equation (1.3).
∫ t
0
(t− τ)N−1
(N−1)! y
(n)(τ)dτ = y(n−N)(t)−
N−1
∑
k=0
y(n−N+k)(0−)
tk
k!
(1.2)
N
∑
n=0
an
∫ t
0
(t− τ)N−1
(N−1)! y
(n)(τ)dτ = . . .
N
∑
n=0
bn
∫ t
0
(t− τ)N−1
(N−1)! x
(n)(τ)dτ + cu
∫ t
0
(t− τ)N−1
(N−1)! u(τ)dτ
(1.3)
Equation (1.3) is close to the final form, but still requires knowledge of the derivatives.
While the derivatives could be calculated analytically or numerically, the entire point of the
integral method is to avoid calculating derivatives in the first place, as real data is quantised in
time and has noise and quantisation errors that are amplified through repeated differentiation.
Equation (1.4) represents (1.3) with the derivatives eliminated. The c coefficients represent
constants of integration derived from initial conditions on the integrated derivatives. The
initial conditions of the integrals (i.e. y(n)(0−) for n< 0) are arbitrary and may be set to zero
without loss of generality. The modified formula is shown in (1.4). Note that the aN and bN
coefficients should actually have the initial values of y and x respectively but the effect of not
having the initial conditions is lumped into the c0 coefficient.
n=N−1
∑
n=0
an
∫ t
0
(t− τ)N−n−1
(N−n−1)! y(τ)dτ +aNy(t) =
n=N−1
∑
n=0
bn
∫ t
0
(t− τ)N−n−1
(N−n−1)! x(τ)dτ + . . .
bNx(t)+
∫ t
0
(t− τ)N−1
(N−1)! u(τ)d τ + . . .
c0+ cu
N
∑
n=1
cnt
n
(1.4)
Equation (1.4) is ill-conditioned, as all the aN , bN and cN coefficients give the same
result up to a multiplicative constant. The main method of making (1.4) well-posed is to
fix the value of a single a or b coefficient corresponding to the highest order derivative to
1. This technique is particularly handy if the coefficient of the derivative corresponds to an
unknown physical quantity, as it turns all the remaining quantities into ratios that may be
easier to identify and give the same system behaviour. The main disadvantage of this method
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is numerical instability when the coefficient that is set to 1 should actually be set to zero, as
given by the behaviour of the system response. The continuous time final form (1.4) can be
modified for discrete time signals by the substitution of an appropriate method of numerical
integration. The resulting form may be put in a matrix as shown in (1.5).
[
Y X U T
]


a⃗
b⃗
cu
c⃗

=
[⃗
0
]
(1.5)
The sub-matrices Y , X ,U and T are defined in (1.6), (1.7), (1.8) and (1.9) respectively.
The a⃗, b⃗ and c⃗ vectors are defined according to the general form given in (1.10).
Y =
[⃗
y(−N) y⃗(−N+1) · · · y⃗
]
(1.6)
X =
[⃗
x(−N) x⃗(−N+1) · · · x⃗
]
(1.7)
U =
[⃗
u(−N)
]
(1.8)
T =
[⃗
1 t⃗ · · · t⃗N−1(N−1)!
]
(1.9)
v⃗=


v0
v1
...
vN

 (1.10)
Once one of the components of the solution vector is assigned a fixed non-zero value, it
can be converted to an ordinary least squares problem (1.11).
Mx⃗= b⃗ (1.11)
The simplest methods of solving (1.11) are to either use a pseudo-inverse such as the
Moore-Penrose Pseudo-inverse (1.12) or an operator such as backslash division in Matlab
(1.13). The Moore-Penrose pseudo-inverse is preferred for general usage, as the Matlab
backslash division uses a proprietary algorithm.
x⃗=M+⃗b (1.12)
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x⃗=M\⃗b (1.13)
While the minimal modelling equation can be solved directly, the numerical stability
can be significantly enhanced by pre-treatingM to eliminate overlaps between its columns,
in particular the free variable columns. The least squares solution x⃗ can be partitioned into
“solver” variables and “free” variables. The solver variables are the terms that appear in the
differential equation (1.1), and the free variables represent initial values of derivatives and do
not appear in (1.1). The free variables are required for the solution, but are discarded because
they do not appear in the differential equation. The solver matrix M can be partitioned into
two sub-matrices: the solver variables (Msolv) and the free variables (Mfree) (1.14). The T
matrix from (1.5) is carried over to (1.14) directly because the initial conditions are always
considered unknowns.
[
Msolv Mfree
][⃗xsolv
x⃗free
]
= b⃗ (1.14)
The T matrix is actually a truncated Vandermonde matrix, and Vandermonde matrices are
ill conditioned due to the high cross correlations between different monomials (see Appendix
F). The orthogonalisation of the initial conditions is performed using the SVD1, as shown
in (1.15). The type of decomposition used is the “economy” or “reduced” type, as only the
singular vectors that correspond to the columns of T are of interest, as all the other singular
vectors are associated with singular values of zero. The reason for using the SVD is that it
makes it easier to compute the numerical rank of T by examining the singular values directly.
Mfree =UfreeΣfreeV
T
free (1.15)
The main diagonal of the singular value matrix Σfree consists of a series of decreasing
singular values σ1 · · ·σn. A reduced rank SVD is computed by setting all singular values
that are less than εσ1 to zero, where ε is the machine precision (2.2204 ·10−16 with double
precision arithmetic). The columns ofUfree that correspond to all zero and “practically zero”
(σn < εσ1) singular values are discarded andUfree is replaced with the reduced set of U˜free.
M =
[
Msolv U˜free
]
(1.16)
The definition ofM given in (1.16) then then be used to solve for x⃗ using (1.12) or (1.13).
The free variable solutions resulting from using (1.16) will be “mixed together”, but this does
not matter, as the values are discarded anyway.
1Singular Value Decomposition
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1.8 Haptic Feedback
The interface research includes research on usage of Haptic (touch-force) feedback in forestry
harvesting, which has not been tried before [15]. Haptic feedback provides information to
the operator using force. Some examples of haptic feedback devices are shown in Fig. 1.10
(Phantom Omni) and Fig. 1.11 (Novint Falcon). Haptic feedback is expected to be useful
for providing the operator with additional information about the actions they are performing
relative to the abilities of the harvester.
While haptic feedback has potential for enhancing situational awareness, haptic devices
are mechanical devices with dynamics that contribute to the system’s behaviour. Because
of this, a system with haptic feedback can become sensitive to time delays and if this is not
properly managed the system can become unstable. It is recommended that haptic feedback
be controlled by the user so that any instabilities can be eliminated by the user without having
to resort to emergency measures.
Fig. 1.10 Phantom Omni.
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Fig. 1.11 Novint Falcon.
1.9 Thesis Scope and Objectives
The long term objective of this research program is the development of a harvester for steep
slopes suited for New Zealand conditions, to replace the use of manual labour for the felling
of trees on steep slopes. The final outcome of the programme is a teleoperated mechanised
harvester capable of working on slopes of up to 45° steepness. The desired economic outcome
of the project is to create a harvester that provides a comparable improvement to steep slope
harvesting to the improvement that has been experienced with mechanisation of flat land
forestry harvesting in New Zealand.
The topic area of the research is broad, with multiple paths possible. Since a research
setup had to be created from scratch, the scope of the research naturally became coupled with
the setup and implementation of a research platform for teleoperation. While the intention
was to use the research on Trinder’s ClimbMax harvester, the research ended up being
focussed on laboratory studies as the ClimbMax became unavailable. The specific areas of
research this thesis addresses are teleoperation, control algorithms and most importantly the
use of minimal modelling for system identification.
The key research questions are:
• Forestry harvesters used in New Zealand are based on modified excavators. What are
the steps required to retrofit these machines for teleoperation?
• How useful are enhanced feedback methods such as haptic feedback for control of the
forestry harvester?
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• Can minimal modelling be used to identify relevant dynamic parameters of the har-
vesters without detailed knowledge of the construction of the harvesting machine?
• How robust can the control system be made to noise, measurement error, ill-posed data
and component failures? Can this robustness be quantified?
The research contributes to solving the following deficiencies in the state of the art:
• teleoperation of forestry harvesters has been developed but only for short range opera-
tion;
• teleoperated harvesters exist, but they are suitable only for flat land and small trees;
• steep slope harvesters exist, but they expose the operator to the hazards of heavy
machinery on steep slopes;
• teleoperation of forestry harvesters based on excavators, such as those used in New
Zealand has not been attempted before.
1.10 Thesis Layout and Contributions
Chapter 2 contains a review of literature that is relevant to the project. Relevant literature
sources include forestry robotics, mining, operator control systems for remote controlled
robotics, existing experimental teleoperation platforms, haptic feedback, minimal modelling
and stabilisation of bilateral haptic feedback in the presence of time delays. The literature
review concentrates on these subjects especially, as they give a good background to; (i) the
use of heavy robotics in the uncontrolled and unstructured environments present in forestry
and mining; (ii) operator control methods that have been explored in this thesis such as haptic
feedback; (iii) autonomous robot control; (iv) setting up experimental teleoperation systems;
and (v) stabilising haptic feedback control in the presence of time delay.
Chapter 3 describes the research system setup. The main research systems were the
Phantom Omni, and the laboratory scale hydraulic system. The Phantom Omni was available
first, so experimental work on minimal modelling and bilateral haptic feedback control
was performed on that before the hydraulic test system, which was not operational until
approximately 18 months into the research project. The system setup also provides a basis
on how the minimal models were developed and used for system identification.
Chapter 4 describes a framework for characterising time delay stabilisation. In particular,
it describes the ‘selector function’ method of bilateral haptic feedback that uses a combination
of local state, remote state and time delay to determine the haptic feedback that is applied to
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the operator. The concept is based on altering the transparency in response to time delay to
(i) improve stability, and (ii) take advantage of the ability of the operator to actively stabilise
the system if an instability is detected.
Chapter 5 is a study in the use of ROS for teleoperation. ROS is used to teleoperate the
hydraulic test system, including the use of haptic feedback, visual feedback and autonomous
control. The research contribution of Chapter 5 is that it shows that it is easy to set up a
functional teleoperation system using ROS and COTS computer and networking hardware,
in particular the ease of setting up wireless teleoperation.
Chapter 6 shows the results of a data driven system identification model on the Phan-
tom Omni. The contribution of Chapter 6 is to compare the minimal modelling method of
system identification with the more ‘established’ data-driven method of system identification,
using the Phantom Omni as a small and conveniently available robotic testing platform. Chap-
ter 6 shows that a well-chosen minimal model with sinusoidal steady state responses can get
results that are as good as the data driven model, with the notable advantage that sinusoidal
steady state responses allow better control of accelerations and forces, and non-linearities are
easy to see by inspecting the shape of the output waveform. Chapter 6 also makes the results
of the data-driven model easier to interpret, and shows that minimal modelling is indeed a
powerful tool for system identification.
Chapter 7 demonstrates a non-linear model based on the kinetic energy of the base joint
in the Phantom Omni. The objective is to capture friction as being an energy dependent
phenomenon, which makes its estimation in a state space possible. In Chapter 7, a measure
of kinetic energy called the “α-invariant” is introduced. The concept of an invariant is used
as a properly chosen invariant can make a technique generalisable to any system for which
the invariant holds, including non-linear systems. The research in this thesis focused on
capturing the non-linearities present in the Phantom Omni at low sine wave frequencies,
whose energy was characterised by the α-invariant. The formulation of the α-invariant
allowed use of a linear time-variant state space model, that was tested on both sinusoidal
steady state and step responses, and was found to improve the model accuracy significantly.
Chapter 8 uses minimal modelling for the system identification of a hydraulic system in a
similar way to how it was performed in ch:non_lin_damping. In this case the non-linearities
are much more severe than with the Phantom Omni due to the non-linearities and asymmetries
of hydraulic valves and rams. In particular, the valve non-linearities were not compensated
for, and there is a non-linear relationship between hydraulic ram position and joint angle.
While the system as a whole is non-linear, it is still possible to use linear approximations
to determine the range in which the system does act linearly. The main contribution is that
not only does the minimal model work, it is also possible to identify loads by their effect on
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ram behaviour. The fact that meaningful dynamic parameters can be identified on a system
where detailed design parameters are now known demonstrates the usefulness of minimal
modelling for system identification in the target area of this research, that of machines that
have been modified that may lack detailed documentation of their dynamic properties.
Chapter 9 gives the conclusions and discusses future work. Appendix A is a list of
publications associated with the research in this thesis.

Chapter 2
Literature Review
2.1 Robotics in Forestry Harvesting
The main challenge of developing teleoperated forestry harvesters is ensuring machine and
operator safety in an unstructured and uncontrolled environment. The machine’s control
system must operate in the presence of uncertainty about tree size and environmental hazards
such as wind, weather, sunstrike and soil conditions. In the case of Triton’s “Sharc” and
“Sawfish”, the harvester operates underwater, making it a relevant case study for teleoperation,
as it has no facility for having an operator present at all.
Teleoperation and robotisation of forestry harvesting is under active development, espe-
cially in Scandinavia [28, 29, 36, 51]. Skogforsk have developed a simulator (see Fig. 2.1) to
test the effect of different forestry harvester control methods on operator productivity [41].
Although it is not a teleoperated system, simulators are useful for developing teleoperation
user interfaces and testing autonomous functions such as automatic obstacle avoidance.
The “Besten & Kuriren” (“Beast & Courier”) system (Fig. 2.2) is an example of a remote
controlled tree harvester [52]. The Besten is designed for use with multiple log forwarders
(the “Couriers”). The Besten is controlled in turn by each log forwarder driver, effectively
turning each log forwarder into a harvester. Under certain conditions of tree size and stand
density, the Besten can improve productivity by 15% but the productivity improvement is
dependent on having enough log forwarders to keep the Besten in operation at all times
[52]. While an interesting development, this solution is not suitable for steep slopes in New
Zealand as it requires direct forwarder access to the harvester.
The log forwarder’s crane arm can be teleoperated using enhanced control methods such
as mixed reality and “point and click” interfaces [42]. Fig. 2.3 shows a concept architecture
for an autonomous log forwarder [28]. Emde [53] specifies differential DGPS1 for position
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Fig. 2.1 Skogforsk forestry harvesting simulator [41].
Fig. 2.2 “Besten” Remote Controlled Harvester [52]. Forwarder on right.
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Fig. 2.3 Teleoperation concept architecture for autonomous log forwarders [28].
control of log forwarders, as the accuracy is better than having GPS2 receivers on the
forwarder. In particular, using DGPS overcomes errors caused by signal dropouts when under
forest cover, because the DGPS base station is placed in a location optimized for satellite
reception. DGPS has been used to remotely control the position and path of a log forwarder
[29]. Fig. 2.4 shows the autonomous forwarder and Fig. 2.5 shows its communications
architecture. If DGPS coverage is not available, inertial measurements, steering angle and
machine speed provide estimates of position and heading. Ringdahl et. al. [29] considered
wheel odometry for position estimation but in a forest environment accumulates inaccuracies
from wheel slippage too quickly.
Underwater harvesting is a recent innovation in forestry harvesting technology. The inter-
est in underwater harvesting comes from eliminating hazards to shipping and the untapped
supply of highly valuable species such as old growth red cedar and tropical hardwoods that
were submerged when dams were built. Triton Logging [54] estimates there is US$50 billion
worth of wood that can be harvested this way. They have developed two types of underwater
harvesters: the “Sharc” harvester that operates from a barge (Fig. 2.6) and the “Sawfish”
harvester that operates entirely underwater (Fig. 2.7). The Sharc’s harvesting head is on a
specially designed telescopic arm and can work in water depths of up to 37m. The operator
works in the excavator cab and uses cameras and sonar sensors to locate the harvesting head
underwater. The “Sawfish” harvester operates entirely underwater. The Sawfish device cuts
1Differential GPS (Global Positioning System)
2Global Positioning System
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Fig. 2.4 Autonomous Forwarder with DGPS navigation [29].
Fig. 2.5 Autonomous log forwarder teleoperation architecture [29].
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Fig. 2.6 Triton “Sharc” Underwater Harvester [54].
the logs, which are then floated to the surface using air bags. The use of air bags allows the
Sawfish to harvest underwater continuously.
Fig. 2.7 Triton “Sawfish” underwater logging vehicle [54].
2.2 Teleoperation and Semi-Autonomy in Mining
Rio Tinto has several different types of teleoperated machines in use, including LHD3
trucks and mining plant equipment [27, 30, 37, 45]. Load-haul-dump trucks are suitable for
supervisory control as they work on preplanned routes in a structured environment. Fig. 2.8
shows an example if an autonomous LHD truck control system design by Komatsu [30], with
a similar control system to the autonomous forwarder control system in Fig. 2.5.
Fig. 2.9 shows an ore crusher at West Angelas mine in Australia that was fitted for
teleoperation for a feasibility study [27, 55]. The ore crusher is used to reduce the size of the
pieces of iron ore for further processing, and consists of a hydraulic arm with a jackhammer
attachment on the end. As part of the study the ore crusher was successfully operated from
3Load Haul Dump
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Fig. 2.8 Autonomous Load-Haul-Dump System [30].
1000 km away in Perth. The teleoperation worked as intended but it was thought that haptic
feedback would provide a better experience by allowing the operator to feel the behaviour of
the tip of the boom [45].
Fig. 2.9 Teleoperated ore crusher [27, 55].
Fig. 2.10 shows a teleoperated machine in use on high wall coal mining [31]. High wall
mining allows greater coal recovery but it has a higher risk of cliff collapse. Teleoperated
machinery is used to isolate a human operator from the cliff collapse hazard.
Fig. 2.11 shows the “Numbat”. The Numbat is a teleoperated vehicle developed both for
mining rescue and research and development [31]. Fig. 2.12 shows the Numbat’s control
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Fig. 2.10 Teleoperated high wall coal mining machine [31].
Fig. 2.11 Numbat teleoperated mining vehicle [31].
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system architecture. The control system is quite simple, as the Numbat is designed to move
slowly enough that the operator could work out the machine dynamics in real time.
Fig. 2.12 Numbat control architecture [31].
2.3 Teleoperation Control Systems
Fig. 2.13 shows the control system architecture for a Slingsby TA9 underwater manipulator,
developed at the Marine Technology Centre at Cranfield during the early 1990s [21]. The
Marine Technology Centre were using the manipulator to develop different teleoperation
methods, including computer models of operating environments. Internet based teleoperation
is not mentioned in [21] because the system was designed in the mid 1990s.
The US Army [34] has developed various communication system architectures (Fig. 2.14)
including small UAVs (unmanned aerial vehicles). The US Army has various specialised
satellite communication systems but only terrestrial links are being considered for the
teleoperated harvester.
There is no fundamental requirement to use the internet or TCP/IP4 for teleoperation,
but the internet is an attractive medium to use due to widespread availability of internet-
based communications hardware [37, 56–58]. While the internet is widely available, it
has some shortcomings such as unpredictable time delay. For maximum reliability under
uncertain time delays, internet-based control systems require delay compensation that can
4Transmission Control Protocol/Internet Protocol
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Fig. 2.13 Concept teleoperation for an underwater arm [21].
Fig. 2.14 US Army Teleoperation System Overview [34].
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accommodate varying time delays and ensure stability and controllability [59–63]. Other
communications methods such as ISDN5 have more predictable communications delays than
TCP/IP (Fig. 2.15), but ISDN networks are less widely available than TCP/IP. An alternative
approach to immunity from uncertain time delays is to increase the autonomy, so the control
system is less dependent on receiving instructions in real time [57]. The main wireless
internet (WiFi) standards are 802.11b and 802.11g. 802.11b has longer range but lower data
rate, the opposite is true with 802.11g. In [64], two 802.11b adapters were used, as well as
an 802.11g adapter and a MeshNetworks WiFi wireless modem. Fig. 2.16 shows the range
performance of the different WiFi devices tested, and Fig. 2.17 shows the delay behaviour.
Fig. 2.15 Delay behaviour of ISDN compared to TCP/IP [65].
A shortcoming of using TCP/IP for control is that the transmission delay is not predictable,
which is made worse when it is sent over wireless (Fig. 2.17).
Bandwidth is a vital consideration for audio and video transmission. A typical audio
bandwidth requirement might be 128000 bit s−1 for stereo sound. The video bandwidth
requirements are dependent on codec but a simple format like M-JPEG (motion JPEG) is
preferred for its simplicity and ability to easily recover from dropouts. For ease of control
a minimum frame rate of 10 frames per second is desirable [66]. For stereo vision this
translates to 20 frames of video per second. A high quality 640×480 pixel JPEG image
is about 110 kB, and a medium quality image is about 50 kB. For stereo vision and sound
at 10 frames per second the required bandwidths are approximately 18Mbits−1 for high
5Integrated Services for Digital Network
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Fig. 2.16 Transmission speed behaviour of different wireless Ethernet devices. 802.11-type
device transmit powers are 20 dBm, MeshNetworks 23 dBm [64].
Fig. 2.17 Average delays of various WiFi equipment [64].
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quality and 8.3Mbits−1 for medium quality. The bandwidth may be more than what WiFi
equipment can deliver (see Fig. 2.16).
2.4 Operator Interfaces and Control Methods
Fig. 2.18 shows a mining teleoperation interface. The control console is part of a specially
made seat, and the feedback is visual via monitors. The control system appears to be a radio
control console that has been mounted in front of the seat. Such immersive interfaces are
designed to achieve telepresence, when the operator is able to control a teleoperated machine
as effectively operating it directly [60, 67].
Fig. 2.18 Simple mining teleoperation interface [31].
The high wall coal miner interface is shown in Fig. 2.19. Position information is used
with a model of the coal seam to show the approximate position of the drill head. Other
information shown includes production amount, depth and explosion hazard.
Simple interfaces are quick to set up, and can often be pieced together from existing off-
the-shelf hardware. There is no reason to assume that an advanced interface has to use highly
customized and integrated hardware and software. Using carefully selected off-the-shelf
hardware and software can reduce development costs substantially, especially for prototypes.
Fig. 2.20 shows the status screen for the Numbat. The below absolute zero temperatures
in the “Environmental” pane may mean the temperature sensors are disconnected and not
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Fig. 2.19 Status Screen for Teleoperated Long Wall Mining Machine [31].
giving readings. If this is the case it is better to have an explicit indication of sensor status to
prevent confusing the operator.
Fig. 2.20 Numbat status display [31].
Argonne National Laboratory has been developing teleoperated equipment for work in
nuclear reactors since the 1950s [26, 68]. Fig. 2.21 shows an early system using mechanical
feedback. While mechanical feedback allows tactile feedback its range is limited by the
mechanical linkages. Fig. 2.22 shows a teleoperated pipe saw for use when performing
maintenance on nuclear reactors. During usability testing it was found that the operators had
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great trouble keeping the saw blade planar, which resulted in jamming and broken blades
[25]. The solution found was to constrain the motion of the saw to a plane perpendicular to
the surface of the pipe during cutting. For general movement the operator is able to use the
saw with unconstrained movement. When the operator is cutting the pipe they can select the
mode to constrain the movement of the saw in one plane only. Fig. 2.23 shows the virtual
(a) View 1 (b) View 2
Fig. 2.21 Early Teleoperated Machines at Argonne National Laboratory [26].
Fig. 2.22 Control Strategy for pipe saw [25].
surfaces imposed on the video feed in the visual interface.
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Fig. 2.23 Pipe Saw Virtual Surfaces [25].
2.5 Experimental Platforms for Teleoperation
There is no requirement to use a smaller test system for developing teleoperation. However,
using a test system is desirable for the following reasons:
• the machine is too large to fit into available laboratory space [27, 37];
• the machine may be located far away from a suitable location for development [27];
• the machine may be a one-off that cannot be replaced [27];
• it is not necessary to have all of the machine as only a part of the machine’s functionality
is being teleoperated [46, 48].
Practically any aspect of the behaviour or implementation of the development system
is at the discretion of the designer. However, the more closely the test system replicates
the behaviour of the field machine the easier it will be to apply results and design features.
Example teleoperation development scenarios are:
• Proof of Concept — teleoperation is being developed but without retrofitting a base
machine. The control algorithm for a large machine is to be studied or refined. A part
of the machine is isolated and used in a test laboratory [46, 65].
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• Design for Retrofit – an existing fully functional machine is to be retrofitted for
teleoperation. All the mechanical design work has been done and the teleoperation
system needs to be designed to accommodate the machines mechanical behaviours
[24].
Fig. 2.24 shows the teleoperation system design for a log grabber arm test system [46].
It is notable that it is separated into several distinct layers and modules. Separating the
teleoperation system components requires more design effort but makes it easier to transfer
components between different systems. Fig. 2.25 shows the log grabber test system in use.
Fig. 2.24 Concept Teleoperation System [46].
Only the log grabber arm has been recreated in the laboratory. The target machine already
exists so it makes sense to use the same hardware.
Sometimes the field machine is small enough to be used in the laboratory. The field
machine can have work done in the laboratory and outside in more structured and controlled
conditions [69]. An example is a small excavator that was fitted out for teleoperation with arm
position is shown in Fig. 2.26. The hydraulic control valves have been converted to electrical
operation from the original hand levers. Fig. 2.27 shows the arm controlled excavator being
tested on a spoil pile.
Fig. 2.28 shows a test system for controlling an excavator arm. The focus of this study
was to determine how to make a two-lever control more intuitive [48]. It is important to
take into account the effects additional systems have on system pressure and performance.
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Fig. 2.25 Log grabber test system [42].
Fig. 2.26 Excavator fitted out for teleoperation [69].
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Fig. 2.27 Excavator being field tested [69].
Being able to model and predict these effects is a significant challenge when developing
teleoperation on a sub system.
Fig. 2.28 Excavator test system [48].
2.6 Haptic Feedback
Haptic feedback is useful for providing supplementary information to the operator through
means such as force reflection or virtual force fields [25, 70]. Haptic feedback devices
may be custom built [44], or commercially available systems such as the Phantom Omni.
One of the main challenges of haptic feedback is maintaining stability in the presence of
time delays. Passivity techniques, like wave variable transforms may help alleviate stability
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problems [60, 63, 71, 72]). Haptic feedback has been used to control excavators [43, 47].
Fig. 2.29 shows a mapping of the positions of a Phantom Omni haptic device to the arm on
an excavator.
Fig. 2.29 Example mapping of a Phantom Omni haptic device to excavator boom motions
[47].
Fig. 2.30 shows a Phantom Omni in use controlling a backhoe [47]. The haptic device
was used to evaluate providing trajectory guidance when performing manoeuvres such as
shifting soil using the excavator bucket. The Phantom Omni was set up with the arm in the
same orientation as the excavator arm. The disadvantage of the setup is that the base of the
Phantom Omni gets in the way of the operator’s arm. An alternative setup is to have the
Phantom Omni arm facing back towards the operator. Appropriate feedback can eliminate
any confusion about the movement of the Phantom Omni arm relative to the excavator arm.
Mingde, Dingxuan et. al. [73] describe a method of force feedback control using velocity
control. The force feedback is delivered to a special glove worn by the operator. The
improved method involves using position-velocity control, where the displacement of the
controller from the zero point results in a velocity signal, and the feedback is based on the
velocity error [74]. This research was primarily aimed at telesurgery, but the impedance
concepts are applicable to forestry harvesting. An important difference is the use of an
ANN6, as opposed to PID controllers. It is claimed that the use of an ANN results in much
better tracking performance [75]. Transparent teleoperation without force sensing is very
useful because force sensors are often very noisy and difficult to set up, and machine scaling
introduces further difficulties [76]. Bilateral teleoperation of two identical devices based on
force sensing has been found to be better than force position feedback [77]. However, such a
result is only applicable for non-identical machines if adequate scaling is provided.
6Artificial Neural Network
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Fig. 2.30 Excavator teleoperation with haptic feedback [47].
2.7 Minimal Modelling for System Identification
This thesis uses identification methods based on physical parameters in a similar way to
[78–83]. While [78, 79] state that methods based on measuring individual components
are not useful, it is important to have an elementary understanding of how the individual
machine components affect the machine behaviour as a whole. Minimal modelling is a
framework that is usable in a diverse range of systems including diabetes diagnosis and
detection [84], mitral valve modelling [85], rocketry [86] and non-linear modelling in a spring
cart [87]. Real-time estimation for system response has been implemented for buildings
[88], and minimal modelling based system identification is also capable of doing this. A
Phantom Omni provides a good starting point for controlling an excavator as it has a similar
kinematic setup [47]. Haptic control is being explored for use in the mining industry [45]
and is under development for use in medical applications [70, 89, 90]. A related application
is the modelling of friction within the joints of the Phantom Omni such as [91] and [92].
The wavelet method of [91] has the advantage of providing good temporal resolution,
but the lack of an attempt to physically justify the meanings of the derived parameters
means it is difficult to see the effect of changes in the machine configuration on the model.
Naerum [92] is correct in mentioning that unknown parameters can reduce the accuracy
of a physical model. However, once again the results leave the question of how changes
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in machine parameters affect the identified parameters and the relative contribution each
parameter makes to the model accuracy. Minimal modelling can be viewed as an extension
to the methods of controlling excavators such as Internal Model Control [93] and Bilateral
Matched Impedance Teleoperation [94]. Other modelling methods include Lagrange-Euler
and Generalised Newton formulations. One disadvantage with these formulations is they
can end up having many parameters and complex mechanisms [95]. There are established
methods of identifying excavator parameters such as Generalised Newton, Lagrange-Euler
and virtual work formulations [96, 97].
Particular attention is given to papers by Hann et. al. [98], Moorehead et. al. [85] and
Wongvanich et. al. [87], that deal with minimal modelling based parameter identification of
mechanical systems with non-linearities. Fig. 2.31a and Fig. 2.31b show the step input and
response of a spring cart respectively. While the cart exhibits an approximately underdamped
linear response, a closer investigation of the step response is required to come up with an
accurate minimal model. In particular, frictional damping causes damping to increase at low
speeds.
(a) Step Input to Spring Cart. (b) Actual Spring Cart Response.
Fig. 2.31 Spring Cart Input and Response [87].
Fig. 2.32 shows the true response of the spring cart to a negative step and a linear time
variant minimal model. The minimal model is accurate, except for the underestimation of
damping at low amplitudes due to friction.
The Laplace Transform approach has been implemented in [99–101] but has issues with
accuracy and is highly sensitive to the nature of the function that is being inverted. Non-
linear system regression is used in both approaches and is also effective in the time domain.
Minimal modelling system identification for the Phantom Omni is not focussed on improving
the control response of the Phantom Omni (e.g.[102, 103]), but identifying and modelling its
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Fig. 2.32 Spring Cart Response with Minimal Model [87].
existing properties as well as developing an algorithm that is generalisable to other systems,
for example excavator response. One such study by Cavusoglu et. al. focussed on critically
evaluating the control system of a Phantom Premium haptic arm [102, 103].
Energy-based friction models are intended to address a deficiency with the state-of-art of
damping and friction modelling. Most models of frictional damping are a function of velocity
[81, 83, 104, 105] and there are many forms that get very complex [80, 82, 106, 107]. Often
they linearize transfer functions about operating points, use ARX models [108] or just have
high order transfer functions [109].
A minimal modelling type method is used to identify parameters in a gravity wave
detector [110] but the methods presented in this thesis are intended for identification of
non-linearities by examining their effect on the measured amplitude and frequency response
of the minimal model. The parameters of the Phantom Omni are identified using sinusoidal
steady state analysis. Alternatives such as pseudo-random binary sequences (PRBS) have
been used to identify the frequency and phase response of mechanical joints [111]. The
advantage of sinusoidal steady state analysis over a PRBS is that non-linearities at a particular
frequency are obvious by examining the waveform distortion of the output and there are no
intermodulation products to worry about [83].
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2.8 Stabilisation of Bilateral Haptic Feedback Under Time
Delay
Time delay is inevitable in the process of data transmission on any network, and is a problem
as it can destabilize a bilaterally controlled teleoperator. There have been numerous studies
that have tried to solve the time-delay problem in the bilateral control of a teleoperator.
Anderson and Spong [112] proposed a bilateral control law that maintains stability under
the communication time-delay by using transmission line theory (transmission lines have
time delay but are resonance free). Niemeyer and Slotine [113] extended this idea and
introduced the notion of “wave variable” with the objective of treating the control network as
a transmission line, which are inherently passive. Previous teleoperated systems could be
made stable with ∼0.1 second time delays but passivity was the first method that improved
stability by not reducing the control bandwidth [112]. Many papers cover passivity as a
solution for compensating time delays in haptic feedback loops, e.g. [24, 60].
The bilateral control based on the scattering theory guarantees the stability of the system
for any time delay. However, it loses its stiffness and tends to be sticky as the time delay
becomes large [114]. Passive systems can be made stable for a given fixed time delay as well
as time varying delays, but the stability condition based on the passivity has been proven to
be more conservative [115].
Studies of the operator behaviour by Dyck et. al [116] and Chopra et. al. [117] show that
from a control theory point of view, the operator is passive when simply complying with
the movement of the controller device, but is active when controlling the position of the
haptic feedback device. The working definition of the teleoperation system discussed in this
thesis is that the operator actively defines and physically maintains the controller in a desired
position, and feels what the machine is doing through forces applied to the controller. This
situation actually relaxes the stability criteria, as the operator is able to add extra damping
when needed to stop oscillations [118, 119].
Hashtrudi-Zaad’s PhD thesis [120] addressed stabilising bilateral teleoperation in the
presence of time delay, in particular the Bilateral Force/Position Controller [121]. The main
motivation for using a position controller is that the robots are used as servomechanisms
that take position arguments. In this case, using position feedback is also more versatile, as
velocity can always be computed from position numerically. Hashtrudi-Zaad have studied
an excavator that is fitted out as a servo position control with impedance control [122].
They take advantage of pre-existing control systems in the excavator to simplify the design
of the teleoperation system. This makes the implementation of bilateral haptic feedback
much simpler as real time feedback information does not need to be transmitted through the
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communication medium. The impedance control helps with scaling the machines, as the
controller will always be smaller than the excavator.
The two-port passivity criterion guarantees the stability of teleoperation systems as
long as environment, operator, and control network are passive, regardless of the amount
of uncertainty in the dynamics of each component; thus resulting in robust stability of
the teleoperation system [112, 123]. However, the passivity requirement for each network
in a coupled system renders the robust stability condition conservative. For instance, a
control network can be active, while the one-port network resulting from the control network
termination with a passive environment is passive. Instead, a condition based on the structured
singular value (SSV) [124], or absolute stability based on Llewellyn’s Absolute Stability
Criterion from circuit theory [125], guarantees the passivity of the one-port network caused
by terminating the control network with any passive environment (operator). Such passivity
condition results in coupled stability for any passive operator and environment.
2.9 Summary
Chapter 2 has reviewed literature from a wide variety of disciplines including forestry, mining,
underwater machines and nuclear power plants. The main research gap identified is that
nobody has conducted detailed research on the problems relevant to teleoperated forestry
harvesting on steep slopes in New Zealand, in particular the problems of retrofitting existing
generic machines for teleoperation and haptic feedback. These problems include simplifying
the identification of dynamic parameters, stable characterisation of non-linearities such as
friction, and implementation of modifications to control systems that are as easy and simple
to retrofit to existing machines as possible.
Chapter 3 outlines the setup of the research systems used in the preparation of the thesis.
Chapter 3
System Setup
3.1 Introduction
This chapter describes the research set ups used for performing the research in this thesis. The
primary goal was to have laboratory scale versions of the machinery that is used in the field,
with similar kinematics and actuation systems. The two main systems used for the laboratory
research were a Phantom Omni haptic feedback device, and a laboratory scale hydraulic
arm (hydraulic test system). While both systems are different to a full size excavator based
tree harvester, they both have similar kinematics, and for the hydraulic test system, the same
actuation.
Since the Phantom Omnis were available first, and the general principle of minimal
modelling is so transferable between different mechanical devices, the minimal modelling
was implemented and tested on a Phantom Omni before the hydraulic test system. The
purpose of the laboratory scale hydraulic machine was that (i) a full-size hydraulic machine
would have been impractical in the laboratory, and (ii) the use of minimal modelling is
intended to produce kinematic models of the hydraulic test system that are transferable
between different mechanical systems, so the results obtained from the laboratory scale
system can be scaled to a full-size machine.
The Phantom Omni was used to do the first proof of concept of minimal modelling. While
the Phantom Omni is primarily designed as a haptic feedback device, its kinematics are
similar to an excavator arm, so the minimal modelling results for the movement of the base
were applicable to the project as a whole. The minimal modelling done on the Phantom Omni
provides a basis for modelling the laboratory scale hydraulic arm, which in turn provides a
basis for modelling the full-size excavator. The time delay testing was performed with two
Phantom Omnis, as they provided a compact platform for testing response to time delays. In
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particular, they would not do too much damage if they became unstable and started moving
uncontrollably.
The hydraulic robot controls were implemented using ROS. In particular, Scion New
Zealand has experience in using ROS for remote control on a John Deere 909 tree harvester,
and given ROS’s modular nature many of the design techniques used on the 909 Project
were applicable to this research, in particular the kinematics modelling and control. Since
ROS runs on Linux and the teleoperation used Ethernet for communications, the laboratory
control system used off-the-shelf general purpose PCs for the control computers, and standard
wireless Ethernet hardware for the teleoperation. This was intended to demonstrate that
expensive, custom-made hardware was not inherently necessary for retrofitting the existing
harvester controls for teleoperation.
Early in the project, an assessment was made on whether to buy and modify a commercial
off-the-shelf teleoperation system or to develop a teleoperation system in-house from off-the-
shelf parts. The closest purpose built teleoperation systems were considered to be for mining.
However, the high cost (NZ$180000) and extensive modifications required resulted in the
decision to pursue the development of an in-house system using COTS hardware and custom
software written to run in ROS [126]. The choice of in-house development was justified due
to the much greater flexibility during development, especially in the control components and
architecture. Even if a commercial off-the-shelf teleoperation system becomes available, the
findings from the in-house development will provide background and guidance of what is
required.
3.2 Phantom Omni Matlab Setup
The system identification, time delay and data driven modelling experiments on the Phan-
tom Omni were performed in Simulink, using libraries supplied by Quarc. The Quarc
libraries have blocks and functions for Simulink to interact with the Phantom Omni. The
Quarc library provides blocks that interface with the Phantom Omni’s IEEE 1394/FireWire
interface. Quarc also supplies communications blocks that work over TCP/IP, which allows
for experiments with bilateral haptic feedback over a network. The Phantom Omni uses
encoders for sensing joint positions, which are converted into joint angles using the Quarc
libraries. Since the joint encoders are relative, the Phantom Omni requires calibration from
time to time. The calibration could not be done from Matlab and was done with specialised
software supplied by Sensable, the manufacturers of the Phantom Omni.
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3.2.1 System Identification
The system identification was done using Simulink’s standard signal generators. The data
was gathered in Simulink, then processed using Matlab code. The minimal modelling system
identification did not use any specialised system identification toolboxes, and the data driven
modelling used the System Identification Toolbox.
3.2.2 Phantom Omni Time Delay Stability Testing
The time delay testing was performed using two Phantom Omnis and two computers con-
nected to each other over an Ethernet link. The intrinsic time delay between the computers
was very small, so delay blocks were put into the simulation to simulate a significant delay.
Fig. 3.1 shows the setup that was used in the stability testing.
Fig. 3.1 Stability Testing Setup.
3.3 Hydraulic Robot Setup
The research robotic system is a small scale hydraulic arm (Fig. 3.2). The hydraulic arm is
similar to a full size excavator, except that only a single joystick is required for control, as
there are no controls for the bucket. The machine is immobile so controls for the tracks have
not been investigated.
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Fig. 3.2 Hydraulic Test System without sensors fitted.
3.3.1 Hydraulics
Fig. 3.3 shows the hydraulics in the hydraulic test system. Each of the three rams is connected
to four-way, three-position, closed centre electro-hydraulic proportional valves. The ram
load is sensed by the Pressure Compensator valve using a system of sensing lines that
detect the highest load pressure on any given ram, then keeps the system pressure at least
110 psi (7.58 bar) higher. Table 3.1 shows the specifications of the hydraulic test system, and
Table 3.2 shows the specifications of the hydraulic rams themselves. The maximum forces
are based on an operating pressure of 800 psi (5.52MPa), and the maximum speeds are based
on a flow rate of 5.78 Lmin−1. The exact inner radius of the cylinder was not measured but
was calculated from the ratio of maximum extension speed to maximum retraction speed.
Table 3.1 Lab System Hydraulics Specifications.
Part Description
Prime Mover Electric Motor 4 pole induction, rated output 0.75 kW
(1 hp) at 1410 rpm
Pump Flow 5.78 Lmin−1 at 1410 rpm (0.0041 L per revolution)
Pump Constant Displacement
Valves Electrically operated proportional valves
Set Point Relief Pressure 800 psi (5.52MPa)
Maximum Relief Pressure 1130 psi (7.79MPa) at 5.78 Lmin−1 pump flow and
0.75 kW Prime Mover output
Pressure Compensator Bias
Spring
110 psi (0.758MPa)
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Fig. 3.3 Hydraulic Test System Diagram.
Table 3.2 Hydraulic Ram Specifications.
Quantity Ram 1 Ram 2 Ram 3
Minimum Length (mm) 395 390 465
Maximum Length (mm) 545 540 720
Cylinder Inner Radius (mm) 26.4
Cylinder Outer Radius (mm) 31.8
Ram Shaft Radius (mm) 15.9
Extension Area (m2) 2.190 ·10−3
Retraction Area (m2) 1.395 ·10−3
Maximum Extension Speed (ms−1) 0.04398
Maximum Retraction Speed (ms−1) 0.06906
Maximum Extension Force (N) 12000
Maximum Retraction Force (N) 7700
3.3.2 Input and Output
The hydraulic test system uses a PAC and amplifiers to control the valves. The PAC is a
SNAP PAC R1 model manufactured by Opto 22. The PAC was chosen because the original
target of the teleoperation project was the Trinder ClimbMax. The PAC communicates with
the controlling computer through an Ethernet connection. While a computer running PAC
Project Basic is required for PAC programming, a different computer can be used for the
actual communication of commands. In the laboratory setup the PAC programming computer
was a Windows PC, but the general libraries supplied by Opto 22 were used for writing
programs in Linux. Fig. 3.4 shows the control cabinet with its associated circuitry.
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Fig. 3.4 Hydraulic Arm Control Cabinet. From Top: Power Supply, PAC, Protective Circuit
Breaker and Connections, PWM Generators (×3).
The PAC is programmed from Opto 22’s “Pac Control” software. The PAC is programmed
using control charts (Fig. 3.5), which are very similar to flow charts, and run simultaneously.
The WatchDog_Timer and Control charts run indefinitely, but the Powerup chart runs when
first powered to launch the other two charts. The watchdog time has a period of one second
and is reset every time a new control packet is received. If the watchdog timer expires, the
PAC shuts the valves so the hydraulic arm does not move. The valve commands are sent to
the PAC as 32 bit floating point values in the range of -100 to +100, where a command of
+100 represents maximum extension, and -100 represents maximum retraction. The valve
commands have a dead band, where any valve command with an absolute value less than 1 is
rounded to zero.
The Control chart sends the received valve commands to DAC1 modules that output a
control voltage from 0V to 10V. The DAC outputs are sent to PWM generators (Valves 2
and 3), or valve current controllers (Valve 1). The M171 PWM generators (Fig. 3.4, lower
right) for Valves 2 and 3 are motor drivers but are suitable for driving valves. The base
ram has controllers that control the valve coil directly, but the other two rams have motor
controllers that generate a PWM voltage to drive the valve coils. Tests of the resistance and
inductance of the valve coils shows the coils have a fast enough response (time constant
1Digital to Analogue Converter
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Fig. 3.5 PAC Control Charts.
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140 µs) to assume the valve current changes instantaneously at the 100Hz frequency of PWM
operation.
Valve 1 has two valve current controllers. The DAC output is programmed to put out a
non-zero voltage to a single valve at a time. Valves 2 and 3 have a single PWM generator
each. The PWM output is switched between the valve coils using relays depending on
whether the valve command is for the ram to extend or retract. While this arrangement saves
on outputs in the PAC, if there are enough output channels this is not necessary and omission
simplifies the output hardware.
3.3.3 Robot Sensing
Two types of sensors were used on the hydraulic arm’s joint angles: slope sensing and ram
length sensing. The slope sensors are IMU2 based and the ram length sensors use string
encoders. The sensor data is received over a USB3 to CAN4 bus adapter connected to the
“local” control computer and processed for both feedback about the machine state and control.
Fig. 3.6 shows the hydraulic test system with the rams and arm links labelled. In Fig. 3.6
Link 1 can be thought of as the boom and Link 2 as the stick.
Fig. 3.6 Hydraulic Test System with Links and Rams Labelled.
Joint Encoders
Joint encoders were considered for use, but the joints in the hydraulic robot have not been
engineered for inclusion of joint encoders. As a result, slope sensors were favoured, with
2Inertial Measurement Unit
3Universal Serial Bus
4Controller Area Network
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calculation of joint angles from ram length measurements. Excavators have a similar problem
with joint encoders, as their joints are designed for durability, not precision.
Slope Sensors
Slope sensors (Fig. 3.7) use an IMU to compute the gravity vector, which is then used to
calculate the slope angle, roll and pitch. The advantage of using this type of slope sensor
is they are self-contained, do not require calibration and can be mounted on the arm at any
convenient point. The differences in sensed angles can be used to calculate joint angles
between different arm segments.
Fig. 3.7 Principle of Gravity Vector Based Joint Angle Measurement.
Fig. 3.8 shows the slope sensors that were supplied by Trimble. Slope sensors were fitted
to the base, boom and stick links. The slope sensors are the most sensitive when the joint
rotation axis is perpendicular to the gravity vector, and have zero sensitivity when the joint
rotation axis is parallel. For this reason, the slope sensors are suitable for measuring the
shoulder and elbow joint angles but unsuitable for measuring the waist angle.
The main shortcoming of using slope sensors based on IMUs is that cancellation of
the non-gravitational accelerations requires complex algorithms. Any imperfection in the
correction causes the joint angles to appear to change when in fact they are not changing. This
effect was noticed on the hydraulic arm and caused instability with some control regimes,
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Fig. 3.8 Hydraulic Arm Showing Trimble Slope Sensors.
particularly with the haptic feedback. The haptic feedback would respond to movements
“seen” by the slope sensors which did not actually happen.
Ram Length Sensing
String encoders were used for the research, because they are non-invasive and easy to set up.
The main issues with using string encoders are that the dimensions of the triangle must be
measured accurately, and the angle accuracy depends on the initial calibration. The encoders
used were Trimble CE21 encoders, and these require calibration after every power cycle. In
the lab the string encoders were calibrated by driving all the rams to their shortest lengths
and setting that reading as zero. Once the string encoder was calibrated the string encoder
reading was added to a “zero length offset” distance to obtain the true length of the ram for
calculations.
Fig. 3.9 shows the string encoder setup to measure the length of Ram 2, which measures
the angle at the shoulder joint. The situation shown is an example of where the slope sensors
give incorrect readings, since the shoulder joint is “leaning back” towards the waist joint.
The ram length derived angle measured at −6° (6° clockwise of vertical) but the slope sensor
read 6°.
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Fig. 3.9 String Encoder Installed to Measure Ram Length.
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3.3.4 Kinematics and Joint Torques Model
Appendix B shows drawings of the hydraulic test system with dimensions used to calculate
joint angles and ram forces. The drawings are generated from a SolidWorks model of the arm,
and the information about the arm’s joints is exported as a URDF5 file for use with ROS’s
kinematic functions. The URDF file contains information about the joints, their locations,
orientations and offset angles. The advantage of using the URDF data export is that all the
kinematic properties of the hydraulic test system are directly linked to a single model.
While the URDF model works with joint angles, the actuators that need control are
hydraulic rams. The data in the URDF file includes information about the locations of the
ends of the rams, so that for a given target set of joint angles a set of ram lengths can be easily
generated using the standard kinematic libraries included with ROS (see next section). In
practice, the ram lengths were calculated entirely from information in the URDF file, but the
equations below give some insight into how the calculations were performed. The method
for calculating the joint torques is given in Appendix C.
Ram 1
Page 2 in Appendix B shows the rotating base in its “zero angle” position (3.1). The result in
(3.1) is given in radians, so the quantity 0.57648 in (3.1) is 33.03◦ in radians.
θbase = cos
−1
(
2.7773−
( x1
288.35
)2)
−0.57648 (3.1)
The ram force is computed using the torque angle, given by φbase as shown in (3.2).
φbase = cos
−1
(
x1
176
− 1224.1
x1
)
(3.2)
The ram force can then be derived from the torque, moment radius and torque angle, as
shown in (3.3).
F1 =
τ1
r1 sin(φbase)
=
τ1
0.088
√
1−
(
x1
176 − 1224.1x1
)2 (3.3)
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The torque is given in (3.4).
τ1 = 0.088F1
√
1−
(
x1
176
− 1224.1
x1
)2
(3.4)
Table 3.3 gives an overview of Ram 1’s torque capabilities at 800 psi (5.52MPa) system
pressure.
Table 3.3 Ram 1 Dynamic Specifications.
Load Torque (Nm)
Ram Position Extension Retraction Ram Displacement (mm)
Full Retraction 548.3 351.9 395
Full Extension 555.3 356.3 545
Any Position 1056 677.6 464.2
Ram 2
The derivations of joint angles and torque angles is similar to Ram 1. The resulting equation
for joint angle is given in (3.5).
θboom = cos
−1
(
1.659−
( x2
354.2
)2)
− pi
2
(3.5)
The ram force is computed using the torque angle, as shown in (3.6).
φboom = cos
−1
(
191.94
x2
+
x2
865
)
(3.6)
The ram force is given in (3.7).
F2 =
τ2
0.145
√
1−
(
191.94
x2
+ x2865
)2 (3.7)
The torque is given in (3.8).
τ2 = 0.145F2
√
1−
(
191.94
x2
+
x2
865
)2
(3.8)
Table 3.4 gives an overview of Ram 2’s torque capabilities at 800 psi (5.52MPa) system
pressure.
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Table 3.4 Ram 2 Dynamic Specifications.
Load Torque (Nm)
Ram Position Extension Retraction Ram Displacement (mm)
Full Retraction 1727 1108 390
Full Extension 1040 667.1 540
Any Position 1740 1117 464.2
Ram 3
The derivations of joint angles and torque angles is similar to Ram 1. The resulting equation
for joint angle is given in (3.9). The offset of −1.4802 rad radians represents an angle offset
of 6.6−1.41−90=−84.81 degrees.
θstick = cos
−1
(
2.1533−
( x3
427.45
)2)
−1.4802 (3.9)
The ram force is computed using the torque angle, as shown in (3.10).
φstick = cos
−1
(
−1161
x3
+
x3
300
)
(3.10)
The ram force is computed using the joint angle directly (3.11).
F3 =
τ3
0.15
√
1−
(
−1161
x3
+ x3300
)2 (3.11)
The torque is given in (3.12).
τ3 = 0.15F3
√
1−
(
−1161
x3
+
x3
300
)2
(3.12)
Table 3.5 gives an overview of Ram 3’s torque capabilities at 800 psi (5.52MPa) system
pressure.
Table 3.5 Ram 3 Dynamic Specifications.
Load Torque (Nm)
Ram Position Extension Retraction Ram Displacement (mm)
Full Retraction 233.9 150.1 460
Full Extension 1111 712.7 720
Any Position 1800 1155 590.3
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3.3.5 Visual Feedback
Visual feedback comes from an Axis M2014 IP6 camera mounted on the turntable, as shown
in Fig. 3.10. The IP cameras can stream directly to an Internet Browser window, so ROS is
not strictly required. However, it is good to integrate the camera with the rest of ROS as the
browser interface provides no direct means of integrating extra information, such as camera
status. ROS uses a modified version of the Axis camera drivers.
Fig. 3.10 Turntable Camera Location.
The camera data is streamed over Ethernet, received by the computer, and converted into
a ROS camera image message. The mounting of the camera (Fig. 3.11) is close to the view
an operator would see if they were operating a full sized harvester. If no signal from the
camera is received for one second, an annotation “Stream is not Live” appears on the
display to warn the operator that the picture being seen is not being updated.
The turntable camera is mounted on a special pole to give it a field of view approximately
the same as what an operator in a full size excavator would see. Fig. 3.10 shows the operator’s
camera position. On a full sized harvester there are two main positions for mounting the
operator’s camera: mounting the camera inside the cab in the approximate position of the
operator’s head, or mounting it outside the cab just above the front windscreen. The main
advantage of having the camera in the operator’s cab is that the camera requires less protection
from the weather and the viewpoint is more similar to an operator’s. The main advantage of
mounting above the front window is the camera is always out of the way and the picture is
less affected by a dirty windscreen and protective bars.
6Internet Protocol
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Fig. 3.11 Turntable Camera View.
3.3.6 Controller Setup
The controller runs on a PC using ROS. The valve commands from the ROS PC are sent
over an Ethernet link to the PAC, which generates the drive voltages for the coil controllers.
Fig. 3.12 shows the fundamental structure of the control architecture used for the hydraulic
test system. An explanation of the quantities in Fig. 3.12 is given in Table 3.6. The quantities
in Fig. 3.12 are linked by transfer functions, some of which (e.g. the PID7 controller) are
linear, but others (e.g. Non-Linearity Compensator and length sensor) are non-linear. The
overall goal is to provide a linear response of the system as a whole, from r to x⋆.
Fig. 3.12 Low Level Control Loop Architecture.
7Proportional-Integral-Derivative
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Table 3.6 Explanation of Quantities in Fig. 3.12.
Quantity Description (unit)
x Input position (m)
e Error (m)
u PID Command, normalised so that |u|≤ 1 (no unit)
ν Converted Valve Command, normalised so that |ν |≤
100 (no unit)
F Force on the ram (N)
x Position of the ram as measured by the sensors (m)
x⋆ Actual position of the ram (m)
3.4 Robot Operating System (ROS) Setup
ROS is used to implement the control system, including receiving sensor data, calculating
control commands and sending control commands to the PAC. ROS has been selected and
used because it is specifically designed for robotics development. In particular, ROS includes
event queueing and message handling libraries, which means development can concentrate
on the control algorithms themselves rather than data handling. A full description of the
capabilities of ROS is beyond the scope of this thesis, but more information may be found at
the ROS Website (http://ros.org). ROS is designed to run on Ubuntu Linux. The control
computers in the laboratory run ROS Hydro on Ubuntu Linux 12.04 “Precise Pangolin”.
ROS works by separating the data handling from the data processing. A ROS control
system will work with a large number of small programs (nodes). The nodes communicate
with each other using messages. A sending node publishes a message with a named topic
(e.g. /node/position) and another node can receive this data by subscribing to the topic.
At the highest level, teleoperation is implemented in ROS by splitting the programs it runs
between a “local” machine (the machine connected to the robot) and a “remote” machine
(the machine the controller interacts with). In reality, with the exception of hardware inputs
and outputs there is no fundamental boundary between the two machines. In fact, the “local”
and “remote” machine can be the same! The flexibility of the machine arrangements is useful
for testing the teleoperation against running the teleoperation program on a single machine.
The ROS computers in the laboratory interact with each other over Ethernet, though
the existing control system can easily be extended to interactions using the internet. The
ROS computer connected directly to the PAC is designated the “local” computer. The
local computer is designated the master, and is the control computer that interacts with the
hydraulic test system directly. The present control system is set up as a “single-master”
system. The primary advantage of a single master system is its ease of setup. The main
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drawback of the single master system is that if the master computer fails the entire control
system stops working.
3.4.1 Software Interface with the Robot
The design philosophy in this research is to maintain ROS’s goal of having small nodes that
do a small number of things well and keep coupling between different nodes to a minimum.
It is also useful to maintain a hierarchy of different software functions in line with the ROS
Control architecture diagram given in Fig. 3.13. Doing this allows decoupling the design
of the ROS control system from the design of the sensors, and reduces the interdependency
between different algorithms, which may have been written by different people at different
times. The PAC is accessed from ROS through a node that uses library code supplied by
Opto 22. The ROS interface takes data in ROS topics, translates it into the form used by the
PAC, and then despatches it to the PAC over Ethernet using Opto 22’s own API8 functions.
Fig. 3.13 High Level ROS Control Architecture.
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3.4.2 Control System Safety
The main safety features in the hydraulic test system are a SIL9 3 rated E-Stop10, and a
watchdog timer that is programmed into the PAC. The E-Stop disables the pump if the button
is pressed. The button may be pressed at any time and must be reset before attempting to
start or restart the pump.
The PAC itself is not turned off if the E-Stop is activated, so it will continue to issue the
same command to the valve. While the hydraulic pump will no longer be providing power,
the valves may still be open to some degree. This scenario can still cause ram movement,
but any problems with this can be eliminated by providing an input to the PAC from the
emergency stop and cutting off the circuit to the valve coils.
Another important influence on safety is the computer and network security. Security
issues that are important include authenticating commands and making sure that a given
harvester or robot is only controlled by a single computer. In the laboratory only one
controller computer was used at a given time. Scenarios in which more than one computer is
trying to communicate with it simultaneously have not been tested.
3.4.3 Kinematics Model
Although it is possible to derive the kinematics directly from the drawings in Appendix B,
an add-in to SolidWorks was used to generate a kinematics solver plug-in directly from the
SolidWorks model of the robot. The kinematics architecture uses ROS’s MoveIt! libraries to
perform kinematics (forward and inverse) and path planning. MoveIt! has the advantage of
having complete integration with ROS with a wide range of kinematics and motion planning
libraries, and once the robot model has been created all of these libraries are available. The
robot model is based on a URDF files and SRDF11 files. The URDF file has information
about the joint locations and axes in the robot, and does not require detailed information
about the size and shape of the robot or its parts; this is a beneficial feature for existing
equipment that lacks a detailed solid model.
The SolidWorks model was created from direct measurement of the robot and includes
the arm, table and legs. In particular, the solid model allows the derivation of a model of arm
inertia that is useful for path planning. The extra information about moments of inertia is
included in the SRDF file and is used along with the URDF file by MoveIt!. In the case
of the hydraulic test system, the solid model, and the assumption it was constructed from
9Safety Integrity Level
10Emergency Stop
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mild steel was also used to calculate the mass and rotational inertia of each arm segment.
Achievable path plans are provided by using the rotational inertia from the SRDF file, joint
limits from the URDF file, and using them to limit acceleration, speed and joint angles to
what the robot is physically capable of.
The coordinate systems specified in the URDF are generated from SolidWorks by speci-
fying reference coordinate systems. Ram lengths in the solid model are calculated by placing
reference coordinates at each end of the rams. The ram length can then be calculated from the
distance to the two coordinate system origins. This feature is used to measure ram lengths,
which otherwise would not be directly possible with a URDF model as URDF models do not
allow closed paths in a kinematic chain. A more advanced robot format SRDF is used by
MoveIt!, as it is able to store extra information such as end effectors and closed kinematic
chains.
3.4.4 Open Loop Joystick
The Open Loop joystick is the simplest of the interfaces. The joystick controls the hydraulic
valves directly, with no sensor feedback. While it is not autonomous, its main use is for
sensor calibration and testing if the rams are controllable or not. For example, the hydraulic
test system requires the rams to be driven to their shortest length before calibration. The open
loop joystick interface is the only way to do this, as any other one that uses sensor feedback
will not work because the sensors are not calibrated or are not working. The open loop
joystick setup is also the most similar in principle to the way an excavator is conventionally
operated. Note that in the laboratory setup only a single joystick is required, as the joystick
used has three degrees of freedom and the robot has three degrees of freedom.
3.4.5 Phantom Omni
The Phantom Omni is operated in ROS using a third party library written by Dane Powell
[127]. The library creates a ROS node that provides an interface between the Phantom Omni
hardware and ROS. The Phantom Omni is connected using IEEE 1394/FireWire, so a
FireWire driver is required in Linux, which in this setup was the Juju driver. A suite of
Linux utilities are provided by Sensable/Geomagic for calibrating the Phantom Omni, and
these are used for checking the state of Phantom Omni before usage in ROS. Once the
Phantom Omni is set up and running, conventional ROS programming can be used to read in
the joint positions and issue joint commands.
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3.4.6 Implementation of Teleoperation
Teleoperation is one of the primary goals of the project, and justification needs to be given
for why it is not mentioned more specifically in conjunction with the different interfaces and
controls. The reason is that ROS is extremely flexible with respect to the layout of the control
system, so apart from any changes due to the properties of the communication medium itself
(delay etc.) no specific changes are required to the source code.
In ROS, implementation of teleoperation is a matter of determining which programs
should run on the local computer and which should run on the remote computer, by setting the
ROS_MASTER_URI environment variable appropriately. The lab implementation has identical
code bases on both computers, with different launcher files for the local and remote machines.
Some programs must run on the remote computer e.g. user interface and input. Others must
run on the remote computer e.g. sensor and machine control interfaces. For example, the
autonomous robot control has the trajectory generator running on the remote computer, and
the real time feedback controllers run on the remote computer. Single computer operation is
possible by running both the local and remote programs together, with ROS_MASTER_URI set
to the IP address of the single computer.
All of ROS’s communications run over TCP/IP or UDP12, so it never actually sees the
medium over which it is transmitted. The only effects that are seen in ROS are the latency and
data rate. As long as the latency and data rate are within requirements the system will work.
As a consequence of using TCP/IP and UDP the teleoperation can be extended to operations
over the internet quite easily. The key to easy teleoperation with ROS is to separate out the
different software components to run on the local computer and the remote computer. Ideally,
the remote computer should generate the high level commands, and the local computer should
generate all the low level real time control signals. Autonomy works extremely well with
this type of teleoperation due to its ability to separate high level and low level commands.
Implementing teleoperation in this way allows the same code base to be used on both the
local and remote computers. While in the longer term specific code bases can be developed,
the use of identical code bases eases research and development significantly.
3.5 Summary
Chapter 3 has outlined the setup of the research systems, including the Phantom Omni and
the hydraulic test system. In particular, it has described the overall system architecture
and the means of control using ROS and the PAC. Special attention has been paid to the
12User Datagram Protocol
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ability to ease the transition from a laboratory system to a full size machine, particularly the
transferability of the minimal model and similar actuation systems. This is a distinguishing
feature from many development systems that use a highly specialised laboratory system, but
then face the problem of converting the laboratory control system to something suitable for
use on a full sized machine.
Chapter 4 is a study of time delay compensation of haptic feedback using two Phan-
tom Omnis.
Chapter 4
Delay Compensation for Haptic
Feedback
4.1 Introduction
This chapter presents an investigation of the stability of a teleoperation system, where the
host and client machines are controlled using individual PD controllers. The investigation
has been performed with two Phantom Omnis connected together over an Ethernet network
link, with a similar architecture to the teleoperation system as a whole. The purpose of this
research is to study how haptic feedback interfaces could be used for forestry teleoperation,
most particularly maximising resistance of a haptic feedback control system to instability.
The goal of using haptic feedback is to enhance the operator’s perception of the state of the
machine. In an ordinary manned machine the operator is able to use cues such as actuation
force on the controls and the feel of the position of the machine (the “arse-o-meter”) to judge
machine position, load and safety. While controllers such as keyboards, mice and joysticks
are perfectly useful as input devices, the actuator feel an operator inside the machine receives
during machine operation is lost, meaning the operator can lose awareness of the behaviour of
the machine. The goal of the haptic feedback is to restore some of this feeling by being able
to feel the machine. Since the haptic feedback device is being used both as a control input
and a force output, the haptic feedback arm and the machine can end up ‘controlling each
other’ and oscillating, a problem made worse by time delays. Internet links have uncertain
time delay, which makes the problem more difficult and the implementation of fixed delay
compensation impractical.
The special feature of the haptic feedback architecture outlined in this chapter is that both
the controlled signals and the ‘round trip’ delayed signals are presented to a given host or
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client machine - meaning there are two possible paths for haptic feedback with known delays.
While PD controllers are simple to implement, they are affected by time delays, resulting in
control system instability. This chapter analyses the stable area of a bilateral teleoperation
system with independent PD controllers, including the standard PD control method, and the
method based on switching between two standard controllers using a ‘selector function’, that
selects the haptic feedback to use based on the local (controlling device) and remote (device
being controlled over the network) positions, speeds and time delays. Small time delays
and low speeds mean the position of the local device is reflected entirely in the local device,
whereas at high speeds and long time delays the haptic feedback is based on the delayed
position of the local device.
The objective is to create a teleoperation system where the host and the client machines are
tuned to individually optimise their own responsiveness and stability, then use the resulting
system with teleoperation over the internet. Unfortunately, the internet has unpredictable
(and possibly unsymmetrical) time delay. To get around this while preserving transparency, a
‘selector function’ is used to determine how to do the position feedback. For short delays, the
client machine uses the host machine’s position directly. For long delays, the host machine
uses the round-trip delayed host signal. This is designed to give the operator a feel of how
quickly the machine can react to a user input. The end goal is to pick an amount of ‘selection’
of the haptic feedback signal that keeps both systems stable while simultaneously maximising
transparency and minimising perceived delay.
4.2 Stability and Performance Evaluation
4.2.1 Stability
Due to the presence of delays in the communication channel and uncertainties in operator and
especially environmental dynamics, the stability robustness and performance of teleoperation
system will degrade. In fact, the stability and performance are often contradictory, and a
compromise must be found between these two elements. If all the teleoperation system
components are LTI, one can take advantage of linear system stability analysis tools such
as the Nyquist criterion or root locus method to make sure that all the closed-loop system
poles are in the right-half-plane [128]. Energy-based stability analysis such as Lyapunov and
passivity theories are often used [129] for this purpose too. For the analysis of teleopera-
tion system stability, passivity-based analysis tools are mainly employed, but Llewellyn’s
Absolute Stability Criterion is less conservative.
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4.2.2 Passivity-Based Methods
Passivity theory, which applies equally well to linear and non-linear systems, is a powerful
method to analyse stability of teleoperation systems. If the energy injected to the system is not
negative (i.e. the system dissipates energy), the system is passive [130]. The mathematical
description of a passive single port device is shown in (4.1) for force f and velocity v.
∫ t
0
f (τ)v(τ)dτ +E(0)≥ 0,∀t ≥ 0 (4.1)
Equation (4.1) holds for admissible forces and velocities, where the product is defined to
be positive when power enters the system port. Equation (4.1) states that the energy supplied
to a passive network must be positive for all time. For the Master-client two-port network
block of Fig. 4.1(b), the passivity condition is expressed as (4.2).
∫ t
0
f1(τ)v1(τ)− f2(τ)v2(τ)dτ +E(0)≥ 0,∀t ≥ 0 (4.2)
Fig. 4.1 Energy Flow Diagrams for One- and Two-port Networks.
The idea of passivity can be used to guarantee stable operation without exact knowledge
of model information.
4.2.3 Llewellyn’s Absolute Stability Criterion
Llewellyn’s Absolute Stability Criterion [120] is derived from the properties of electrical
networks, but can be applied to mechanical devices by substituting force for voltage and
speed for current. An N-port electric network can be characterized by the relationship
between voltage u(t) and current i(t). For a linear time invariant (LTI) one-port network in
the frequency domain, this relationship is specified by its impedance Z(s) according to
U(s) = Z(s)I(s) (4.3)
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where U(s), I(s) are the Laplace transforms of u(t) and i(t) respectively. For an LTI
two-port, this relationship is conveniently specified by Z(s) in matrix form, according to
[
U1(s)
U2(s)
]
=
[
Z11 Z22
Z21 Z22
][
I1(s)
I2(s)
]
= Z(s)
[
I1(s)
I2(s)
]
(4.4)
whereU1(s),U2(s), I1(s), I2(s) are the Laplace transforms of the respective input voltage
and current from different ports. Llewellyn’s Absolute Stability Criterion states that an LTI
two-port impedance network Z =
[
Z11 Z22
Z21 Z22
]
is absolutely stable if and only if the conditions
listed below hold.
1. Z11(s) and Z22(s) have no poles in the right half of the complex plane.
2. Any pole of the Z11(s) and Z22(s) is on the imaginary axis is simple with real and
positive residue.
3. ℜ(Z11)> 0, ℜ(Z22)> 0,
2ℜ(Z11)ℜ(Z22)−ℜ(Z12Z21)
|Z12Z21| > 1
Llewellyn’s Absolute Stability Criterion results in a less conservative robust stability
condition compared to the two-port passivity criterion. If it can be ensured that the host-
client two-port network corresponding to a teleoperation system meets the absolute stability
criterion, then the teleoperation system is stable.
4.2.4 Transparency
Considering the teleoperation system in Fig. 4.2, the host and client forces and positions can
be written in terms of the exogenous input forces F∗u (user) and F∗e (environment) as (4.5)
and (4.6) where αi j,βi j for i, j = 1,2 are rational transfer functions.
vu = α11F
∗
u +α12F
∗
e
ve = α21F
∗
u +α22F
∗
e
(4.5)
Fu = β11F
∗
u +β12F
∗
e
Fe = β21F
∗
u +β22F
∗
e
(4.6)
The system provides position matching, or kinematic correspondence, if and only if the
following conditions hold.
1. Kinematic Correspondence Condition:
α11
α21
=
α12
α22
= γv (4.7)
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holds, where γv is the position scaling factor. In the same way, force matching is
providing if and only if
2. Force Matching Condition:
β11
β21
=
β12
β22
= γf (4.8)
holds, where γf is the force scaling factor.
For the two Phantom Omni situation γv and γf are chosen as unity since the machines are
identical. For other scenarios (e.g. haptic control of an excavator) however these quantities
will not in general be unity because the host and client devices may have different position
and force capabilities. The impedances transmitted to the operator and environment, as
shown in Fig. 4.2, are defined and derived in term of the α and β parameters according to
(4.9).
Zto =
Fu
Vu
∣∣∣∣
F∗e =0
=
β11
α11
(4.9)
Zte =
Fe
Ve
∣∣∣∣
F∗u =0
=
β22
α22
(4.10)
Fig. 4.2 Network Block Diagram of a Teleoperation System.
Bilateral impedance matching is defined as a condition in which the transmitted impedance
to the operator and environment match the environment and the operator impedances, respec-
tively, that is Equations (4.11) and (4.12) must hold.
Zto = Ze ≡ Fe
ve
∣∣∣∣
F∗e =0
(4.11)
Zte = Zu ≡ Fu
vu
∣∣∣∣
F∗u =0
(4.12)
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In fact, bilateral impedance matching is composed of two unilateral impedance match-
ing conditions, namely operator impedance matching (4.13) and environment impedance
matching (4.14). From (4.5)-(4.6), (4.9)-(4.10) and (4.11)-(4.12), one can express the two
matching conditions in terms of α and β as
• Operator impedance matching:
β11
α11
= Zto = Ze =
β21
α21
→ β11
β21
=
α11
α21
(4.13)
• Environment impedance matching:
−β22
α22
= Zte = Ze =−β12
α12
→ β12
β22
=
α12
α22
(4.14)
4.3 Robot Setup and Results
The system is set up as described in Section 3.2.2, and consists of two Phantom Omni haptic
devices: a ‘host’ and a ‘client’ (sometimes described as ‘master’ and ‘slave’). The host device
is used by the operator for haptic feedback, and the client device responds to the operator’s
command and environmental disturbances. It is important to note the Phantom Omnis are
being used as servomechanisms, so the internal dynamics are abstracted away from the haptic
feedback implementation. The control system is set up in Matlab, and consists of the server
that is used by the operator, and the client, which is the robot being controlled. Fig. 4.3 and
Fig. 4.4 show the architectures for the server and client respectively. As well as the signalling,
the client and server also incorporate detection of connection status, and the option to turn off
the haptic feedback. If haptic feedback is turned off, the client will simply follow the server,
and no haptic feedback will be given to the operator. This feature is useful for stabilising the
machines if a stability problem occurs.
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Fig. 4.3 Phantom Omni Server Architecture.
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Fig. 4.4 Phantom Omni Client Architecture.
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The control system takes a vector of joint position commands and uses conventional PD
controllers. While the Phantom Omni has well-known non-linearities [78] the PD control is
considered to provide acceptable performance for the purpose of the stability proof. Fig. 4.5
shows the implementation of the Phantom Omni interface for the haptic feedback. The
Phantom Omni block is supplied by Quarc/Quanser, and takes an input torque and outputs the
joint angles and stylus buttons. The stylus buttons are used to control the haptic feedback, and
the angles from the Phantom Omni are converted to Denavit-Hartenberg angles. Conversion
to Denavit-Hartenberg angles is used as they entirely separate the joint angles from each other,
whereas the raw angles have cross coupling due to the construction of the Phantom Omni’s
internal mechanisms.
Zero Torques
AND
Input Torques
Feedback
Control
Phantom Omni
Convert Phantom
Angles to Denavit-
Hartenberg Angles
Joint Angles
Gimbal Angles
Output Angles>=1
Torque Switch
Check that no Stylus buttons
are pressed
Stylus Buttons
Fig. 4.5 Server Phantom Omni Setup.
Fig. 4.6 shows the architecture of the delay compensator. The delay compensator im-
plements the haptic feedback stabilisation, and uses the measured delay to determine the
delay to apply to the server position data. The delay data comes from measurements of a
time stamp embedded in the data sent between the server and client. The experimentally
derived selector function uses the following inputs:
• Delay time.
• Local and remote positions and speeds and Forces.
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Fig. 4.6 Delay Compensation Architecture.
The proportional and derivative gains (kp and kd) are chosen to be the same in both
the host and client, to provide symmetry in operation and to ensure there is no complex
non-linear coupling between the controllers. For example, if one controller had a much
higher proportional gain, a natural resonance could be potentially set up between the client
and host even without time delay. The controller is a displacement-displacement method,
where the force from the user produces a given displacement, which is copied by the client.
Unlike a velocity-velocity method, this approach results in a bounded steady state error even
with the presence of numerical rounding. The actuation forces Fh and Fc are defined in (4.15)
and (4.16).
Fh = S(t)(kpehc+ kde˙hc)+(1−S(t))(kpehh+ kde˙hh) (4.15)
Fc = (1−S(t))(kpecc+ kde˙cc)+S(t)(kpech+ kde˙ch) (4.16)
The error values as used in (4.15) and (4.16) are calculated as in (4.17), (4.18), (4.19) and
(4.20).
ehc = xc(t− τch)− xh(t) (4.17)
ehh = xc(t− τch)− xh(t− τhh) (4.18)
ech = xh(t− τhc)− xc(t− τcc) (4.19)
ecc = xh(t− τhc)− xc(t) (4.20)
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The τ terms represent the different system delays. The quantities τhh and τcc are round
trip delay times for the host and client, and τhc and τch are the one-way delays from host
to client and client to host. For example, if the host moves forward it will create an error
ecc in the frame of reference for the client. This error will move the client forward based
on the gains kp and kd in (4.16), and this error will be reflected back to the host as ehh. The
same set of gains are applied on the host in (4.15) to generate a force Fh that “feels” the
same as the force on the client, thus providing transparency. The function S(t) (selector) is
bounded between 0 and 1, and functions as an automatic continuous switch which selects
which controller to use for haptic feedback. The formula for S(t) is given in (4.21).
An experimentally defined formula for S(t) is given in (4.21), where A(t), B(t) and C(t)
are defined in (4.22), (4.23) and (4.24) respectively. Since there is no direct measurement of
force, the force is modelled from the output of the PD controllers for each robot. The sat int
function is an integral, but the value is limited to between 0 and 1.
S(t) = sat int(bB(λ )C(λ )+ c−aA(λ )dλ ,0, t,1,0) (4.21)
A(t) = |x˙c(t− τch)Fc(t− τch)| (4.22)
B(t)=Fc(t−τch) d
dt
|xc(t−τch)−xh(t)|=Fc(t−τch) ·(x˙c(t−τch)− x˙h(t)) ·sgn(xc(t−τch)−xh(t))
(4.23)
C(t) = (0.5− ln(τhh(t)))|xh(t− τhh)− xh(t)| (4.24)
The gains a and b in (4.21) determine how sensitive the controller is to external forces.
A higher value of a makes the controller more transparent, and a higher value of b makes
the controller more sensitive to external forces. The constant c is used to slowly return the
controller to transparent bilateral teleoperation when not under actuation. The function A(t)
in (4.22) decreases S(t) when the client does work and takes energy out of the system, based
on the idea of passivity. There are two main causes of error between the client and host.
The first cause of error is when the host arm is moved and the client arm is yet to catch up,
and the second is when there is an obstruction, stopping the client arm. The function B(t)
distinguishes between these two cases via the derivative in (4.23).
The purpose of the function C(t) in (4.24) is to take the delay into consideration by
looking at how much the host has moved over the delay time. For example, with a large time
delay, when the host is moved rapidly there will be a noticeable reflected force applied to
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the host. In order to maintain stability, the parameter C(t) anticipates this large movement
and decreases the reflected force. Coefficients for a, b and c were determined experimentally,
and are shown in Table 4.1.
Table 4.1 Assigned a, b and c parameters in (4.21).
Joint 1 Joint 2 Joint 3
a 7 5 6
b 5 6 5
c -0.02 -0.01 -0.01
Two case studies are given to further explain (4.21), (4.22), (4.23) and (4.24).
Case Study 1: Client is moved against barrier.
When the client first touches the barrier, it will try to move through it as it
is following the path of the host. The reflected force will be felt on the host as
−Fc(t− τch). Since x˙c(t− τch) is small compared to ddt |xc(t− τch)− xh(t)| in (4.23),
S(t) in (4.21) will increase and the host will begin to match the position of the
(stopped) client.
Case study 2: Client receives a sharp disturbance or impulse from a stationary position.
At the instant the impulse is first applied, A(t) and B(t) in (4.22) and (4.23) will
be 0 since the client is stationary. As the impulse takes effect A(t) and B(t) will both
increase and the PD controller in the first term of (4.16) will act to return the client
arm to the neutral position. The host will receive the reflected force, delayed by τch.
If the client instead receives a step input, the situation resembles that in case study 1.
The parameter C(t) is used to take the delay into consideration by looking at how much the
host has moved over the communications delay time. For example, if there is a large time
delay, a rapid movement of the host will cause a large force on the host due to the amount the
client will be expected to move over that time. The extra push back acts as a deterrent to the
host moving the host arm so rapidly, as their movement will cause instability. It is interesting
to note that the only delay time which is important is the round time delay (the time taken for
information to get from the host to the client and back). For example, for a time delay td0,
there is no difference between the cases τch = td0 ,τhc = 0 and τch = 0, τhc = td0.
To demonstrate the method, an experimental test was performed where the client was
moved into a solid object and then pulled off again. An artificial latency of 1 s was added,
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since the actual latency in the TCP/IP link was only 0.01 s. Fig. 4.7 shows the displacements
of the host (dashed) and client (solid). Initially, the host is moved a distance significantly
further than the distance from the client to the object. The client tracks closely the movement
of the host, then stops when it hits the object. A force is then pushed back on the client, which
brings the host back to a similar relative position to the client. At 5.5 s, the host is moved
back to the start position with a further movement back and forward at the end. Overall, the
motion of the host and client are closely matched thus providing an initial proof-of-concept
of this approach.
Fig. 4.7 Phantom Omni Client Architecture.
Further tests gave similar results from near-zero to two second time delays as well as
time-varying delays suggesting this simplified controller of (4.15) and (4.16) is suitable for
haptic feedback in this application.
4.4 Stability Analysis of Teleoperation System using Llewellyn’s
Stability Criterion
Teleoperators are designed to enable humans to manipulate dangerous, remote or delicate
tasks via robotic manipulators with enhanced safety, at lower cost or better accuracy. As
shown in Fig. 4.8, a teleoperation system generally has five components, such as those
determined by Hashtrudi-Zaad in his PhD thesis [120]:
• The operator who wishes to operate the remote task.
• The host (or master) controller that is used by the operator.
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• A communication-channel through which the control commands are transmitted.
• The client (or slave) manipulator that performs the task.
• The remote environment on which the task is conducted by the client machine
The final application of this research is to haptically control a large hydraulic machine
from a hand held controller, which is different to the scenario of a host machine controlling a
near identical client. The advantage of position-position teleoperation is that it eliminates
steady state error when neither machine is moving.
Fig. 4.8 Block Diagram of a Complete Teleoperation System.
Consider the block diagram of a teleoperation system as shown in Fig. 4.8, where the host,
client and communication channel are lumped into a linear-time-invariant (LTI) host-client
two-port network (MSN) model [112]. The operator and environment are assumed to be in
contact with the host and client, and are modelled around their contact operating point by
lumped LTI dynamics as (4.25) where xh and xc denote respective positions of the host and
client arms, and Fh and Fc are the actuator driving forces.
Fu−Fh = mhx¨h−bhx˙h
Fc−Fe = mcx¨c−bcx˙c
(4.25)
The quantities bh and bc represent the viscous coefficients of the driving mechanism for
the client and host respectively. Fu is the force that the operator applies to the host, and Fe
denotes the force that the client arm exerts on the environment.
Fig. 4.9 shows the two-channel bilateral haptic feedback teleoperation system with the
location of the PD controllers highlighted. PD controllers are easy to set up and implement,
but with this approach it is well known that time delays cause instabilities. The objective is
to find the stability condition or area of this teleoperation system. The actuation forces Fh
and Fc are defined in (4.26).
Fh = Kh · (xh(t)− xc(t− τch))+Dhx˙h
Fc = Kc · (xh(t− τhc)− xc(t))+Dcx˙c
(4.26)
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Fig. 4.9 Block Diagram of Independent PD Controllers for Delayed Teleoperation System.
whereKh andKc are proportional gains, andDh andDc are derivative gains. The quantities
τhc and τch are the time delays from the host to the client, and from the client to the host,
respectively. By applying (4.26) to the dynamics of two-channel teleoperation system, the
matrix describing the bilateral delayed teleoperator shown in Fig. 4.9 is given by
[
Fu
Fe
]
=
[
smh+bh+Dh+
Kh
s
Kh
s
e−sτch
Kc
s
e−sτhc smc+bc+Dc+ Kcs
][
Vh
−Vc
]
=
[
Z11 Z12
Z21 Z22
][
Vh
−Vc
]
(4.27)
Applying Llewellyn’s stability criterion to (4.27), we can find that the teleoperator is
stable if the three conditions (4.28)-(4.30) are satisfied at all frequencies s= jω .
ℜ(Z11) = bh+Dh > 0 (4.28)
ℜ(Z22) = bc+Dc > 0 (4.29)
2ℜ(Z11)ℜ(Z22)−ℜ(Z12Z21)
|Z12Z21| =
2(bh+Dh)(bc+Dc)−ℜ
(
KhKc
−ω2 e
− jω(τch+τhc)
)
∣∣∣∣ KhKc( jω)2 e− jω(τch+τhc)
∣∣∣∣
≥ 1
(4.30)
Equation (4.30) holds because of the inequality (4.31).
KhKc
sin2
(
ω(τhc+τch)
2
)
ω2
≤ KhKc (τch+ τhc)
2
4
(4.31)
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Considering inequality (4.29), the stability condition (4.28) can be further simplified to
(4.32).
(bh+Dh)(bc+Dc)≥ KhKc (τhc+ τch)
2
4
(4.32)
When knowing the delayed teleoperator parameters of bh, bc, τch,and τhc, we choose
suitable PD controller parameters Kh, Kc, Dh, and Dc that the stability conditions (4.30),
(4.31), (4.32) are satisfied, then the teleoperation system is absolutely stable.
An experiment was set up using two Phantom Omnis, where the host Phantom Omni
controlled the position of the client Phantom Omni and vice versa over an Ethernet link. For
round trip time delays up to around 0.5-2 seconds (the target time delays for stability), a
number of difficulties were experienced in obtaining consistent stability on the teleoperation
system with existing controllers. The approach used utilized a simplified control approach
based on switching between standard two PD controllers to provide the best combination of
stability and transparency. Using PD controllers, it was found to be considerably easier to
set up and experimentally tune the system. The stability analysis of the improved control
approach is given as follows. For a selector function S(t) ∈ [0,1] the control laws are set up
as follows in (4.33).
Fh = S(t) · (Khehc+Dhe˙hc)+(1−S(t)) · (Khehh+Dhe˙hh)
Fc = S(t) · (Kcech+Dce˙ch)+(1−S(t)) · (Kcecc+Dce˙cc)
(4.33)
The error values in (4.33) are calculated as shown in (4.34)-(4.37).
ehc(t) = xh(t)− xc(t− τch) (4.34)
ehh(t) = xh(t)− xh(t− τhh) (4.35)
ech(t) = xc(t)− xh(t− τhc) (4.36)
ecc(t) = xc(t)− xc(t− τcc) (4.37)
These errors are shown in the frequency domain in terms of the frequency domain
representation of the speed in (4.38)-(4.41).
Ehc(s) =
1
s
(Vh(s)− e−sτchVc(s)) (4.38)
Ehh(s) =
Vh(s)
s
(1− e−sτhh) (4.39)
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Ech(s) =
1
s
(Vc(s)− e−sτhcVh(s)) (4.40)
Ecc(s) =
Vc(s)
s
(1− e−sτcc) (4.41)
The τ terms represent the different system delays. The quantities τhh and τcc are round
trip delay times for the host and client, and τhc and τch are the one-way delays from host
to client and client to host respectively. Note that the round trip delays τhh and τcc are kept
separate because if the time delay is variable they will not have the same values.
For example, if the host moves forward it will create an error ech in the frame of reference
for the client. This error will move the client forward based on the gains Kc and Dc in
Equation (4.33) and this error will be reflected back to the host as ehc. The gains Kh and Dh
are applied on the host in (4.33) to generate a force Fh that “feels” the same as the force on
the client, thus providing transparency.
4.5 Selector Function Analysis
The function S(t) (selector) is bounded between 0 and 1 and functions as an automatic
continuous switch that selects which controller to use for haptic feedback. The primary
objective of the selector function is to make the haptic feedback as transparent as possible
while still preserving stability.
4.5.1 S(t) = 1
When S(t) = 1, the stability conditions are analysed as below. Applying (4.33) to (4.25), the
two-port network model of the delayed teleoperator becomes
[
Fu
Fc
]
=

smh+bh+Dh+ Khs
(
Kh
s
+Dh
)
e−sτch(
Kc
s
+Dc
)
e−sτhc smc+bc+
(
Kc
s
+Dc
)
e−s(τch+τhc)

[Vh
Vc
]
=
[
Z11 Z12
Z21 Z22
][
Vh
Vc
]
(4.42)
Applying Llewellyn’s stability criterion to the impedance matrix of (4.42), we can find
that the teleoperator is stable if the following three conditions (4.43)-(4.45) are satisfied at
all frequencies:
ℜ(Z11) = bh+Dh > 0 (4.43)
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ℜ(Z22) = bc+Dc cos(ω(τch+ τhc))− Kc sin(ω(τch+ τhc))
ω
> 0 (4.44)
where we set y1 =
Kc sin(ω(τch+τhc))
ω −Dc cos(ω(τch+ τhc), Kc = 1, τch = τhc = 3 s and
Dc = 0.5, we can check the value of y1 for all frequencies. Fig. 4.10 illustrates that y1
variations with frequency tend to a limit when Kc and Dc are fixed. If we choose suitable Kc
and Dc, the stability condition 2 will be satisfied.
Fig. 4.10 Curve of y1 with respect to ω .
The stability condition 3 is evaluated as follows:
2(bh+Dh)bc+
(
2bhDc+DhDc−KhKcω2
)
·cos(ω(τch+τhc)− sin(ω(τch+τhc))ω ·(2bhKc+DhKc−DcKh)√(
DhDc−KhKcω2
)2
+
(KcDh+KhDc)
2
ω2
≥ 1
(4.45)
Rewriting (4.45), we get the following inequality:
2(bh+Dh)bc ≥
√(
DhDc− KhKcω2
)2
+ (KcDh+KhDc)
2
ω2
−
(
2bhDc+DhDc− KhKcω2
)
cos(ω(τch+ τhc)+
sin(ω(τch+τhc))
ω · (2bhKc+DhKc−DcKh)
(4.46)
If we define a function y2(ω) as the right hand side of (4.46), and Kc = Kh = 1, τch =
τhc = 3 s, Dc = Dh = 0.5 and bh = 1, we get the variation of y2 with frequency. Fig. 4.11
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illustrates that y2 variations with frequency tend to a limit when Kc, Kh, Dc and Dh are fixed.
If suitable values are picked then stability condition 3 can be satisfied.
Fig. 4.11 Curve of y2 with respect to ω .
4.5.2 S(t) = 0
When S(t) = 0, applying (4.33) to (4.25), the two-port model describing the delayed teleop-
erator becomes
Z11 = smh+bh+ e
−s(τch+τch)
(
Dh+
Kh
s
)
Z12 = e
−sτch ·
(
Kh
s
+Dh
)
Z21 = e
−sτhc ·
(
Kc
s
+Dc
)
Z22 = smc+bc+Dc+
Kc
s
(4.47)
ℜ(Z11) = bh+Dh cos(ω(τhc+ τch))− Kh
ω
sin(ω(τhc+ τch))> 0 (4.48)
ℜ(Z22) = bc+Dc > 0 (4.49)
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2(bh+Dh)bc+
(
2bhDc+DhDc−KhKcω2
)
·cos(ω(τch+τhc)− sin(ω(τch+τhc)ω ·(2bhKc+DhKc−DcKh)√(
DhDc−KhKcω2
)2
+
(KcDh+KhDc)
2
ω2
≥ 1
(4.50)
Rewriting (4.50), we get the following inequality:
2(bc+Dc)bh ≥
√(
DhDc− KhKcω2
)2
+ (KcDh+KhDc)
2
ω2
−
(
2bcDh+DhDc− KhKcω2
)
cos(ω(τch+ τhc)+
sin(ω(τch+τhc)
ω · (DhKc−2bcKh−DcKh)
(4.51)
As with S(t) = 1, we also come to the conclusion that the three stability conditions will
be satisfied when we choose the appropriate Kc, Kh, Dc and Dh.
4.6 Summary
This chapter introduces the notion of a selector function for stabilising bidirectional haptic
feedback, in the context of unpredictable time delay, as found on a communication system
that uses Ethernet, such as the hardware used for the teleoperation. The haptic feedback
stabilisation method uses a ‘selector function’ that selects the source of the haptic feedback
force to apply to the operator. While the selector function is intended to improve stability, the
practical system developed also includes a mechanism for turning off haptic feedback, in case
the operator does not desire to have haptic feedback present. The feature can also be used to
stop oscillations, though the user is also capable of actively damping out the oscillations as
well if desired. The Matlab implementation worked well, though a ROS version will need to
be developed for deployment on the hydraulic test system.
A further investigation was performed for haptic feedback devices using Llewellyn’s
Stability Criterion. This is based on finding a basis for determining what PD controller gain
coefficients will result in haptic feedback. A theorem for this is derived, and the results
explored for a time delay. It is of note that the derivation is for a fully passive system, but
future work includes extending the mathematics to a system in which the human operator
actively attempts to stabilise the system.
Chapter 5 describes the experiments on the hydraulic test system on teleoperation and
autonomous control.

Chapter 5
Hydraulic Machine Teleoperation using
ROS
5.1 Introduction
This chapter covers the implementation of teleoperation and semi-autonomous control of the
hydraulic test system using ROS. The chapter covers the implementation of the ROS control
system, including the detailed implementation of the kinematic model. The hydraulic test
system was supplied as is without measurements, so the measurements for the kinematic
model were gathered directly from the hydraulic test system. However, developing kinematic
models from direct measurements is an important step for the research project, as the
teleoperation project is focused on retrofitting existing machinery, for which detailed design
information may not be available.
The kinematic model is used to develop the autonomous control. Autonomous control
is part of the teleoperation research, as it contributes to the research goals of reducing the
cognitive load on the operator, and optimising machine movements for safety and efficiency.
While autonomous control on its own is important, a further enhancement is the use of
obstacle avoidance. ROS uses a ‘scene graph’, that is a digital representation of the physical
contents of the area the machine is operating in. The data source for the scene graph can
either be from sensor data, or models. In this research the data source was a model of the
obstacle data, but the scene model can be upgraded to use real time sensor data. However,
for the purposes of path planning the data source does not matter – as long as the obstacle
position in the scene graph matches the obstacle position relative to the robot in real life the
concept of autonomous path planning is proven.
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Wherever possible the ROS based control system has been implemented “asynchronously”
- messages are generated and received as and when they are generated, as opposed to being
part of a central clock domain. The main area in which data is synchronised is when multiple
data streams must be merged together, such as CAN bus data from multiple sources. The
control system outlined in this chapter is very general purpose, and has been used for system
identification of the hydraulic test system as outlined in Chapter 8. The key applicability
of the system in this chapter to the research is that the system is the same type as the one
that would be used on a full sized harvester. While the hydraulic test system is not a servo
mechanism, this research shows that autonomous path planning can be performed even on a
non-servo system.
5.2 Initial Concepts
5.2.1 Robots and Kinematics
The initial investigation of the kinematics used an electrically operated robot (Fig. 5.1).
The electrically robot was developed in 2011 as an investigation into tree-to-tree forestry
movement (the “Stick Insect” [18]). The electrically operated robot was used for kinematics
investigation as the kinematic setup was similar to an excavator.
The electrically operated arm’s end effector position has no redundant degrees of freedom,
as the end effector moves in a single plane with two degrees of freedom. Fig. 5.2 shows a
map of the workspace of the electrically operated arm for 10mm actuator intervals. The lack
of intersection of contour lines implies the solutions are unique. The closer the contours are,
the more precision that can be obtained in a particular position.
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Actuator 1
Actuator 2
End Effector
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x
Fig. 5.1 Electrically Operated Robot.
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Fig. 5.2 Electrically Operated Robot – Contour Map.
Fig. 5.3 shows the contour map shaded by the angle of intersection between the contour
lines. While the spacing between the contour lines gives the positioning resolution, the angle
of intersection between the contour lines gives the numerical stability of the inverse kinematic
solution. Perpendicular contour lines have minimal numerical instability, and parallel contour
lines show a singularity in the actuator length to position mapping. Apart from the numerical
stability, the angle is useful for determining the relative overlap between the actions of the
different actuators – if the contour intersection is 90°, the robot at that point moves in a
rotated Cartesian Coordinate system. If the contours are parallel, the actuators both have the
same effect, so the actuator positions for a position in this situation are indeterminate.
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Fig. 5.3 Electrically Operated Robot – Singularity Map.
Fig. 5.4 shows a numerical inverse kinematics solver. The concept behind the figure is
that for a given actuator position it was cheaper to store the contours in a lookup table than
try to calculate the inverse kinematics directly. In particular, the end effector was capable
of being rotated which would have made the kinematic system overdetermined, and this
research was intended to provide a basis for how overdetermined kinematic systems would
be solved.
Fig. 5.4 Electrically Operated Robot – Numerical Inverse Kinematics Greedy Search.
5.2.2 Harvester Teleoperation
Initial studies were also performed on whether an in-house or COTS would be used for the
research. Fig. 5.5 shows the high-level concept architecture using off-the-shelf components.
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It is assumed the COTS extends from the user interface to the valve controller on the harvester.
This architecture was rejected for teleoperation, because of the cost and the constraints it
would have imposed on the research system.
Fig. 5.5 Wireless Teleoperation – Initial Concept Architecture with COTS Components.
The research implementation shifted to an architecture that used COTS radio transceiver
systems, but had an in-house user and controller interface (Fig. 5.6). The primary advantage
of this system architecture was its flexibility for research. In particular, it allowed the use of
ROS on the computer as an operating system for implementing control and path planning.
The operator’s controls can be a joystick, and the computer is used to generate the control
systems to be sent over the wireless link. The wireless link is connected to the PAC, which has
the interface that drives the hydraulic valves. The hydraulic valves are electrically operated
proportional valves, using signals supplied by the PAC.
Fig. 5.7 shows an early router test setup. The final architecture was changed to have a
computer on both the local and remote sides, as it was a good use of ROS’s capabilities and
allowed the splitting of the remote control into “local” and “remote” tasks.
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Fig. 5.6 Wireless Teleoperation – Research Implementation.
Fig. 5.7 Initial Router Setup – With Webcam.
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5.3 Model and Kinematics Setup in ROS
Original design drawings of the hydraulic test system were not available, so a SolidWorks
model of the hydraulic test system was developed from direct measurements. The solid
model had enough detail to capture all the major dynamics, in particular the ram lengths and
end effector position. Appendix B shows drawings of the SolidWorks model of the hydraulic
test system. ROS and MoveIt! only support open kinematic loops, so the hydraulic rams
cannot be modelled directly as the ram, base and arm form a closed triangle. The workaround
was to convert the ram lengths to joint angles and vice versa for actual control, but leave the
rams themselves out of the model. Fig. 5.8 shows ROS’s joint model, and the hydraulic test
system’s coordinates were designed to align with the ROS definitions.
Fig. 5.8 ROS Joint Kinematics Diagram.
The inverse kinematics can be solved analytically, since the arm has a three dimensional
range of movement and movement ability in each of the three dimensions. It was decided
to use ROS’s IKFast package for forward and inverse kinematics in all cases, since the
resulting output integrates better with the other ROS tools (e.g. MoveIt!), and an updated
kinematics solver can be automatically created from the altered URDF model.
The kinematic information for the robot was generated from the SolidWorks model
directly, using the SW2URDF plug-in [131]. The SW2URDF plug-in uses SolidWorks’s reference
geometry feature to define axis sets, and their relationships in terms of offset, roll, pitch and
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yaw. While there are no mandatory guidelines for defining axes and angles, it is better to
use ROS’s angle and orientation conventions and convert them at the edges of the system,
rather than make the ROS model fit the non-ROS angles. Therefore, the following axis/angle
conventions were used:
• the x axis was aligned along the length of a given arm segment, and the y axis was
pointing left as per the ROS convention;
• y axes in joints in the same plane are parallel (i.e. an angle change causes rotation in
the same direction);
• as many joint axis offset components are set to zero as possible;
• as many joint roll, pitch and yaw angles were set to zero or multiples of 90° as possible;
• the “zero joint angle” position corresponds to a position the machine can physically
reach.
Since great care was taken to ensure reference geometry was aligned exactly along x, y
or z axes or was at exact angles, the URDF output had to be carefully checked and edited for
correctness, in particular against “flipping”, where an axis and angle that should be positive
in a particular direction would appear as negative and rotated 180°. Table 5.1 shows all the
coordinate systems used in the kinematic model of the hydraulic arm, and Fig. 5.9 shows
drawings of the coordinate systems defined in Table 5.1.
Table 5.1 Kinematic Coordinate Systems.
Reference Geometry Location Comment
Axis_World Coord_World z axis Reference vertical axis.
Axis_Waist Axis that base rotates about
Axis_Shoulder Axis that boom rotates about
Axis_Elbow Axis that stick rotates about
Coord_World Corner of table World “datum” reference system.
Coord_Table Table location directly under rotating base
Coord_Base Coordinate system for rotating base Reference for path planning.
Coord_Boom Coordinate system for boom
Coord_Stick Coordinate system for stick
Coord_end_effector End Effector Reference for End Effector
Coord_ram1_end1 Table end of Ram 1 Coordinate system for measuring length of Ram 1
Coord_ram1_end2 Base end of Ram 1 Coordinate system for measuring length of Ram 1
Coord_ram2_end1 Base end of Ram 2 Coordinate system for measuring length of Ram 2
Coord_ram2_end2 Boom end of Ram 2 Coordinate system for measuring length of Ram 2
Coord_ram3_end1 Boom end of Ram 3 Coordinate system for measuring length of Ram 3
Coord_ram3_end2 Stick end of Ram 3 Coordinate system for measuring length of Ram 3
The ram coordinate systems in Table 5.1 (Coord_ram□_end□) are in the same plane
for a given ram, so the ram length is computed by computing the norm of the coordinate
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Fig. 5.9 SolidWorks Model with Coordinate Systems Highlighted.
transformation vector between the ram coordinate systems extracted from the ROS topic /tf.
Table 5.2 is a summary of the different joints in the hydraulic arm and how they map to each
other. All distances are given in metres and angles in radians.
Table 5.2 Hydraulic Arm Joints.
Joint Links Origin Axis
Name Type Parent Child(ren) x y z r p y x y z
table_joint fixed world table 0.715 -0.57 0.01666 0 0 0 N/A
waist revolute table base 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
shoulder revolute base boom 0.145 0 0.0325 0 −pi2 0 0 1 0
elbow revolute boom stick 0.74 0 0 0 pi2 0 0 1 0
end_effector_joint fixed stick end_effector 0.53 0 0.0115 0 0 0 N/A
ram1_end1_joint fixed table ram1_end1 -0.34 -0.328 0.02934 0 0 0 N/A
ram1_end2_joint fixed base ram1_end2 -0.019796 -0.085745 0.02934 0 0 -0.22689 N/A
ram2_end1_joint fixed base ram2_end1 0 0.075 0.0325 0 0 0 N/A
ram2_end2_joint fixed boom ram2_end2 0.4325 0.075 0 0 pi4 0 N/A
ram3_end1_joint fixed boom ram3_end1 0.4325 0 0.07 0 0.11519 0 N/A
ram3_end2_joint fixed stick ram3_end2 -0.15 0 0 0 0 0 N/A
5.4 Autonomous Path Planning
Teleoperation, path planning and obstacle avoidance are treated together as ROS does not
explicitly distinguish between them. The teleoperation was implemented with the local
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machine controlling the robot and communicating with the PAC and sensors, and the remote
machine being used to generate the planned path. Fig. 5.10 shows the physical setup of the
obstacle test for the hydraulic test system. The obstacle is a fence post with a diameter of
175mm. The planning scene model has a 175mm buffer zone has been added all around it,
as the path planner assumes the robot can touch the obstacle on a planned path.
Fig. 5.10 Obstacle Avoidance Physical Setup.
The path is planned taking into account the limits of the joint angles and speeds. There
are also velocity and acceleration limits, but these are less meaningful as the actual velocity
and acceleration limitations depend on the rams, not the joint. But there is an non-linear
relationship between the ram speed and the angular speed, so the minimum joint speed was
used for the extension of the ram.
Sometimes a particular state is not allowed due to a collision with a scene object (Fig. 5.11
with post actual size). If this is the case the colliding part will turn red. Collisions can occur
between any two solid bodies, but the MoveIt! Setup Assistant is normally set to ignore
collisions between adjacent machine segments. Ignoring these collisions is useful because
model and sensor inaccuracies can cause the machine to seem to collide with itself even
though it is not physically. This is especially noticeable at shallow joint angles - the solid
model of the robot arm appears to have a collision between the boom and the stick at shallow
joint angles despite it being physically impossible in real life. If collisions between adjacent
machine segments was taken into account the path planning can be unreliable because the
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machine might appear to be colliding with itself even though such a position is physically
impossible and only represents an error in the solid model.
Fig. 5.11 MoveIt! Trajectory Plan – Disallowed Position with Colliding Part Shown in Red.
The MoveIt! based trajectory planner uses inverse kinematics, joint dynamic limits
(speed, acceleration, etc.) and knowledge about obstacles to plan a trajectory that gets to the
desired point while meeting all of the aforementioned constraints. The planning works with
a planning scene consisting of a computer model of the robot and its surroundings. In the
case of the hydraulic test system, a computer model of a post was made and this was placed
in the planning scene to reflect the setup shown in Fig. 5.10. The robot is moved around by
dragging the model to a different point then executing the path.
Fig. 5.12 shows a planned path for a scene with no obstructions. The starting point is on
the right and the end point is on the left at the location where the orange arm and the blue ball
with marked coordinates is. The path planner shows a “straightforward” path between the
start and end points, as would be reasonably expected from a human operator. This operation
is an important “sanity check” to ensure the path planner is working properly.
Fig. 5.13 shows the planned path with the post model loaded, but without the planning
scene published to ROS’s path planner. Since the planning scene has not been published, the
path planner does not yet “know” the post is there. The post model in the planning scene
has been made larger than the real post by adding a 150mm “buffer zone”, to prevent the
robot unintentionally contacting the post during a planned path. An allowance of this type is
important because sensor and model errors will cause the arm to not conform exactly to its
planned path, both in the laboratory and in the forest.
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Fig. 5.12 Planned Path – No Obstructions.
Fig. 5.13 Planned Path – With Collision.
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The planned path shown in Fig. 5.13 is clearly unsuitable due to the collision with the
post. However, once the planning scene has been published any subsequently planned paths
will be devised to avoid the post. Fig. 5.14 and Fig. 5.15 show the planned path to avoid the
post.
Fig. 5.14 Planned Path – View from Front of Hydraulic Test System.
Fig. 5.15 Planned Path – View from Rear of Hydraulic Test System.
The autonomous path planning successfully avoided the post, under both local control
and teleoperation. Fig. 5.16 shows a plan view of the planned path and the actual path. The
path is from the lower right to the upper left. The plan view is the most important, as it
directly shows the hydraulic test system avoiding the post. Fig. 5.16 shows the hydraulic test
system is not acting as a ‘perfect’ servo system, but is still able to avoid the obstacle.
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Fig. 5.16 Autonomous Path – Plan View.
Fig. 5.17, Fig. 5.18, Fig. 5.19 are frame grabs from an autonomous path plan at the start,
in the middle, and at the end of the planned path respectively.
Fig. 5.17 Autonomous Path – Beginning.
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Fig. 5.18 Autonomous Path – During Obstacle Avoidance.
Fig. 5.19 Autonomous Path – End.
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MoveIt! is designed to work with servo mechanisms that control the joint angle directly.
However, the hydraulic test system is controlled with the rams, so the inputs to the control
system are ram lengths. The ram lengths were converted from the planned path joint angles
using a joint angle to ram converter service. Fig. 5.20, Fig. 5.21, Fig. 5.22 shows the set
point and controlled ram lengths respectively.
Fig. 5.20 Autonomous Path – Ram 1 Length.
Fig. 5.21 Autonomous Path – Ram 2 Length.
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Fig. 5.22 Autonomous Path – Ram 3 Length.
Ram 3 conforms less closely to the set point than the other two rams – this is an effect
that needs further investigation, but in this case it was not a problem, as the end effector
still avoided the post successfully. A possible cause is that there was not enough available
hydraulic pressure in the hydraulic test system to move the ram. Cylindrical coordinates are
a useful means of characterising the motion of the hydraulic test system, as the arm itself
moves in a plane, and the angle of that plane is controlled by the base angle. Fig. 5.23,
Fig. 5.24 and Fig. 5.25 show the planned and measured ρ , θ and z respectively. The only
constraint in cylindrical coordinates is that ρ < 0.777 – the radial distance of the post from
the rotating base of the arm. The behaviour of ρ around t = 9 is due to the command trying
to make the arm ‘bend backward’. This did not happen in the measured behaviour, and was
not necessary to avoid the obstacle. The minimum in z around t = 9 is also unnecessary – z
could have been a smooth path and the obstacle avoidance would have been successful. The
behaviour is confirmed by Fig. 5.22 – the ram movement could have been identical to the
measured one without loss of avoidance of the obstacle.
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Fig. 5.23 Autonomous Path Cylindrical Coordinates – ρ .
Fig. 5.24 Autonomous Path Cylindrical Coordinates – z.
Fig. 5.25 Autonomous Path Cylindrical Coordinates – θ .
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The post was manually inserted into the scene, but the posts can be detected by other
means such as laser scanning or other means of detection. The ram joints are not ser-
vomechanisms, so the motion does not conform to the path, and the timeouts in ROS are not
compatible with the arm’s motion. Further research is required to overcome this limitation,
as it will make the implementation with a full sized harvester more difficult.
An example situation for semi-autonomy would be automatic grabbing of a tree from a
point and click style interface. All path planning and obstacle detection would be handled by
the machine, with the operator providing safety oversight and telling the machine where to go
next. There are two main areas that are important to semi-autonomy in the forestry machine:
autonomous path planning and autonomous obstacle avoidance. The two are closely linked
but the data sources are different. The obstacle avoidance testing used a model of an object
whose size and location were both known in advance. In a forest this is not the case, but
related research in identifying trees using a laser scanner would be suitable for application to
an excavator based machine.
5.5 Haptic Feedback
Haptic feedback has been trialled using a Sensable/Geomagic Phantom Omni haptic feedback
arm. The Phantom Omni is designed to be held in the hand, so the operator controls the
arm by holding the stylus of the Phantom Omni and changing its position. In this usage
scenario the Phantom Omni will give resistance to movement in proportion to the error in
joint angles between the hydraulic test system and the Phantom Omni. As the hydraulic arm
starts to move towards the Phantom Omni’s position the force will decrease. The operator
will feel this as a decrease in resistance and the feeling that the hydraulic arm has moved to
the desired position. The Phantom Omni is also able to operate in non-haptic feedback mode.
In this mode, the joint angles of the Phantom Omni are used to control the joint angles of the
arm, but there is no force feedback to the Phantom Omni. The modes are switched between
by pressing the two grey buttons on the stylus.
Fig. 5.26 shows the Phantom Omni arm mirroring the joint angles on the hydraulic
arm. The image of the hydraulic arm also emphasises that an accurate solid model is not a
prerequisite. The model has joints in the same locations and with the same axes as the real
hydraulic arm, but the links were modelled as simple boxes.
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Fig. 5.26 Phantom Omni Mirroring Arm Position.
5.6 Discussion and Recommendations
5.6.1 Related Projects
A related project is being pursued to teleoperate a John Deere 909 harvester (909 Project).
The scope of this research is different from the 909 Project as it deals directly with hydraulics,
whereas the controls for the John Deere are done using CAN bus commands. While the work
on cameras and semi-autonomy has been done on the hydraulic test system, with a suitable
interface it can be transferred to a CAN bus controlled machine such as the John Deere. The
obstacle avoidance scenarios shown are not based on real time sensor data. However, work
is being done in the on using laser scanners to detect trees in real time. An example of tree
detection from a laser scanner point cloud is shown in Fig. 5.27.
The final application of the research is to implement semi-autonomy on a full sized
excavator. There are different levels of semi-autonomy, the greater the level of semi-autonomy
the more must be known about the target machine’s construction and materials. Direct
coordinate control requires just knowledge of joint locations and angles, whereas autonomous
path planning requires knowledge of the construction of the machine so a path can be planned
and executed which is within the physical capabilities of the machine.
Extending this research to a machine in the field requires Training and Integration into
Worksite Special plans, especially if it the first such machine in use. Operators need to be
made aware that workers in surrounding areas may not always be aware of what the machine
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Fig. 5.27 Example of Automatic Tree Detection from Stick Insect Project.
is doing, and should be careful to ensure that workers in the surrounding area are able to get
out of the way of the machine if required. Conversely, personnel working near a teleoperated
machine need to ensure they have a plan for avoiding hazards. These plans should include
escape routes in case control is lost to a teleoperated machine. It is recommended that
personnel never approach a teleoperated machine unless under instruction of the operator. At
a minimum, operators need the following knowledge about the machine and teleoperation
system:
• Starting and stopping the engine.
• Determination of when the machine is in teleoperation mode.
• Emergency stops, their operation and how to reset them.
• Start of work day, end of work day and other “Make Safe” procedures.
5.6.2 Safety and Emergency Stops
It is recommended that all life safety emergency stops are rated to a minimum of IEC61508
SIL 2 or PLd. While the ROS control system does not have a SIL rating, a separate
emergency stop system can be integrated into the control system. The ROS Control system
is not designed or intended to provide life safety in the event of a malfunction or failure of
the machine or control system. It is recommended that the design of the Emergency stop
be totally separated from the ROS based control system. The role of ROS is primarily as a
control system, not a safety system, and emergency stop systems can be built from standard
off the shelf parts.
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5.6.3 Worksite Safety and Hazards from Semi-Autonomy
The most significant new hazard from semi-autonomy is that the machine can now move in
ways that are not directly predictable by personnel in the surroundings. In an excavator this
should be covered by the standard safe work practice of never being inside the radius of the
boom and stick. At present this should be enough for the machine as autonomous movement
of the tracks has not been covered. A machine moving semi-autonomously may also knock
over an object it encounters in its path and this needs to be taken into account when planning
out work sites.
While the machine can move semi-autonomously, and can avoid obstacles there are still
limitations on how quickly and accurately the machine can avoid the obstacles, due to the
positioning accuracy. The semi-autonomous obstacle avoidance should never be depended
on to protect life and property. It is also noted that the remote operator will not be able to see
the surroundings as well as an operator in the cab so care needs to be taken to avoid any blind
spots. Good communication will be essential to ensuring that no dangerous situations arise.
5.6.4 Visual Feedback
Cameras on the outside of the machine will be exposed to very harsh operating conditions.
Cameras designed for excavators are generally low profile, well sealed against moisture and
condensation and have hardened glass lenses to resist scratching. It is recommended that any
camera system mounted on an excavator have an International Protection rating of IP69K, so
it is dust tight and can withstand water blasting.
Visual feedback is recommended on all sides of the machine. In particular it should
never be assumed the only direction the machine may move is where the operator’s cab
camera is pointing (i.e. the same direction as the boom). In some applications such as a
tail-hold/backline, the normal direction of movement will be at 90° to the boom. It must also
not be forgotten that the cameras are not just for machine control – they are also useful for
detecting hazards in the environment around the machine.
ROS has libraries such as OpenCV which have machine vision capabilities that could be
used to perform tasks like automatic tree recognition. The 909 Project is using IP cameras
integrated with a ROS based control system. It is recommended that this course be pursued
as using IP cameras gives much more flexibility in system design than proprietary designs.
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5.6.5 Autonomy
An example situation for semi-autonomy would be automatic grabbing of a tree from a point
and click style interface. All path planning and obstacle detection would be handled by
the machine, with the operator providing safety oversight and telling the machine where
to go next. There are two main areas that are important to semi-autonomy in the forestry
machine: autonomous path planning and autonomous obstacle avoidance. The two are
closely linked, but the data sources are different. The obstacle avoidance testing used a model
of an object with known size and location. In a forest this is not the case, but related research
in identifying trees using a laser scanner would be suitable for application to an excavator
based machine.
Some different implementations of semi-autonomy along with their pros and cons are
shown in Table 5.3. The main points to consider are the sort of operator interface required
and the sort of sensing required. All types of autonomy require sensors of machine state but
not all types require sensors for the surrounding environment and this is an important point
to consider, as a control system that does not require environmental sensing will be cheaper
and possibly more robust than a control system that does.
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Table 5.3 Summary of Different Types of Semi-Autonomous Control.
Type Description Pros Cons
Cylindrical Coordinate
Control
Excavator controls
work on arm in cylin-
drical coordinates
(radius, slew angle,
height)
Sensors only required
on machine and not for
environment
No obstacle avoidance
“Point and Click” Inter-
face with Autonomous
Obstacle Avoidance
Operator specifies end
point of manoeuvre,
obstacles are automat-
ically avoided
Less input required
from operator
Requires accurate
physical model of
machine and environ-
ment which can be
difficult to acquire,
cumbersome for small
manoeuvres
Real-time Haptic Feed-
back
Operator “feels” ma-
chine movements in
real time with haptic
(touch-force) feedback
Helps restore feeling
lost with teleoperation,
does not require envi-
ronmental sensing
Performance and stabil-
ity heavily dependent
on time delay
Workspace Haptic
Feedback
Similar to “Point and
Click” interface except
operator can use haptic
feedback to feel where
the machine is physi-
cally capable of going
Less dependent on net-
work latency than real-
time haptic feedback
No feel for machine
movement during ma-
noeuvres, has same
sensing requirements
as “Point and Click” in-
terface
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5.6.6 Haptic Feedback
Haptic feedback has many possibilities for control. The haptic feedback that was tested was
position control. There are other possibilities, such as giving the boundaries of a workspace
including obstructions. The Phantom Omni is a research tool only and is not considered
durable enough for daily use in a forestry environment. However, the project has possession
of a Novint Falcon haptic feedback device, which can be used for further research on haptic
feedback. The kinematics of the Novint Falcon are quite different to the Phantom Omni and
an excavator but ROS has the kinematic libraries to make the two devices useful together.
One of the advantages of the Novint Falcon is that it is designed for daily use as a gaming
machine, whereas the Phantom Omni is designed as a research and development machine.
5.7 Summary
The research in this chapter shows that it is possible to implement autonomous path planning
over a wireless link on the hydraulic test system. This is an important goal for teleoperation,
as it shows the ROS-based architecture used is capable of delivering the teleoperation-based
research goals. The hydraulic test system did not have any design drawings available, and
the hydraulics controls were not optimised for linearised control, so future research includes
reducing the jerkiness of the robot motion by using specialised valve controllers, such as
servo valves.
Initially there was some uncertainty about whether to use a modified off-the-shelf system
or develop a system in-house. There is certainly justification for such uncertainty as it is
essential to ensure that one does not attempt to “reinvent the wheel”. However, in this case
the in-house development route has been well chosen. It has provided a measure of flexibility
in development that would be very difficult to obtain from a full commercial off the shelf
teleoperation system that would have needed to be adapted to forestry harvesting anyway.
The choice of using ROS for teleoperation development was inspired, and has allowed
a degree of development that would have been much more difficult any other way. The
most important issue is scaling the performance from the laboratory system to a full sized
excavator. However, the similar setup of the laboratory system and a proper understanding of
the physical properties of the excavator should ease this task.
The greatest potential for applications of semi-autonomy in a logging operation include
modification of the excavator control style (e.g. cylindrical coordinate control) and au-
tonomous path planning. The reason is that control in cylindrical coordinates reduces the
cognitive load on the operator and is extensible to steep country harvesting because the
coordinate calculations can be compensated for machine slope automatically. Autonomous
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path planning with obstacle avoidance means an operator does not have to control a machine
all the time, even when there are obstacles in the environment that would normally require
manual intervention from an operator.
Future research includes developing the ROS-based wireless teleoperation for deployment
in the field on a full sized harvester. This will require field testing of the wireless communi-
cations and ensuring the harvester’s hydraulics are retrofitted with suitable servo controls.
Other future research includes integrating real time sensing into the scene graph generation,
so that a harvester in the forest could avoid a tree obstacle in real time. At present the path
planner is designed around the motion of the joint angles themselves, however further future
research includes developing path planners that work in terms of the hydraulic rams, so all
joint speed and acceleration limitations are specified in terms of the rams themselves, rather
than the joint angle. Doing this will ensure the performance of the path planner is always
fully optimised.
Chapter 6 describes a data-driven system identification of the Phantom Omni, which is
used to compare with the minimal model based system identification.

Chapter 6
Data Driven System Identification of a
Phantom Omni’s Yaw Response
6.1 Introduction
The research objective of this chapter is to compare the accuracy of data driven modelling
against a physically derived minimal model of the Phantom Omni’s yaw response. The
yaw (base angle) response is used because it is independent of gravitational disturbances,
and gravity compensating springs that are present in some of the actuated joints of the
Phantom Omni. This means that while the Phantom Omni has three degrees of freedom, the
arm angles are held in fixed positions.
The desire to compare data driven modelling to minimal modelling comes from testing
the accuracy of the minimal model against the ‘well known and established’ technique of
data driven modelling. The comparison is not just for accuracy, but also for the simplicity
of the data driven model, and how well it can be approximated by the minimal model. It is
expected that the lack of constraints on the form of the data driven model will make it more
accurate than the minimal model, but on the other hand the goal of making the error output
white noise (i.e. uncorrelated with any signal but itself) means the data driven model is at
risk of over fitting, especially where the measurement error of the response becomes on the
order of the response amplitude. In the Phantom Omni this occurs at frequencies above its
resonance and cut off, so any predictions of the data driven model at high frequencies needs
to be carefully scrutinised as to whether it gives any useful information over the minimal
model.
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6.2 Experimental Setup
The Phantom Omni haptic device can be modelled as a multiple input, multiple output
(MIMO) system that describes the motion of all six joints. The model is reduced to a 3-input
by 3-output system since three of the joints in the stylus are physically held in fixed positions.
The reduced system for the actuated joints consists of three input torques and three joint
angle outputs, which means that in the absence of any further simplifications a total of nine
transfer functions is needed in order to obtain a complete system description.
6.2.1 Phantom Omni Dynamics Model
Fig. 6.1 shows a Phantom Omni with the joint angles labelled. This chapter covers the
modelling of the response of the base joint angle θ1, while keeping the joint angles θ2, θ3
and all joints on the “stylus” fixed. The joints on the stylus are held in fixed positions by
a cuff, and θ2 and θ3 are controlled by a PID controller integrated into the Phantom Omni
Simulink control environment.
Fig. 6.1 Phantom Omni with labelled joint angles (Courtesy Sensable/GeoMagic).
The behaviour of the Phantom Omni can be described by the general differential equations
of motion and torque given in (6.1). The process of developing the dynamic model for the
Phantom Omni is very similar to the process for the Phantom Premium haptic device as
outlined in [78, 102, 132].
M(⃗θ )⃗θ¨ +C(⃗θ˙ , θ⃗ )⃗θ˙ +g(⃗θ)) = u⃗ (6.1)
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Equation (6.1) describes the device dynamics with θ⃗ ∈R3×1 as the joint angles, u⃗∈R3×1
the torques acting on the joints, M ∈ R3×3 the inertia matrix, C ∈ R3×3 the Coriolis and
centrifugal torque matrix and g⃗ ∈ R3×1 the vector describing other torques acting on the
joints due to effects such as gravity. In the rest of the paper the torque u⃗ is replaced by the
command voltage v⃗ such that u⃗= B⃗v, for a matrix B ∈ R3×3 of coupling constants between
the input command voltage and the joint torque. This is done as the command voltage is
known directly, whereas the joint torques are not directly measured.
The Phantom Omni is being actuated about the yaw (θ1) axis with all other joint angles
held constant. It is assumed the controllers for joint angles θ2 and θ3 are “stiff” enough that
θ2 and θ3 are constant even though they are not kept physically restrained in fixed positions
like the stylus angles. Equation (6.1) can therefore be simplified to the scalar equation (6.2).
Since θ2 and θ3 are assumed constant it follows that θ˙2, θ˙3, θ¨2 and θ¨3 are all zero. It is also
assumed there is no cross coupling between one actuator command and another, so β 12 and
β 13 are set to zero.
[
m11 m12 m13
]θ¨1θ¨2
θ¨3

+[c11 c12 c13]

θ˙1θ˙2
θ˙3

+g1 =
[
β 11 β 12 β 13
]v1v2
v3


(6.2)
Simplification of the system (6.2) to eliminate fixed angles gives (6.3). The gravitational
term g1 is set to zero as per [132], as the motion of θ1 is in a horizontal plane.
m11θ¨1+ c11θ˙1 = β 11v1 (6.3)
Identification of the haptic device is performed using a closed loop system with the
control law v1(t) = kp(r(t)−θ1(t)) in (6.3). This results in the closed loop characteristics
of the system described by (6.4). The reference input is described by r(t). Closing the loop
eliminates the open loop pole present at the origin which means the step response now has a
bounded value as t → ∞. Moreover, the closed loop system yields a dimensionless transfer
function.
m11θ¨1+ c11θ˙1 = β 11kp(r−θ1) (6.4)
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The input signal r(t) is chosen for the experiment. The input signal can be of any form
but this paper limits the waveform to sine waves and pseudo-random binary sequences. The
model parameters of the Phantom arm are identified and simulated for different amplitudes
to see changes in response for identification of non linearities.
6.2.2 Sinusoidal Steady State Model
Sinusoidal steady state modelling uses the response of the differential system described by
(6.4) to a sine wave input r(t) = Ar sin(ωt), with Ar being the angle amplitude in radians.
m11θ¨1+ c11θ˙1+β 11kpθ1 = β 11kpAr sin(ωt) (6.5)
The parameters of (6.5) are not identifiable as all coefficients contain unknowns. Dividing
both sides of (6.5) by m11 and making the substitutions C =
c11
m11
and β = β 11kp
m11
yields the
identifiable equation (6.6).
θ¨1+Cθ˙1+βθ1 = βAr sin(ωt) (6.6)
The value of m11 may be found by forming a model of the arm inertia in terms of masses
of the arm segments and joint angles. The inertia model allows (6.6) to model the arm at any
combination of joint angles, including joint angles that change over time. If the system is
approximated as linear, θ1 can be modelled as a sinusoid in the fundamental frequency (6.7).
θ1m = A1 sin(ωt)+A2 cos(ωt) (6.7)
Substituting (6.7) into (6.6) results in a set of simultaneous equations to solve for β and
C (6.8).
[
A1−Ar −ωA2
A2 ωA1
][
β
C
]
=
[
ω2A1
ω2A2
]
(6.8)
For a single frequency ω , β and C can be solved analytically. A single frequency is
adequate to identify β and C since both frequency and phase information can be used. If the
system is truly linear β andC will be correct regardless of ω or Ar. In reality the accuracy of
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β and C is affected by choice of ω , so using a variety of frequencies is used, resulting in the
system of simultaneous equations (6.9).


A11−Ar −ω1A21
A21 ω1A11
A12−Ar −ω2A22
A22 ω2A12
...
...
A1N−Ar −ω2A2N
A2N ωNA1N


[
β
C
]
=


ω21A11
ω21A21
ω22A12
ω22A22
...
ω2NA1N
ω2NA2N


(6.9)
Equation (6.9) is solved using ordinary least squares to yield β and C at a given set of
θ2 and θ3 angles. The transfer function describing the dynamic equations model is given in
(6.10).
H(s) =
β
s2+ sC+β
(6.10)
The identified value of C in (6.10) consists of the component for the internal damping
coefficient of the Phantom Omni software and a physical damping coefficient (ζphys) with
respect to non-linear physical friction (e.g. stiction).
6.2.3 Data Driven Model
The parametric system estimation can be used once the overall characteristics of the system
are determined by the spectral estimation of the PRBS response. The system configuration
shown in Fig. 6.2 is used for the parametric estimation. In this configuration the real system
is described by (6.11), where u(t) = kp · (r(t)− y(t)) is the input signal, y(t) is the output
signal and e(t) is the error signal. The real system is described by G0(q) and the noise is
shaped by H0(q). This real system is estimated by the model G(q) and the noise is modelled
as H(q). In these descriptions q is a shift operator, such that q−n denotes a time delay of n
samples.
y(t) = G0(q)u(t)+H0(q)e(t) (6.11)
The real system (6.11) is estimated by optimizing the model coefficients so that the
residual signal e(t) is maximally decorrelated with itself as well as with the input signal
u(t). Minimal cross correlation between the input signal and the residual signal indicates that
G(q) describes the real system G0(q) accurately. If H(q) accurately describes the real noise
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Fig. 6.2 Configuration for Data Driven Modelling Parametric Estimation.
shaping H0(q), the residual signal should be close to white noise. Unlike the minimal model
the input is a PRBS. The flip time of the PRBS is optimised to ensure that most of the energy
in the PRBS is concentrated at the frequencies of interest. In the case of the Phantom Omni
the frequencies of interest are below 10Hz.
6.3 Results
6.3.1 Spectral estimation
Fig. 6.3 shows the spectral estimates for Ar =0.07 rad and Ar =0.14 rad. The amplitudes of
0.07 rad and 0.14 rad were chosen as it is observed that neither value of Ar drives the base of
the arm beyond its range of rotation. The phase response goes from 0° to −180° up to 5Hz.
There are extra poles and zeros at higher frequencies but these are not considered of interest
as the arm has very low response at these frequencies, so these poles and zeros will not
have a noticeable effect on the arm dynamics. The spectral estimation implies that a linear
system model with two more poles than zeros is a suitable starting point for the data driven
modelling and confirms the validity of the dynamic system modelling in the frequencies of
interest.
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Fig. 6.3 Spectral Estimation Results.
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6.3.2 Data Driven Parametric estimation
The output has very low levels of noise, so the data driven modelling results are focused on
output error (6.12). Simulation results show adding extra poles and zeros gives significantly
better accuracy. Introducing extra complexity increases the accuracy of the model for higher
frequencies, which are attenuated by the system. The data driven model describes the real
system accurately when looking at various simulation results.
The spectral estimate implies that the model of (6.4) is accurate at the frequencies of
interest. Initial measurements showed the Phantom arm significantly attenuates frequencies
above 10Hz, so the data driven model was optimised for maximum accuracy for frequencies
below 10Hz. The Phantom Omni driver uses a sampling frequency of 1000Hz which is
sufficiently high to measure all relevant dynamics. Since the frequencies of interest are so
small relative to the sampling frequency, it is also reasonable to approximate the Phantom
arm as a continuous time system.
A measurement duration of 100 s was chosen as sufficient to accurately estimate the
system using the data driven model. The actual identification used a PRBS. A PRBS with a
flip time of 0.3 s (Nc = 300) was chosen to keep the frequencies of interest below ≈10Hz.
The PRBS was performed using two amplitudes, Ar = 0.07 and Ar = 0.14 rad, to compare
the parameter identification results at different amplitudes. Equation (6.12) shows the data
driven model.
θ1(t) =
B(q)
F(q)
r(t)+ e(t) (6.12)
With parametric estimation it is necessary to determine the system delay and the order of
both polynomials (Nb and Nf). A system delay of four samples has been estimated from step
response data (Nk = 4). The results of the spectral estimate indicate the model should be a
system with two more poles than zeros. This information, in combination with the definition
of the polynomials, indicates that: NB = NF−1. An output error model with NB = 1,NF = 2
(two poles and no zeros) and Nk = 4 has been chosen. While increasing the order of the
model reduces the cross correlation between the residual signal and the input signal, the
lowest order has been chosen because the difference in model accuracy was not noticeable in
simulation.
The observations about frequency response and phase shift motivate the use of a continuous-
time formulation for identification of the system coefficients. The shift operator formulation
(6.11) may be converted to the continuous-time transfer function (6.13) by observing that the
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frequencies of interest are very low relative to the control system sampling frequency (10Hz
vs. 1000Hz).
H(s) =
b0
s2+ s f1+ f0
(6.13)
Various parameters (e.g. Nc and the amplitude of the input signal) were varied and
signal processing (e.g. down sampling and filtering) had been introduced to determine the
robustness of the data driven identification method. Results remained nearly identical for any
investigated setting; this includes noise shaping and increasing the model order.
6.3.3 Dynamic equations model
By calculation the parameter c11 is found to be zero when θ2 and θ3 are chosen constant.
However, c11 is considered a damping parameter and simulations show that a zero value for
c11 does not give usable results since no damping is incorporated. Based on the physical
properties of the PhantomOmni device and the fact that the PhantomOmni software internally
incorporates a fixed damping coefficient of kint = 0.02 a damping coefficient should be
included in the model.
c11,new = c11,old+ kint+ kphys (6.14)
6.3.4 Comparison between modelling methods
Fig. 6.4 shows Bode plots for the spectral estimate, data driven model and dynamic equations
model at an input amplitude of Ar =0.07 rad, and Fig. 6.5 the same data for Ar =0.14 rad.
Since the spectral estimate provides a rough estimate of the frequency characteristics it
can only give a rough indication of the accuracy of the data driven model and the dynamic
equations model. Nevertheless, it can be seen from the plots that substantial differences exist
between the data driven modelling method and the dynamic equations modelling method
with respect to the spectral estimate.
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Fig. 6.4 Bode plots for spectral estimate and system models at Ar =0.07 rad.
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Fig. 6.5 Bode plots for spectral estimate and system models at Ar = 0.14 rad.
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For Ar =0.07 rad and Ar =0.14 rad, the peak frequency and resonance frequency for the
dynamic equations model are higher than for the data driven model. Due to the fact that
the dynamic equations model does not depend on the input signal (for constant θ2 and θ3)
there is no change in the resonance frequency. For data driven modelling, a new model is
identified for every new dataset, making the resonance frequency subject to small changes,
as can be noticed from the results. Nevertheless, a noticeable difference in the estimation of
the resonance frequency can be seen when comparing the data driven model to the dynamic
equations model.
Table 6.1 shows the coefficients of (6.13). It can be seen that the assumption of the
dynamic model (6.10) that the constant coefficients are identical in both the numerator and
denominator are valid, especially when Ar = 0.07. Note also that the damping decreases at
higher amplitudes. This is possibly due to the increased effect of stiction at lower amplitudes.
The dynamic model coefficients were identified at A= 0.07 and are assumed identical for
all amplitudes, so the entries for Ar = 0.14 are identified with a ‘⋆’. Table 6.2 shows the
calculated peak response and resonance frequencies from the data in Table 6.1.
Table 6.1 Identified Model coefficients at θ1 =45°, θ2 =90°.
A (rad) 0.07 0.14
b0 (s−2) 380.1 350.9
f0 (s−2) 380.7 357.1
f1 (s−1) 8.781 6.082
β (s−2) 374.5 ⋆
C (s−1) 5.216 ⋆
Table 6.2 Comparison of model properties.
Model Data Driven Dynamics
Ar (rad) 0.07 0.14 0.07 0.14
Peak (Hz) 2.94 2.93 3.45 3.69
Resonance (Hz) 3.11 3.01 3.94 3.94
Further analysis can be performed by observing the outcome from simulations (i.e. a
comparison in time domain) of the models found through both modelling approaches. All
input signals for simulations, as well as the initial conditions for the models have been set at
zero for t =0 s. In Fig. 6.6 a typical part of a simulation with a PRBS as an input signal is
shown for both models at Ar =0.07 rad. For reference, the measured response is depicted.
Fig. 6.7 depicts the error between the models and the measured response. The data driven
model has a smaller error, but the only difference between the data driven model and the
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dynamic model is that the constant coefficients on the numerator and denominator of the
transfer function are allowed to be different from each other.
Fig. 6.6 Comparison of simulation results using a PRBS as input signal with Ar =0.07 rad as
input.
Fig. 6.7 Error for comparison of simulation results using a PRBS as input signal with
Ar =0.07 rad as input.
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Table 6.3 shows the relative RMS errors of both models with respect to the real response
for PRBS and Chirp input signals. The chirp signal went from 1Hz to 10Hz at the rate of
0.1Hzs−1. The relative RMS errors for the data driven model are found to be smaller for
both input signals and both amplitudes. For Ar =0.07 rad, an error ratio of 1.33 and 1.34 is
found for a Chirp input and a PRBS respectively. For Ar =0.14 rad, these ratios are found to
be 1.33 and 1.79 respectively. Note that these ratios are based on the estimated upper bound
regarding the accuracy of the dynamic equations model and therefore represent the “best
case” scenario.
Table 6.3 Relative RMS errors evaluated for the dynamic equations and data driven method
for PRBS and Chirp.
Model Data Driven Dynamics
Ar (rad) 0.07 0.14 0.07 0.14
RMS error PRBS (rad) 0.10 0.10 0.13 0.17
RMS error Chirp (rad) 0.41 0.54 0.54 0.72
Concluding the comparison between the two modelling methods, it is found that although
both methods cannot accurately describe all non-linear behaviour (e.g. friction) a noteworthy
difference exists regarding the estimation of the resonance frequency. The dynamic equations
modelling approach estimates the resonance frequency of the system better than the data
driven modelling approach.
6.4 Summary
The system describing the motion of the base/yaw (θ1) axis of a Phantom Omni haptic
feedback arm has been estimated using data driven modelling. The purpose of this was
to determine whether an increase in useful accuracy can be achieved compared to the
minimal model derived from the dynamical system representing the physical properties of the
Phantom Omni. It has been found that while the data driven model captures more behaviours,
the extra behaviours occur at high frequencies where the response is highly damped in any
case. It was found that the data driven model could be simplified to the same form as the
minimal model, and the extra complexity in the form of extra poles and zeros did not show
any evidence of a useful increase in accuracy.
Simulations for the motion of the yaw of the Phantom Omni show that the data driven
model is more accurate than the dynamic equations model. This implies that data driven
modelling could produce a more accurate model of the system as a whole. However, the
source of extra accuracy, compared to the dynamic equation model is easily identifiable
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and can be incorporated into the dynamic equation model. Note that the dynamic equations
model used for the comparison reflects the upper bound case with respect to its accuracy.
Results have shown that the accuracy of the (linear) data driven model is limited by some
non-linear behaviours of the system. The closed loop measurements on the haptic device
are conducted with a proportional gain and no derivative gain. A damping coefficient is
added to the dynamic equations model which is justified by the fact that the Phantom Omni
device physically experiences a certain damping and it incorporates an additional damping
coefficient in its software as well.
The research output of this chapter is that minimal modelling is capable of producing
an accurate physical model when compared to the data driven model. It shows that if the
dynamics of the system is known in advance, a data driven model can also be simplified
by constraining the form of the data driven model to the dynamic model. However, this is
effectively the same as the minimal model, so any accuracy increase comes down to the
difference of the response of the non-linearities between the sinusoidal inputs of the minimal
model control input and the PRBS of the data driven model. Another advantage of the
minimal model is that it is much easier to control machine speeds and accelerations with
sinusoidal inputs, and the smoother transitions put less strain on the actuators. This feature
is particularly important for field testing of machines, where failure during testing is an
outcome to be avoided at all costs.
Chapter 6 has covered the data-driven modelling of the Phantom Omni. Chapter 7 outlines
the derivation and implementation of a non-linear damping model that enables real-time
estimation of damping from the output waveform.

Chapter 7
Non-Linear Damping Characterisation
of a Phantom Omni Haptic Feedback
Device
7.1 Introduction
This chapter presents a novel minimal modelling methodology for identifying and simulating
non-linear behaviour in the steady state yaw response of a Phantom Omni haptic feedback
arm. The research objective is to capture non-linear damping behaviour by interactions
and correlations of parameters from simplified linear models with physical quantities. A
formulation based on the total energy of sine wave has been explored, as it provides a
convenient way of bootstrapping the non-linear model in this case, but the non-linearities
could be other properties like hysteresis or dead-space behaviour which worked well for the
hydraulic arm.
The research in this chapter explores the formulation of an invariant for characterising
the non-linearity. The objective of using an invariant is to generalise a non-linear systems
to a given locally linear behaviour. The advantage of this approach is that the nature of the
non-linearity becomes unimportant, if a suitable invariant can be found, the system will act
the same. For a steady state periodic system the internal energy (excluding inputs and losses)
should not vary over each cycle, so internal energy is a good candidate for an invariant. The
non-linear model was characterised from sinusoidal steady state responses. While energy can
be used as an invariant, it is desirable the invariant formulation does not depend on the wave
shape in itself. In other words, an energy invariant using the position, speed and acceleration
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is better than an invariant dependent on attributes such as sine wave amplitude, frequency
and phase.
The rationale for using the invariant formulation in this research is to make the control
algorithms as scalable as possible between different machine sizes. The research in this
chapter was performed on Phantom Omni. However, the formulation is such that it could be
implemented on any other type of machine with minimal changes. This is where the power
of the invariant formulation comes in: the ability to use the same type of system model with
many different types and sizes of machines. This is an important contribution to the goal of
being able to retrofit existing forestry machines for teleoperated harvesting.
The dynamic model uses information from experimental observations of sinusoidal
steady state frequency responses and the mean energy of the input to characterise non-linear
damping and torque constants. The non-linear damping model relates a number of linear
model representations of the torque constant and damping parameters to the energy of the
arm using an “α-invariant” formulation. The α-invariant formulation takes a snap shot of the
effective energy in the system at an instant of time, which allows the transferral of steady state
modelling into transient modelling. An advantage of the α-invariant over control methods
such as sliding mode control [133] is that it is continuous and does not require membership
functions.
The α-invariant model is used to characterise the dynamic response of the Phantom Omni
arm with respect to the base. While the Phantom Omni is produced primarily as a haptic
feedback device, it has its own dynamic properties that make it a useful research platform
for system identification and modelling. Standard friction models such as Coulomb friction
can be used, but the objective of this research is to characterise the relationship between
input energy and damping. The energy approach is explored because during parameter
identification of the Phantom Omni using sinusoidal steady state analysis, there was an
observed increase of damping at low frequencies. The measure used for energy was based on
the squared angular speed, angular position and angular acceleration. This measure is derived
from the algebraic properties of a sine wave, and is intended to capture non-linear damping
behaviour by interactions and correlations of parameters from simplified linear models with
physical quantities. In other systems, such as the hydraulic test system, the α-invariant could
be derived from non-linear properties such hysteresis or dead-space behaviour.
A minimal model of inertia is included to incorporate dependencies of the torque constant
and damping on combinations of arm joint angles in the pitch axis of motion. The inertia
model is derived from the linearised response of the arm and has the important feature that it
does not require detailed knowledge of the masses of the Phantom Omni’s arm components or
their distribution. The results show the α-invariant non-linear model significantly outperforms
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the linear model, demonstrating that this energy formulation is an accurate representation
of the physical mechanisms in the Phantom Omni. Overall the invariant provides a very
efficient way of capturing highly non-linear dynamics with a small number of parameters
and experiments and has a physically justifiable mechanism.
The Phantom Omni dynamics are modelled by a physically derived second order ODE
with time varying coefficients, similar to the methods outlined in [134, 135]. Unlike those
papers, the non-linear characteristics of the input actuation are modelled as a function of
energy dissipation of the input waveform in each cycle and utilising a method similar to
equating coefficients for fast and accurate system identification. The system identification
method uses sinusoidal test inputs over a small number of robotic arm positions and a minimal
model of inertia to characterise the arm’s behaviour at all other positions. Our scenario with
closed loop PD control is similar to [82, 136], although in our case any springiness in the
base response comes solely from the feedback loop setup.
7.2 α-Invariant Energy Characterisation
7.2.1 Derivation from Sinusoidal Waves
For any sinusoidal wave v= Asin(ωt+φ), the phase portrait (v, v˙) is an ellipse, as shown in
Fig. 7.1. The ellipse conforms to the standard equation which is shown in terms of v and v˙ in
(7.1).
v2
a2
+
v˙2
b2
= 1 (7.1)
For an under-damped second order system such as the Phantom Omni, the area of the
ellipse increases up to resonance then begins to shrink as the frequency increases. The α-
invariant is derived from the idea that the area of the ellipse represents the energy dissipated
by the input. Differentiating (7.1) with respect to t and solving for a2 yields (7.2).
2v
a2
+
1
b2
·2v˙dv˙
dv
= 0 (7.2)
Solving Equation (7.2) for the ratio b
2
a2
gives Equation (7.3).
b2
a2
=− v˙
v
dv˙
dv
(7.3)
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v
v˙
b
a
Fig. 7.1 Phase portrait of a sinusoid.
The quantity dv˙
dv
is eliminated by substituting dv˙
dv
= dv˙
dt
÷ dv
dt
, giving (7.4).
a2 =−v
v¨
b2 (7.4)
Substituting (7.4) into (7.1) gives a formula for b2 (7.5), by multiplying both sides by b2
and substituting Equation (7.4).
b2
a2
v2+ v˙2 = b2 (7.5)
The result is Equation (7.6), which is constant for any given ellipse.
b2 = v˙2− vv¨ (7.6)
Due to the properties of derivatives of a sinusoid, the ellipse undergoes a pure scaling
transformation, so its dimensions may be characterised solely by the b parameter. Equation
(7.6) motivates the definition of the α-invariant as b2, as shown in (7.7).
α = v˙2− vv¨ (7.7)
The α-invariant as defined in (7.7) is valid for any waveform with at least C2 continuity,
as the validity criterion requires the α-invariant in (7.7) to always have a real value. For a
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sine wave of the form v(t) = Asin(ωt+φ) the expression in Equation (7.7) reduces to (7.8).
A sine wave has a well defined α-invariant, since it is C∞, meeting the C2 constraint.
α = v˙2+ω2v2
= (Aω cos(ωt+φ))2+ω2 · (Asin(ωt+φ))2
= ω2A2
(7.8)
The α-invariant in (7.7) is geometrically equivalent to the square of the vertical distance
of the ellipse of (7.1), which is proportional to the area of the ellipse as frequency increases.
Thus, for a sinusoidal response α represents the energy supplied as the frequency increases
and is an invariant of the curve v(t). In other words, for any sinusoidal input v(t), the value
of α is constant at all times.
7.2.2 α-Invariant for Non-Sinusoidal Periodic Waveforms
In practise, the output response of a system to a sine wave input is never perfectly sinusoidal
so the α quantity is approximated using an average over a complete cycle, as shown in (7.9).
In particular, while the α-invariant is constant for sinusoidal waveforms. The advantage of
the average α-invariant formulation is that it is the same value no matter where in the cycle
it is taken from. Due to the integration, the continuity requirement for v is relaxed from
C
2 for (7.8) to C1, so C1, waveforms such as triangle waves can also have a valid average
α-invariant when taken over an entire cycle.
α ≈ 1
T
∫ t
t−T
v˙2− vv¨dτ (7.9)
Equation (7.9) is an important property of any input actuator response as it is related
to the energy dissipated during each cycle, so the α invariant can be used to characterise
damping and torque constant changes for different frequencies using only the values of the
input and its derivatives. For example, if the damping is made a function of angular frequency
it is only suitable for predicting steady state responses to a sine wave input. However, writing
the damping as a function of α has the capability of describing damping changes for any
input including transient step responses.
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7.2.3 Convergence Properties
Attention must be given to the convergence properties of the α-invariant. Consider a periodic
waveform of the type shown in (7.10). The first and second derivatives are given in (7.11)
and (7.12) respectively.
v=
∞
∑
n=0
cn cos(nω0t+φn) (7.10)
v˙=−ω0
∞
∑
n=0
ncn sin(nω0t+φn) (7.11)
v¨=−ω20
∞
∑
n=0
n2cn cos(nω0t+φn) (7.12)
The α-invariant for a periodic waveform is calculated using (7.9) from the definitions of
v, v˙ and v¨ given in (7.10)-(7.12). The mean α invariant sum is shown in (7.13).
α =
1
T
∫ T
0
v˙2− vv¨dt
= ω20
∞
∑
n=0
n2c2n
(7.13)
The value of α from (7.13) is considered “well behaved” if it stays a non-negative real
number at all times. Since α is the sum of squares of real numbers, it will always be
non-negative. Equation (7.14) shows the requirements for the α-invariant to be finite.
ω20
∞
∑
n=0
n2c2n < ∞ (7.14)
Equation (7.14) does not have a general solution. However, in general for periodic
waveforms the cn coefficients are often less than the inverse of a monomial function of n
multiplied by a constant as shown in (7.15).
c2n =
k20
np
(7.15)
If the sum of c2n for all n is finite then the α invariant itself will be finite.
∞
∑
n=0
n2 · k
2
0
np
< ∞
∞
∑
n=0
n2−p < ∞
(7.16)
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Equation (7.16) gives the result p> 3, since the sum in (7.16) will always converge if
2− p < −1. Since (7.16) is for the squared value of cn, the actual value of cn is given in
(7.17).
|cn|< |k0|
n
3
2
(7.17)
Some waveforms, such as square waves and sawtooth waves have an n−1 amplitude
dependency in their Fourier series coefficients, and therefore do not have a rigorously defined
α-invariant according to either (7.7) or (7.9). Triangle waves have a well defined average
α invariant since the amplitudes for a triangle wave are proportional to n−2. For example,
triangle waves, which are C1, have a well-defined average α-invariant according to (7.9) but
not a well defined α-invariant according to (7.7).
7.3 Phantom Omni Experimental Setup
The Phantom Omni is driven fromMatlab/Simulink using the QuaRC block libraries provided
by Quanser as outlined in Section 3.2. Fig. 7.2 shows a Sensable/Geomagic Phantom Omni
with the actuated joints labelled. The arm consists of three actuated joints J1, J2 and J3 and
several non-actuated joints that allow freedom of movement of the “stylus” attached to link
L2. In all the experiments of this paper the angle of joint J1 is varied while angles of joints J2
and J3 are held constant.
7.3.1 Model Structure and Derivation
Fig. 7.3 shows a kinematic diagram of the Phantom Omni, with the controlled angles
annotated. The joints J2 and J3 are held at fixed angles γ1 and γ2 during each experimental
run, and the un-actuated joints and stylus are constrained to fixed positions by a special cuff
that is placed on Link 2. The physical model of the Phantom Omni is derived in a broadly
similar to the way Tahmesbi identified parameters for the Phantom Premium 1.5 [78]. The
main difference is that in this paper it is assumed the angular velocities and accelerations
on all Joints 2 and 3 are zero. The torque u(t) corresponding to motion in the yaw axis is
defined in (7.18) for a command voltage v(t) applied to the internal motor to generate torque
and θ(t) as the angle about J1.
u(t) = βv(t)−Cθ˙(t) (7.18)
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Fig. 7.2 Phantom Omni (Courtesy SenSable/Geomagic).
Fig. 7.3 Phantom Omni top and side views.
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The quantities β andC in (7.18) are the torque proportionality constant and the viscous
damping constant of the joint itself and its actuator. In the experiments there was no external
load applied to the Phantom Omni, so it is assumed all the torque generated is used to
accelerate the rotating mass of the arm. The arm torque balance is defined in (7.19) where I
is the moment of inertia of the arm about the yaw axis for a given γ1 and γ2.
u(t) = Iθ¨ (7.19)
Substituting (7.19) into (7.18) produces the kinematic-dynamic model (7.20).
Iθ¨ +Cθ˙ = βv(t) (7.20)
The quantities C and β come from the intrinsic physical properties of joint J1 and its
actuator, including damping forces and actuator gain. SinceC and β are defined as properties
of the joint itself they do not depend on inertia, but they do depend on the kinetic energy in
the joint represented by α . They are independent of the joint angle because the yaw axis has
no torsional spring and the axis is vertical and so not affected by gravity.
An important insight about (7.20) is that its behaviour is not dependent on the actual
values of I,C and β themselves, but their ratios. Therefore an inertia model can be derived by
setting β to 1 kgm2 rads−2V−1 and allowing the inertia model alone to capture the changes
in C and β˜ . With this in mind, dividing through by the inertia and using substitutionsC = C
I
and β˜ = 1
I
gives the simplified model (7.21) for constant γ1 and γ2 angles in Fig. 7.3. The
inertia is thus lumped into C and β˜ in (7.21) and direct knowledge of the physical properties
of the arm (e.g. masses) is not required to model its behaviour. However, a model that works
for all arm angles requires a model of inertia, that is shown later in the Chapter.
θ¨ +Cθ˙ = β˜v(t) (7.21)
7.3.2 Controller Implementation
A proportional (P) controller is used to eliminate the control voltage from (7.21). Using
a P-controller makes direct comparison of amplitude and phase of input and output angle
possible, by changing the transfer function from voltage→angle to angle→angle. The control
voltage v(t) is defined in (7.22) where r(t) is the driving reference function, and θ(t) is the
measured base angle corresponding to yaw movement of the Phantom Omni.
v(t) = kp · (r(t)−θ(t)) (7.22)
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Substituting (7.22) into (7.21) and setting β = β˜kp yields (7.23).
θ¨ +Cθ˙(t)+βθ(t) = β r(t) (7.23)
During the system identification stage the Phantom Omni is being driven with a sinusoidal
input wave, so r(t) in (7.23) is defined as a sine wave given in (7.24).
r(t) = Ar sin(ωt) (7.24)
The goal is to use (7.23) and (7.24) to find the resonant frequency β and the damping
constant C from the output time domain sinusoidal response. The constants Ar and kp
are chosen to ensure a sufficiently high voltage so that the arm has enough response that
overcomes stiction and the common dead space present in most physical systems.
7.3.3 Step Response
Step response data is obtained by driving the base with a square wave with a frequency of
0.25Hz and amplitude of 0.07 rad for a set of fixed γ1 and γ2 joint angles. The frequency
of the square wave is low enough so that the Phantom Omni has sufficient time to get to
its “final” position during each half cycle, turning the square wave response into a series of
step responses. The square wave response is used to validate the α-invariant formulation
on non-sinusoidal inputs and to test responses to arm joint angle combinations not used to
tune parameters. The numerical simulation of the square wave is done for a two second (half
cycle) from just after the input transition. The avoidance of any time right on the transition
avoids any numerical problems caused by square waves not being C1.
7.3.4 α-Invariant for Phantom Omni
In practice, the response to a sine wave input will not be a perfect sine wave. However,
the differences with the Phantom Omni are small, so that a response to a single frequency
sine wave input is locally linear and can thus be approximated accurately by a linear sum
of cos(ωt) and sin(ωt). This approximation is mathematically equivalent to an expression
of the form A1 cos(ωt) +A2 sin(ωt), which preserves the invariant property of alpha as
shown by the analysis of (7.1)-(7.7). In addition, the approximation smooths out noise in
the data and so avoids the computation of second order derivatives in (7.7). Substituting
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θ = A1 cos(ωt)+A2 sin(ωt) and r(t) from (7.24) into (7.22) yields the input voltage defined
by (7.25).
v(t) = kp · (−A1 cos(ωt)+(Ar−A2)sin(ωt)) (7.25)
The parameters A1 and A2 are frequency and inertia dependent, but constant for each
sinusoidal steady state response. The input voltage v(t) in (7.25) is substituted into (7.7) and
simplified to give an analytical expression for the α-invariant defined in (7.26).
α = k2pω
2(A21+(Ar−A2)2) (7.26)
Since α is a function of ω , it can automatically account for frequency changes which
is very useful for characterising the values of C and β across a range of frequencies for a
given set of arm joint angles. Specifically, for a given arm inertia I, the parametersC and β
in (7.23) are written as functions of α , which correspond to the model in (7.27).
θ¨ +C(α, I) · θ˙(t) = β˜ (α, I) · v(t) (7.27)
The quantities C and β˜ in (7.27) will change for different arm angles, since the inertia
will change, but by fixing the angles γ1 and γ2 the models of C(α, I) and β˜ (α, I) can be
separated into an inertia dependent part.
7.3.5 Inertia Modelling
The simplified inertia model about the yaw axis is derived using the thin rod approximation
and Parallel Axis Theorem on each arm segment. The reference axis for the parallel axis
theorem is the z axis and the radial distance is the distance along the ρ axis from the origin in
the base of the arm to the arm component’s centre of mass. Fig. 7.4 shows the approximate
centres of masses of the respective arm segments and central shell, including the combined
centre of mass of Link 2 and the Stylus. The centre of mass of the combined Link 2 and
stylus was found experimentally to be quite close to the centre of mass of Link 2 alone, so
Link 2 and Link 3 are combined as a single link with an offset centre of mass.
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Fig. 7.4 Simplified diagram of Phantom Omni showing centre of masses.
Equation (7.28) shows the approximate inertia of the arm based on the arm lengths and
masses, where Ibase is the inertia of the base and mn and Ln are the respective masses and
lengths of Link n.
I =Ibase+
1
3
m1L
2
1 cos
2(γ1)+m2 ·
(
L1 cos(γ1)+
1
2
L2 cos(pi− γ1− γ2− γoffs)
)2
+
1
12
m2L
2
2 cos
2(pi− γ1− γ2− γoffs)
(7.28)
While the simplified inertia model (7.28) has a physical derivation, it assumes the arm
segments are thin rods, their masses and lengths are known and the centre of mass is exactly
at the midpoint. A modified inertia model (7.29) is proposed that uses the basic form of the
simplified inertia model, but does not make any assumptions about the relationship between
the physical attributes of the arm and the inertia model coefficients. The modified inertia
model is similar to the simplified model except the trigonometric coefficients are not fixed in
terms of masses and lengths. This feature allows more flexibility in the inertia model with
respect to unknown distributions of masses. The more flexible inertia model is shown in
(7.29). It is developed by expanding (7.28), grouping the coefficients and allowing the values
to “float” rather than fixing their form in terms of the masses and lengths.
The I□ coefficients in (7.28) represent the total effects of each arm segment on the
different trigonometric quantities. Unless Ibase = 0 it is not possible to “reverse engineer”
the masses and lengths, as for two segments there are four unknowns but five quantities that
must be derived from them. However, unless the assumptions that underlie (7.28) are exactly
correct, (7.29) will provide a more accurate inertia model as it includes more flexibility for
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accommodating non-uniform distributions of mass. The modified inertia model is deemed
physically valid if Ibase, I1, I2 and I3 are non-negative.
I =Ibase+ I1 cos
2(γ1)+ I2 cos
2(pi− γ1− γ2− γoffs)+
I3 cos(γ1)cos(pi− γ1− γ2− γoffs)
(7.29)
The final models (7.30) and (7.31) show the final inertia model for the linear coefficients.
A damping ratioC0 is introduced in (7.31), withC0 =
β
C
≡ β˜linear
Clinear
. This transformation is valid
because it is derived from the property that β ,C andC0 are solely functions of the intrinsic
physical properties of Joint 1, and are therefore independent of the states of Joints 2 and 3.
β˜linear ≜
1
I
(7.30)
Clinear ≜
1
C0I
(7.31)
The Ibase, I1, I2, I3, γoffs and C0 coefficients are found in Matlab using its standard non-
linear least squares solver (lsqnonlin) and a test function derived by combining (7.29),
(7.30) and (7.31). The input data consists of the arm angles γ1, γ2 and β˜linear,Clinear calculated
at each arm angle from the fitted sine wave sweeps. The full regression equations are shown
in (7.32)-(7.34), with vector forms representing the complete sets of γ1, γ2 and β˜linear,Clinear
for all arm angles tested.
I⃗ = Ibase+ I1 cos
2(⃗γ1)+ I2 cos
2(pi− γ⃗1− γ⃗2− γoffs)
+ I3 cos(⃗γ1)cos(pi− γ⃗1− γ⃗2− γoffs)
(7.32)
⃗˜βlinear =
1
I⃗
(7.33)
C⃗linear =
1
C0⃗I
(7.34)
The non-linear regression result from Matlab gives the best set of parameters Ibase, I1, I2,
I3, γoffs and C0 that minimises the sum squared error between the left hand side and right
hand side of Equations (7.33) and (7.34). Once the inertia model coefficients are identified, a
model for the damping can proceed as described in the next section.
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7.4 Mathematical Modelling and Analysis Description
7.4.1 Non-Linear Damping Model
A plot of experimentally determined damping against the α-invariant (Fig. 7.12) shows
damping increases rapidly with decreasing α . Since α is related to energy, this behaviour is
not surprising as at low energy stiction effects dominate, producing a high damping coefficient.
The friction properties are dependent on intrinsic physical properties of the joint itself and so
the inertia of the arm is not relevant to their formulation. At higher input energies stiction
disappears and the only damping is viscous damping. For a given inertia I this behaviour is
captured by a tri-linear piecewise model (7.35) where Παm,αn(α) =H(α−αm)−H(α−αn)
is the Boxcar function. The quantities C0, . . . ,C3 are defined in (7.36) and α0, . . . ,α3 are a
monotonically increasing series of break points between the different models.
C(α, I) =
[
C0(I)+
C1(I)−C0(I)
α1−α0 (α −α0)
]
·Πα0,α1(α)
+
[
C1(I)+
C2(I)−C1(I)
α2−α1 (α −α1)
]
·Πα1,α2(α)
+
[
C2(I)+
C3(I)−C2(I)
α3−α2 (α −α2)
]
·Πα2,α3(α)
(7.35)
C0(I) =C(α0, I)
C1(I) =C(α1, I)
C2(I) =C(α2, I)
C3(I) =C(α3, I)
(7.36)
The break points are found by a grid search with the goal of minimising the error between the
model and the true data at each inertia. In other words, for each inertia I, four damping values
C0(I), . . . ,C3(I) uniquely characterise the tri-linear approximation to the non-linear damping
curve. The values of α0, . . . ,α3 in (7.36) are chosen in a grid search to minimize the least
squares error. Fig. 7.5 shows a typical example of C(α, I) curves for three monotonically
increasing values of inertia, Ia < Ib < Ic.
The damping curve in Fig. 7.6 drops as inertia increases from Ia to Ic. This behaviour
makes physical sense since a high inertia corresponds to more mass being further away from
the axis of rotation. The higher inertia results in more energy storage at a given rotational
velocity and more torque for a given change in angular velocity. Hence, with higher inertia
viscous friction effects dominate thus giving lower damping values.
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α0 α1 α2 α3
Ia
Ib
Ic
α (s−2)
C
(α
)
(s
−1
)
Fig. 7.5 Illustrative non-linear damping curves as a function of α for various values of inertia.
Ia Ib Ic
α = α0
α1
α2
α3
I (kgm2)
C
(I
)
(s
−1
)
Fig. 7.6 Illustrative non linear damping model as a function of inertia for different values of
α .
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Fig. 7.5 and Fig. 7.6 represent vertical slices of the C(I,α) surface in (7.27) that cor-
respond to constant I and constant α respectively. The slices at constant I give sharply
decreasing curves where the slices of constant α are more slowly decreasing. The curves are
defined by (7.37).
C0(I) =
1
C01I
C1(I) =
1
C11I
C2(I) =
1
C21I
C3(I) =
1
C31I
(7.37)
7.4.2 Non-Linear Torque Constant Model
A plot of experimentally determined damping against the α invariant (Fig. 7.13) suggests
the torque constant β˜ can be modelled by a decreasing linear line. For a given inertia I, the
model is defined in (7.38) where β˜0 and β˜1 are the torque constant values at the predefined α
values α0 and α1 respectively. Fig. 7.7 shows a family of different β˜ lines for monotonically
increasing inertias I1, I2 and I3.
β˜ (α, I) = β˜0(I)+
β˜1(I)− β˜0(I)
α1−α0 (α −α0) (7.38)
α0 α1
I1
I2
I3
α (s−2)
β˜
(α
)
(s
−2
)
Fig. 7.7 Torque Constant as a function of α for various values of inertia.
Therefore, in a similar way to the damping in (7.37), for a given inertia two torque
constant values uniquely characterise the torque constant curve. The final model for β (α, I)
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includes models of inertia defined by (7.39), where I is the inertia from measured data and
the curves are defined so that β ′0(I),β
′
1(I)< 0 and β0(α0, I),β1(α1, I)> 0.
β˜0(I) =
1
β˜01I
β˜1(I) =
1
β˜11I
(7.39)
Fig. 7.8 gives an example of the β0(I) and β1(I) curves. Fig. 7.8 shows a typical example
of modelled β (α, I) curves for different values of α .
I1 I2 I3
α = α0
α = α1
I (kgm2)
β˜
(I
)
(s
−2
)
Fig. 7.8 Torque Constant Model as a function of inertia for different values of α .
7.4.3 Algorithm for Determination of Coefficients
The next step is to include the asymptotic inertia models of the damping and torque constants
given by (7.37) and (7.39). In other words, the non-linear parameter models of (7.35) -
(7.39) are fitted to the measuredCdata(ω) and βdata(ω). The unknown parameters to identify
are C01,C11,C21,C31, β˜01 and β˜11. However, these parameters cannot be optimised directly
with linear least squares since (7.37) and (7.39) are non-linear. Therefore, the values of
C0, . . . ,C3, β˜0 and β˜1 are first optimised for each arm angle to create intermediate “data”. The
models of (7.37) and (7.39) are then inverted, and fitted to the inverted independent damping
and torque constant “data” values by linear least squares. The procedure is summarised in
list of steps in Fig. 7.9.
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Step 1: For a given set i of arm angles iγ1 and iγ2, treat C0 =
C0(I), · · · ,C3(I) and β˜0 = β˜0(I), β˜1 = β˜1(I) as global constants. Fit these
to the measuredCdata(ω) and β˜data(ω) for each arm position.
Step 2: Define the resulting values of Step 1 byC j,i≡{C j(I) correspond-
ing to ith arm angle combination and j = 0,1,2,3} and β j,i ≡ {β j(I)
corresponding to ith arm angle combination and j = 0,1}.
Step 3: Using the values from Step 2, define: C0,data ≡{
C0,i, i= 1, . . . ,9
}
, . . . ,C3,data ≡
{
C3,i, i= 1, . . . ,9
}
and β˜0,data ≡{
β˜ 0,i, i= 1, . . . ,9
}
, β˜1,data ≡
{
β˜ 1,i, i≡ 1, . . . ,9
}
.
Step 4: Fit C01I, · · · ,C31I and β˜01I, β˜11I from the inverse of (7.37) and
(7.39) to the inverse of C0,data and β0,data from Step 3 by linear least
squares. For example, C01I would be fitted to 9 intermediate “data”
values 1
C0,1
, 1
C0,2
, · · · , 1
C0,9
, which ensures that the resulting optimisation is
linear.
Step 5: OutputC01,C11,C21,C31, β˜01, β˜11.
Fig. 7.9 Algorithm for identifying damping and torque constant models of (7.37) and (7.39)
for a three-segment piecewiseC model and linear β˜ model.
7.4.4 Sinusoidal Steady State Analysis
Sinusoidal steady state analysis is used to derive the amplitudes A1 and A2 at a particular
frequency for calculation of the α invariant using (7.26). For each fixed arm position
corresponding to a constant inertia, the Phantom Omni is driven with a sine wave input and
allowed to reach steady state. In general the response θ(t) will not be perfectly sinusoidal due
to noise, un-modelled disturbances and non linearities. The magnitude difference and phase
shift between the steady state response and the input wave is calculated by approximating the
output waveform as a sine wave with the same frequency as the input as defined in (7.40).
θ˜(t) = A1 cos(ωt)+A2 sin(ωt) (7.40)
For each ω , the A1 and A2 coefficients are obtained by solving the matrix equation (7.41),
where t⃗ is the vector of time values and θ⃗ is the vector of measured angle values in the
experiment.
[
cos(ω⃗t) sin(ω⃗t)
][A1
A2
]
=
[
θ⃗
]
(7.41)
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Equation (7.41) is solved by linear least squares and the resulting A1 and A2 are used to
findC and β at a particular sine wave input frequency by (7.42) and (7.43).
Cdata(ω) =− ωArA1
A21− (Ar−A2)A2
(7.42)
βdata(ω) =
ω2(A21+A
2
2)
A21− (Ar−A2)A2
(7.43)
Equations (7.42) and (7.43) are derived by solving (7.27) with v(t) given by (7.25) for
the steady state solution equal to A1 cos(ωt)+A2 sin(ωt), equating coefficients and solving
analytically. The values of Cdata(ω) and βdata(ω) are subsequently used to calculate the
non-linear C and β models along with the invariant formulation. For a given Phantom Omni
position γ1 and γ2 the calculation of C and β over all frequencies is performed by first
substituting θ = θ˜(t) from (7.40) into (7.23) and equating coefficients of cos(ωt) and
sin(ωt) yields (7.44).
−ω2A1+ωA2C+A1β = 0
−ω2A2+ωA1C+(A2−Ar)β = 0
(7.44)
Equation (7.44) is written in the matrix form as shown in (7.45).
[
ω⃗ ◦ A⃗2 A⃗1
ω⃗ ◦ A⃗1 A⃗2−Ar⃗1n×1
][
C
β
]
=
[
A⃗1 ◦ ω⃗2
A⃗2 ◦ ω⃗2
]
(7.45)
The quantities ω⃗ , ω⃗2, A⃗1 and A⃗2 are defined in (7.46), and the symbol ◦ represents the
Hadamard (element wise) product of two vectors or matrices (c.f. .* operator in Matlab).
ω⃗ = [ω1,ω2, · · · ,ωn]T
ω⃗2 = ω⃗ ◦ ω⃗ = [ω21 ,ω22 , · · · ,ω2n]T
A⃗1 = [A1(ω1),A1(ω2), · · · ,A1(ωn)]T
A⃗2 = [A2(ω1),A2(ω2), · · · ,A2(ωn)]T
(7.46)
In a similar way to (7.37) and (7.39), the effects of inertia are modelled by the following
asymptotic curves given in (7.47) and (7.48), where the inertia I is the modified inertia model
(7.29).
Clinear(I) =
1
C0I
(7.47)
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βlinear(I)≜
1
I
(7.48)
The resulting model is defined in (7.49).
θ¨ +Clinear(I)θ˙ = β˜linear(I)v(t)
β˜linear(I) =
βlinear(I)
kp
(7.49)
The model of (7.49) is non-linear with respect to inertia. However, for any fixed inertia or
equivalent arm position the yaw response is linear, hence (7.49) is still referred to as “global
linear” for comparative purposes.
7.4.5 Numerical Solution method
The numerical solution uses a state space formulation which treats the differential equation
(7.27) as linear time invariant for the duration of a particular time step. The treatment is
similar to the “quasilinearisation” technique of identifying unknown state parameters in real
time as described by Kagiwada [137]. The actual coefficient values ofC and β˜ are calculated
from the estimated invariant and the estimated second derivative of the input and output. The
second derivatives and α value are determined by iterating through the governing equations
of the system until all three quantities converge to the larger of either an absolute tolerance
or a relative tolerance.
The numerical solution method is implemented using Matlab’s ode45 solver to evaluate
a linear time variant ordinary differential equation. The ODEFUN argument to ode45 is given
as a function that calculates theC and β˜ values to use at the given point in time using α and
any other parameters relevant to the implementation. Equation (7.21) is used with ode45 in
state space form as Equation (7.50).
θ˙ = Φ
Φ˙ =−C(α(t), I)Φ+ β˜ (α(t), I)v(t)
α(t) = v˙2− vv¨
v(t) = kp(r(t)−θ(t))
(7.50)
For a sinusoidal input, v(t) is given by (7.25). However, (7.50) cannot be solved directly
for θ and Φ since α is dependent on v¨ which is dependent on θ¨ . Let Clinear and β˜linear be
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the global linear model parameters for the given inertia I from (7.47) and (7.48). The ith
approximation to α at t = t0 is defined by (7.51).
α
(i)
approx(t0) = v˙
2(t0)− v(t0)v¨(i−1)approx(t0)
C
(i)
approx(t0) =C(α
(i)
approx(t0), I)
β˜
(i)
approx(t0) = β˜ (α
(i)
approx(t0), I)
Φ˙
(i)
approx(t0) =−C(i)approx(t0)Φ(t0)+ β˜ (i)approx(t0)v(t0)
v¨
(i)
approx(t0) = kp · (r¨(t0)− Φ˙(i)approx(t0)), i= 1,2, . . . ,N
(7.51)
v¨
(0)
approx(t0) =−ClinearΦ+ β˜linearv(t0) (7.52)
For the given initial starting approximation of (7.52), α(i)approx is updated at each iteration
i= 1,2, . . . ,N until the stopping rule condition defined in (7.53) is met.
|α(i)approx−α(i−1)approx|<max
(
10−6,10−3|α(i)approx|
)
(7.53)
Equation (7.53) ensures the iterative algorithm stops when αapprox has converged to within
10−6 or 0.1%, whichever is the larger change. The modified form of the standard relative
error equation is used, to ensure the stopping condition calculation remains numerically
stable when |αapprox|→ 0. The tolerances for (7.53) were chosen empirically and in all cases
gave rapid convergence with only a few iterations required.
7.5 Results
Two main experiments were performed on the Phantom Omni. The experiments consisted
of a sinusoidal steady state frequency response for identifying model parameters, and step
responses for testing the parameters on data the model was not tuned on. The frequency
response experiments were performed in nine different joint angle positions corresponding
to the combinations of angles given in Table 7.1. To verify the sine wave derived non-linear
model a 0.25Hz square wave input was used with the 25 joint angle positions given in
Table 7.2.
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Table 7.1 Phantom Arm Joint Angles for Frequency Response.
Experiment 1 - Frequency Response
γ1 Angle γ2 Angles
25◦ 70◦,90◦,115◦
45◦ 70◦,90◦,115◦
65◦ 70◦,90◦,115◦
Table 7.2 Phantom Arm Joint Angles for Step Response.
Experiment 2 - Step Response
γ1 Angle γ2 Angles
25◦ 60◦,70◦,90◦,110◦,115◦
35◦ 60◦,70◦,90◦,110◦,115◦
45◦ 60◦,70◦,90◦,110◦,115◦
55◦ 60◦,70◦,90◦,110◦,115◦
65◦ 60◦,70◦,90◦,110◦,115◦
7.5.1 Modified Inertia and Damping Model
Table 7.3 is a summary of the input and output data from the inertia modelling. It is pleasing to
see the fitted and modified inertias all match closely, as well as the damping ratio. This shows
the simplified inertia and damping model (7.29)-(7.31) is capable of accurately capturing
the linear dynamics of the Phantom Omni. The C0 ratio is calculated by a simple linear
regression between the fittedClinear and β˜linear. The identified data in Columns 5 and 6 implies
the Clinear
β˜linear
ratio (C0) is approximately 36.727, which is corroborated by the identified ratio of
36.693. The results at γ1 =45° and γ2 =90° compare well with the data driven model results
of β˜ = 172.3 andC= 5.216 for the PRBS input, although they are also close to the results for
γ1 =25° and γ2 =90°. This is expected, as the modelled β˜ andC from the sinusoidal steady
state responses are also close together in value. Table 7.4 shows the matched coefficients of
the modified inertia model, offset angle and damping ratio from matching the fitted β˜linear
andClinear in Table 7.3 using the non-linear regression (7.33) and (7.34).
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Table 7.3 Frequency Response Calculated from Global Linear Model ofClinear and β˜linear.
Set Angle (°) Mean True Angle (°) Fitted Modelled
γ1 γ2 γ1 γ2 Clinear (s−1) β˜linear (s−2) Clinear (s−1) β˜linear (s−2)
25 70 21.54 69.54 5.890 231.53 6.061 222.41
25 90 20.55 88.54 4.728 177.35 4.876 178.90
25 115 19.31 112.44 4.288 149.43 3.955 145.12
45 70 40.68 68.52 5.998 226.42 6.122 224.65
45 90 39.83 87.63 4.901 176.06 5.048 185.23
45 115 39.16 111.98 4.612 154.47 4.329 158.86
65 70 60.68 67.62 7.185 275.32 7.229 265.26
65 90 60.08 87.00 6.275 222.82 6.242 229.04
65 115 59.56 111.45 5.915 207.83 5.821 213.59
C0 Ratio 36.727 36.693
Table 7.4 Experimentally Determined Inertia Model Parameters for (7.29) and Damping.
Quantity Value
Ibase 1.063 ·10−3 kgm2
I1 1.401 ·10−3 kgm2
I2 2.889 ·10−3 kgm2
I3 9.392 ·10−3 kgm2
γoffs 9.931°
C0 36.693
7.5.2 Non-Linear Resonance and Damping
Fig. 7.10 and Fig. 7.11 show the resulting model fits of (7.37) and (7.39) to this intermediate
damping and torque constant data.
Fig. 7.10 Non-linear C model as a function of inertia I with Global Linear Model for
comparison.
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Fig. 7.11 Non-linear β˜ model as a function of inertia I with Global Linear Model for
comparison.
The final non-linear model parameters that describe C(α, I) and β˜ (α, I) in (7.37) and
(7.39) derived from data gathered at the set point angles in Table 7.1 are given in Table 7.5
and Table 7.6.
Table 7.5 Non-linear β˜ model parameters.
Quantity α value Value
β˜01 0 1.3405
β˜11 250 0.8558
Table 7.6 Non-linearC model parameters.
Quantity Value α value Ratio to IdentifiedC0
C01 61.733 0 1.68238
C11 35.316 2.2 0.96245
C21 21.570 25 0.58783
C31 13.509 250 0.36816
Table 7.3 gives the numerical comparison between the measured and modelled damping
and torque constant data. A similar approach to Fig. 7.9 is now applied to the global linear
model to identify the unknown parameters CL0, CL1, βL0 and βL1 in (7.47) and (7.48). As
a comparison the parameters of Table 7.5 and (7.37) and (7.39) are used to simulate the
non-linear model defined by (7.22), (7.24) and (7.27). The results of this modelling are
summarised in Table 7.7.
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Table 7.7 Comparison of 90th Percentile Absolute Errors on Magnitude and Phase Angle for
Linear and Non-Linear Models.
Setpoint 90th Percentile Linear 90th Percentile Non-Linear
γ1 γ2 Magnitude Phase (◦) Magnitude Phase (◦)
25 70 0.6410 12.1902 0.4146 6.3605
25 90 0.4776 19.4772 0.2756 2.7394
25 115 0.4737 10.6066 0.1935 3.4813
45 70 0.5002 13.2881 0.2202 2.1805
45 90 0.3675 25.3134 0.5202 7.3346
45 115 0.5762 15.0195 0.5173 4.3214
65 70 0.3939 14.0549 0.3714 13.9204
65 90 0.4312 16.2316 0.2028 2.7323
65 115 0.3403 14.3577 0.2968 5.9665
Average 0.4668 15.6155 0.3347 5.4485
7.5.3 Frequency Response
To see the impact of the α-invariant energy approach of (7.27), a frequency response
experiment is performed with the robot arm in the γ1 = 65◦, γ2 = 90◦ position, which
is one of the positions in Table 7.1. For this experiment the driving frequencies are
f = [1.5,2,2.5,3,3.5,4,5,6,7]Hz. The parameters Cdata(ω) and βdata(ω) are determined
from (7.42) and (7.43) and represent the damping and torque constants derived from the data,
and are referred to as “measured data”. The effective mean α-invariant is also computed
for each frequency using (7.26) and is referred to as αdata(ω). The global linear model
parameters Clinear and βlinear are computed by solving (7.45) by linear least squares which
yields the results shown in Table 7.8.
Table 7.8 Linear Model Parameters for γ1 = 65◦,γ2 = 90◦.
Quantity Fitted Modelled
Clinear 6.275 6.242 s−1
βlinear 445.6 458.0 s−2
β˜linear 222.8 229.0 s−2
The functions C(α, I) and β˜ (α, I) in (7.37) and (7.39) are fitted by linear least squares
to the damping and torque constant data Cdata(ω) and βdata(ω). The quantities C0 =
C0(I), . . . ,C3 = C3(I) and β˜0 = β˜0(I), β˜1 = β˜1(I) are treated as global constants, since I
is fixed in this case. For the case of β , this process involves fitting a linear line to βdata.
The resulting values of C0, . . . ,C3, β˜0, β˜1 and the predefined α values are given in Table 7.9.
Fig. 7.12 and Fig. 7.13 show the resulting damping and torque constant models versus the
measured data as well as the data for the global linear approximation in Table 7.8.
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Table 7.9 Model parameters for γ1 = 65◦,γ2 = 90◦.
Quantity Value
I 0.004366 kgm2
C0 16.955 s−1
C1 10.619 s−1
C2 6.486 s−1
C3 3.710 s−1
β˜0 267.6 s−2
β˜1 170.9 s−2
Fig. 7.12C as a function of α-invariant at γ1 = 65◦, γ2 = 90◦.
Fig. 7.13 β˜ as a function of α-invariant at γ1 = 65◦, γ2 = 90◦.
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The non-linear damping model of (7.27) is now simulated with the technique described
in (7.50) - (7.52). The equivalent non-linear model magnitude and phase values for each
frequency are computed by fitting sine waves to the resulting output waveforms using (7.40),
and comparing to the input r(t) wave defined in (7.24). Fig. 7.14 and Fig. 7.15 show the
magnitude and phase responses of the non-linear model of (7.27) and global linear model of
(7.23) plotted against the measured data. Fig. 7.16 shows an example of the time domain
outputs. All these figures demonstrate a significant improvement in modelling accuracy with
the α-invariant formulation.
Fig. 7.14 Fundamental Frequency magnitude response for γ1 = 65◦, γ2 = 90◦.
Fig. 7.15 Fundamental Frequency phase response for γ1 = 65◦, γ2 = 90◦.
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Fig. 7.16 Time domain response comparison for γ1 = 65◦, γ2 = 90◦ at f = 2.5Hz.
Fig. 7.17 shows that modelling damping acceleration solely as a function of velocity
doesn’t work for the Phantom Omni yaw response. The response does exhibit the Stribeck
Effect but the curve has loops which suggests that the damping acceleration is not a function
of velocity alone. Velocity is also not an invariant for a sinusoidal wave, which makes it
difficult or impossible to generalise non-linear behaviour based on velocity to other scenarios.
The advantage of the α-invariant method over the other methods is that it can utilize steady
state experiments to predict non-linear transient responses.
Fig. 7.17 Damping-Angular Velocity Characteristic for γ1 = 45◦, γ2 = 70◦ at f = 1 Hz.
7.5.4 Step Response Validation
To further validate the non-linear modelling approach, a second set of step responses was
performed as summarised in Table 7.2. These step responses include a number of unique
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arm positions that were not used in the tuning of parameters from the sinusoidal responses
of Table 7.1, so the results are a good test of the predictive capabilities of the models. The
Phantom Omni was driven with a 0.25Hz square wave with an amplitude of Ar = 0.07rad.
The square wave may be considered a step response since the Phantom Omni settles to its
final position significantly faster than the period of the square wave. In this analysis the
underlying differential equation is defined in (7.54) where H(t) is the Heaviside step function,
with θ(0−) = −0.07 and θ ′(0−) = 0. The Phantom Omni response is from a step input
from an initial starting point of −0.07 rad to a final required yaw angle of 0.07 rad. Fig. 7.18
shows the first 1 s of the response of the Phantom Omni to the negative-to-positive transition
of a 0.25Hz square wave, which is described by (7.54).
θ¨ +Cθ˙ = β˜v(t)
v(t) = kpAr · (2H(t)−1)
(7.54)
Fig. 7.18 Comparison of time domain responses to a step input for γ1 = 65◦, γ2 = 90◦.
The non-linear model captures transient behaviour much more accurately than the linear
model. For example the non-linear model reaches steady state significantly faster than the
linear model and captures the time periods and amplitudes of the measured data peaks more
accurately as well. Table 7.10 shows the median and 90th percentile for absolute angle
error figures for all the step response experiments of Table 7.2. The increasing errors with
increasing γ2 are due to the larger effect of inaccuracies in the inertia model approximation
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Table 7.10 Absolute Error Percentile Results for Step Response.
Absolute Angle Errors (rad)
Lin Abs Error Invariant Abs Error
γ1 γ2 Median 90th %ile Median 90th %ile
25 60 0.0083 0.0207 0.0036 0.0123
25 70 0.0098 0.0230 0.0045 0.0138
25 90 0.0120 0.0276 0.0067 0.0157
25 110 0.0138 0.0314 0.0082 0.0160
25 115 0.0145 0.0320 0.0087 0.0167
35 60 0.0075 0.0217 0.0021 0.0068
35 70 0.0099 0.0230 0.0029 0.0078
35 90 0.0140 0.0270 0.0036 0.0088
35 110 0.0167 0.0293 0.0041 0.0100
35 115 0.0175 0.0298 0.0043 0.0096
45 60 0.0087 0.0206 0.0030 0.0109
45 70 0.0097 0.0230 0.0036 0.0119
45 90 0.0118 0.0270 0.0058 0.0138
45 110 0.0133 0.0298 0.0073 0.0150
45 115 0.0137 0.0303 0.0076 0.0156
55 60 0.0070 0.0265 0.0020 0.0092
55 70 0.0088 0.0259 0.0025 0.0093
55 90 0.0120 0.0256 0.0037 0.0090
55 110 0.0137 0.0270 0.0037 0.0091
55 115 0.0139 0.0271 0.0036 0.0093
65 60 0.0066 0.0192 0.0023 0.0089
65 70 0.0078 0.0209 0.0024 0.0111
65 90 0.0097 0.0231 0.0034 0.0118
65 110 0.0108 0.0235 0.0037 0.0126
65 115 0.0112 0.0238 0.0041 0.0129
Medians 0.0113 0.0256 0.0043 0.0115
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of Link 2 and the Stylus have on the inertia as a whole. While putting the centre of mass
of the combined Link 2 and Stylus on the axis of Link 2 does contribute the errors seen in
Table 7.10 the errors are reduced from when the centre of mass is put in the “true” location
as shown in Fig. 7.4. The median absolute error of each non-linear model response is 2.6
times lower than the linear model response. Out of the 25 experiments, there are 16 joint arm
angle combinations that had no sine wave generated data. Hence these results validate that
this modelling approach is applicable to capturing all yaw dynamics across the full range of
arm angle combinations of the Phantom Omni.
7.6 Summary
This chapter introduces the α-invariant based energy formulation on the input waveform as
a means of characterising non-linear damping and torque constant changes over time and
as a function of inertia. The energy α is an invariant of any pure sine wave input and is
proportional to the area of the ellipse in phase space, or equivalently the energy dissipated
during one cycle. The output response of the Phantom Omni yaw angle for a number of
frequency response experiments was accurately fitted by sine waves showing that it is locally
behaving like a linear system. However a linear system with constant damping and resonant
frequency was not adequate to capture the global response over all frequencies.
The results obtained show that the mean energy as described by the α invariant of the
input to the Phantom Omni’s base actuator is a useful way of characterising the behaviour of
the resonant frequency and damping. The damping is heavily dependent on the α invariant
which can be explained by the effects of stiction. The work is a good starting point for
proving the α invariant concept as it is used in a scenario that experiences the compounded
effects of non-linearities from the arm segments and other driven parts of the arm attached to
the base.
The effects of inertia were included using an asymptotic curve. The overall non-linear
model could not be solved directly using standard non-linear ODE solvers and required an
iterative procedure inside the state derivative. The non-linear model accurately captured
Phantom Omni yaw dynamics across a full range of arm joint angle combinations and gave
significant improvements in magnitude, phase and time domain response compared to a
global linear model that did not use the α parameter.
The proposed energy based modelling method is very useful for revealing non-linear
dynamics in oscillating systems with a relatively small number of experiments. It is extendible
to the identification of model parameters directly from any transient response data, though
steady state experiments were chosen since they maximise the signal to noise ratio and
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allow the fitting of sine waves to approximate the average response. Deviations between the
time domain shape of the fitted sine waves to the measured response is also a good way of
revealing if any non-linear dynamics are present.
Finally, with sine waves the α parameter has a unique invariant geometrical property
that more clearly separates out damping and torque constant behaviour at various input
energy levels in the Phantom Omni. For example, at low energy inputs, or low values of
α , the damping is very high, which captures stiction, but as α increases the damping falls
exponentially representing viscous friction.
The yaw axis was used as a proof-of-concept of the invariant methodology since it was
the most difficult with non-linear effects of inertia and much higher damping. The invariant
method shows promise due to its ability to synthesise an accurate non-linear model from a
simple set of experiments, and its ability to apply these in real time using a simple ODE or
state space model without needing to characterise all the dynamics of the Phantom Omni.
The presented non-linear modelling methodology uses simple inertia formulations, which
are easily scalable to larger machines such as excavators. Apart from scaling the algorithm,
the main challenge of transferring the knowledge from the Phantom Omni to a full sized
excavator is taking into account the different actuation systems used in an excavator. In
particular, the hydraulic rams in an excavator produce a non-linear relationship between
actuator speed and joint speed and the α invariant algorithm will need to take this into
account when performing sinusoidal steady state analysis.
The α-invariant model of damping was critical for linking the local linear models for a
better result without the complexity that a full friction model would entail. While the energy
measure was used for the Phantom arm, any other measure of a system’s state or intrinsic
physical properties can be used to generate an α-invariant measure as a means of linking
local linear models into a global model. This reduces the complexity of the modelling by
making the dynamic parameters time-varying then correlating them with physical quantities.
Chapter 8
Hydraulic Ram System Identification
8.1 Introduction
This chapter outlines the process of developing a minimal model for a hydraulic machine
from first principles, and the identification process of the resulting minimal model. The
research objective is to demonstrate that the same minimal modelling principles that were
used for modelling the Phantom Omni are applicable to the hydraulic machine. The research
in this chapter uses first principles to create a locally linear minimal model of the hydraulic
arm. The hydraulic arm has non-linearities that are known in advance, such as the asymmetry
in response of the hydraulic rams between extension and retraction. This phenomenon is
accounted for by identifying two models, which are for the ram extending and the ram
retracting. While the linearised minimal model may seem to have limited applicability, it can
actually be used to identify the linear region of the rams and actuators, and it can be used to
devise a linear time variant state space form for simulation.
The research in this chapter on the hydraulic test system extends the minimal modelling
approach used for the Phantom Omni. The model is derived from the properties of the
rams and valves along with approximations to the behaviour of the hydraulic system in its
linear region. The hydraulic system components are designed to be approximately linear, but
the objective of this chapter is to identify the extent of the linearity. Given the significant
non-linearities, the minimal model results are inspected to determine when the linearised
minimal model is giving physically meaningful results. A proof of the ability to identify
physically meaningful parameters is presented.
The chapter focuses on two tests for identifying the dynamic parameters using the
minimal model: sinusoidal steady state, and square wave steady state. The square wave
response is used to compare the ease and accuracy of the dynamic parameter identification
between the sine wave response and the square wave response. The sinusoidal steady state
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model is used to gather response data at individual frequencies for aggregation into a ‘global’
model. The square wave steady state response is used to record the step response. Although
a square wave is not the same as a step, the square wave frequency is set low enough that
each half cycle of square response is effectively the same as a step response. The main
advantage of the square wave response is that the sinusoidal steady state response is quite
time consuming to run, whereas the square wave response enables the testing of many
different frequencies simultaneously. It is important to note that the friction behaviour
exhibits stochastic characteristics, so the parameter identification from the square wave
response is performed using the entire waveform, the last cycle and the mean of all response
cycles.
8.2 Hydraulic System Model
8.2.1 Controller Setup
The controller architecture (Fig. 3.12) uses proportional controllers with programmable
compensation for valve dead zones. Proportional controllers are used because of their
simplicity and suitability for identifying parameters when the hydraulic system is in its linear
region. Each ram has its own P controller. The P controller gains have been set (see Table 8.1)
to give satisfactory responses without causing instabilities. All the P-controllers are designed
to output a “normalised” command u ∈ [−1,1], where u = +1 means maximum effort to
extend the ram and u=−1 means maximum effort to retract the ram. The P-controller output
u is sent to the non-linearity compensator, which normalises the resulting valve command
ν to the range [−100,100] for use by the PAC. While the non-linearity compensator can
compensate for dead zones, it has been set up as a linear amplifier with a gain of 100.
Table 8.1 P Controller Gains.
Ram kp (m−1) kp (m−1)
Ram 1 40 4000
Ram 2 20 2000
Ram 3 20 2000
The ram length is measured using a string encoder which communicates with the con-
troller using CAN bus. The string encoder has a resolution of 59 (0.5556) mm and a reporting
time of 100ms. The control bandwidth is limited by the string encoder to 5Hz, but the control
bandwidth is not expected to be a problem as the test frequencies used are all significantly
below 5Hz.
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8.2.2 Hydraulic Circuit
A physical model of the hydraulic system is derived by examining the datasheets of the
hydraulic system components and the interactions between them. The pressure compen-
sator valve causes a dependence between supply pressure PS on pump flow Q0, pressure
compensator flow Qh and load pressure PL as shown in (8.1).
Ps = Ps(Q0,Qh,PL) (8.1)
The Chain rule is used to find the complete time derivative of Ps (8.2). The pump flow
Q0 is assumed constant so it does not appear in (8.2). The supply pressure is simply load
pressure with a variable offset from the valve so ∂Ps
∂PL
≡ 1.
P˙s = P˙L+
∂Ps
∂Qh
Q˙h (8.2)
8.2.3 Electro-Hydraulic Proportional Valve Characteristics
Fig. 8.1 shows the valves exhibit a dead zone non-linearity with respect to coil current,
and Fig. 8.2 shows how the valve flow varies with pressure at a given coil current. In the
experiments ν is exactly 100 times the current shown on the curves. Measurement of the
electrical properties of the valve coils (time constant≈ 140 µs) shows the electrical properties
of the valve coils will make a negligible contribution to the system dynamics and is ignored.
The valve is designed as a constant flow device, but it is notable the valve exhibits negative
incremental admittance ∂Qv
∂PS
above approximately 250 psi (1.8MPa) pressure. The control
model is derived by algebraically expressing the slopes and spacing of the lines in Fig. 8.1
and Fig. 8.2 for a normalised valve command ν .
Qv = Qv(Ps,ν) (8.3)
Equation (8.3) can be formed into its own time derivative in the same manner as (8.2).
Q˙v =
∂Qv
∂Ps
P˙s+
∂Qv
∂ν
ν˙ (8.4)
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8.2.4 Pressure Compensator Characteristics
Fig. 8.3 shows the characteristics of the pressure compensator valve. The pressure compen-
sator valve fitted has a 110 psi “bias” spring fitted, meaning the minimum supply pressure is
110 psi even at load pressure and/or when the valves are closed. The load pressure on the
sensing line acts to increase the pressure drop, so for example the fitted 110 psi pressure
compensator with a 120 psi ram load will have the same pressure drop behaviour as a pressure
compensator with a 230 psi bias spring.
Fig. 8.3 Pressure Compensator Valve Characteristics as a Function of Pressure [139].
8.2.5 End Effector Load Model
The end effector gravity load is modelled using the lengths and angles as shown in Fig. 8.4.
The gravity load is modelled as an extra disturbance, as the inertial load will be identified
as part of (8.15). Since the base of the machine is horizontal, the general equation for the
gravity torque is τgn = mgrgn, where rgn is the horizontal distance from the rotation axis of
the arm base to the centre of mass of the end effector. The equations for end effector radial
distance and torque are shown in (8.5), (8.6), (8.7) and (8.8) respectively.
rg2 = 0.46864cos(θ2+θ3−0.024609)+0.74sin(θ2) (8.5)
rg3 = 0.46864cos(θ2+θ3−0.024609) (8.6)
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Fig. 8.4 Hydraulic Machine at Zero Angle Arm Positions Showing Load and Ram Forces
and Torques.
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τg2 = mloadgrg2 (8.7)
τg3 = mloadgrg3 (8.8)
8.3 System Model
The complete system model is created by noting that Ps is the same pressure in both (8.4) and
(8.9). If fluid compressibility is ignored the pressure compensator flow and the valve flow
adds up to the pump flow at all times, giving the conservation law Q˙h =−Q˙v. Incompressible
fluid also means the flow Q˙v can be calculated directly from measurements of ram speed and
area. The resulting supply pressure derivative is shown in (8.9).
P˙s = P˙L− ∂Ps
∂Qh
Q˙v (8.9)
The partial derivatives are condensed into hydraulic admittances g (m3 s−1Pa−1), resis-
tances r (Pasm−3) and transfer ratio µ (m3 s−1). For (8.9) we will define r˜vh = ∂Ps∂Qh . For
(8.4) we will define g˜v =
∂Qv
∂Ps
and µ˜ = ∂Qv
∂ν
. The result is shown in (8.10).
(1+ g˜vr˜vh)Q˙v− g˜vP˙L = µ˜ ν˙ (8.10)
Equation (8.10) is used to develop a “small signal” linear model by setting g˜v, r˜vh and
µ˜ constant. If the hydraulic fluid is assumed incompressible, the ram speed and flow rate
are related directly by Qv = x˙A where A is the area of the ram and x˙ is the ram speed. The
pressure PL can be modelled as PL = −mx¨+bx˙+F0A , where m is the mass of the piston, b is
the viscous damping coefficient and F0 represents any extra forces not accounted for by the
viscous friction term. If the small signal parameters r˜vh, g˜v and µ˜ are assumed constant
(8.10) can be integrated with respect to time to give (8.11).
(1+ g˜vr˜vh)Qv− g˜vPL = µ˜ν (8.11)
Equation (8.12) is formed by substituting the expressions for pressure and flow into
(8.11).
(1+ g˜vr˜vh)x˙A+ g˜v · mx¨+bx˙+F0
A
= µ˜ν (8.12)
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Multiplying both sides by A gives (8.13).
g˜vmx¨+
(
g˜vb+(1+ g˜vr˜vh)A
2) x˙+ g˜vF0 = µ˜Aν (8.13)
Equation (8.13) has units of m5 s−1, which are considered unwieldy. Dividing both sides
by g˜vm gives (8.14) in metre/s2.
x¨+
g˜vb+(1+ g˜vr˜vh)A2
g˜vm
x˙+
F0
m
=
µ˜A
g˜vm
ν (8.14)
Collecting terms, defining β˜ = µ˜A
g˜vm
,C = b
m
+ (1+g˜vr˜vh)A
2
g˜vm
and a0 =
F0
m
gives (8.15).
x¨+Cx˙+a0 = β˜ ν (8.15)
If (8.15) is being treated as a LTI ODE (linear time invariant ordinary differential equa-
tion), it can be integrated directly to give the integral equation (8.16). The integral formulation
is used because it reduces inaccuracies caused by numerical differentiation of the relatively
low resolution ram length measurements. The terms c0 and c1 represent initial conditions in
the integral equation.
C
∫ t
0
x(τ)dτ − β˜
∫ t
0
(t− τ)ν(τ)dτ + 1
2
a0t
2+ c0+ c1t =−x (8.16)
8.3.1 Parameter Identification with Dead Zones
The system identification is divided into three main regions of operation as given in Table 8.2.
The regions are for positive valve command, negative valve commands and dead zone. The
dead zone may be further divided by ram speed into positive dead zone (ram speed > 0) and
negative dead zone (ram speed < 0).
Table 8.2 Operating Region Descriptions.
Description Subscript Command Range
Positive □p ν ≥ νdzp
Negative □n ν ≤ νdzn
Dead Zone □dz νdzn < ν < νdzp
The dynamic parameters and dead zones are identified first, then the dynamic parameters
within the dead zone. The dead zone command values νdzp and νdzn are generated from a0p
and a0n using νdzn =
a0n
β˜n
and νdzp =
a0p
β˜p
respectively. The positive and negative parameter
identification starts from (8.15). It can then be double integrated to form an equation similar
to (8.16), but with a different set of initial conditions for each region. The positive valve
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command parameters are identified directly, and the negative valve command parameters
are identified as offsets to the positive parameters. Note that for any negative parameter
zn, zn = z0p+ z0pn. The negative parameters are identified this way as it produces better
numerical stability than identifying the positive and negative parameters separately. Models
with a restricted subset of dynamic parameters are identified by constraining the values of
the unwanted parameters to zero using lsqlin in Matlab.
Cpx˙− β˜pν +a0p =−x¨ (8.17)
(Cp+Cpn)x˙− (β˜p+ β˜pn)ν +(a0p+a0pn) =−x¨ (8.18)
Once the dead zones a0p and a0n are known, the parameter identification within the dead
zones can be carried out. The input and a0 are both constrained to zero, so the only parameter
identified is damping. The damping can be identified either in the dead zone as a whole,
or for positive and negative ram speeds. The square wave response has separate dead zone
dampings for positive and negative speeds, and the sine wave has a single dead zone. The
single dead zone is solved using a dual dead zone model and lsqlin by constraining the two
identified dead zones to have the same value.
The positive dead zone parameters are identified in regions where νdzp > ν > 0, and the
negative dead zone parameters are identified in regions where νdzn < ν < 0. The regression
is performed using (8.16) with constrained least squares with constraintsCdzp ≥ 0, Cdzn ≥ 0
and a0p = a0n = β˜p = β˜n = 0. The constraints are put in place to ensure the model within the
dead zone is passive.
Given the nature of frictional damping it is expected the identified damping in the dead
zone is greater than the identified damping outside the dead zone. If this is not the case, the
appropriate out of dead zone damping may be substituted for the dead zone damping. For
example, if the identifiedCdzp <Cp thenCdzp may be set equal toCp.
8.3.2 Sine Wave Modelling
The sine wave model is done with an offset and a sinusoidal wave. The offset is not required
for the sinusoidal modelling, but is used for calculating the dead zone. The sine wave models
are shown in (8.19) and (8.20). The offset x0 is used for calculating the positive and negative
dead zone. Although r(t) has an offset (0.46m), only the offset difference affects the valve
command because the controller is a proportional controller.
r(t) = Ar sin(ωt) (8.19)
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x(t) = x0+Ar|H|sin(ωt+φ) (8.20)
Single Frequency Model
The sine wave response is derived by fitting sinusoidal waves to the input and output, and
calculating β andC from the amplitude and phase of the output sinusoid relative to the input.
The calculations are done with the amplitude of the input normalised to 1. Equation (8.21)
is the complex representation of the transfer function, where |H| is the transfer function
magnitude and φ is the phase shift angle. Equation (8.22) shows the model in terms of β and
C.
H = |H|exp( jφ) (8.21)
|H|= β
β −ω2+ jωC (8.22)
The values of β and C are calculated using (7.42) and (7.43) with the substitutions
|H|2= A21+A22 and A2 = |H|cosφ .
C(ω) =− ω|H|sinφ|H|−cosφ (8.23)
β (ω) =
ω2|H|
|H|−cosφ (8.24)
The model is considered to give a prima facie valid result when β > 0 andC > 0. The
model at low frequencies is still useful for deriving a global sine wave model, but data at
high frequencies where β > 0 andC < 0 is not used, as it implies a high phase shift that is
impossible for a second order system with non negative β and C. The resonant frequency
β > 0 if at a given frequency, cosφ < |H|, or |φ |< cos−1|H|. The damping is non-negative
when −sinφ < 0, or when 0< φ <−180.
At low frequencies the dead zone causes a fixed phase lag, because the error needs to
reach a minimum threshold before movement will occur (Fig. 8.5) [140]. The lag then needs
to be such that the error is at least that threshold to maintain movement. Suppose the actuator
dead zone is νdz, the input wave has an amplitude Ar and the output has an amplitude A0 and
phase shift φ . The valve command is given in (8.25). At a zero crossing on the input (t = 0,
the time base is arbitrary), (8.25) reduces to (8.26).
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Fig. 8.5 Sine Wave Response Illustrating Parameters Used for Dead Zone Calculation.
ν = kp · (Ar sin(ωt)−A0 sin(ωt+φ) (8.25)
ν =−kpA0 sinφ (8.26)
In other words, the dead zone can be inferred from the amplitude of the output and the
phase shift. Making the substitution A0 = Ar|H| gives (8.27).
ν =−kpAr|H|sinφ (8.27)
The mean dead zone νdz0 is given by (8.28), the mean valve command over an entire
cycle. The positive and negative dead zones are derived from (8.27) and (8.28) and are given
in (8.29) and (8.30).
νdz0 = kpx0 (8.28)
νp = νdz0+ν (8.29)
νn = νdz0−ν (8.30)
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The estimates (8.29) and (8.30) become inaccurate at higher frequenciess, because the
phase shift, due to the second order system, adds to the dead zone. Therefore the lowest
frequency possible should be used for identifying the dead zone, or at least a frequency where
β < 0, since this means there is an ‘excess’ phase shift due to the dead zone.
All Frequency (Global) Model
The all frequency model coefficients are calculated by fitting the complex amplitude to
Eq. (8.23) and Eq. (8.24). The fitting is done by linear least squares using rearranged versions
of Eq. (8.23) and Eq. (8.24). The linear least squares solution is shown in (8.31).


jω1H1 H1−1
jω2H2 H2−1
...
jωnH2 Hn−1


[
C
β
]
=
ω21H1
ω21H2
...
ω2nHn
(8.31)
Solving (8.31) generally causes β andC to have non-zero imaginary parts. Therefore, the
regression is separated into real and imaginary parts, to produce a 2n×2 regression matrix
and a 2n×1 fitting vector.
8.3.3 State Space Model
The response of the system is modelled using a state space formulation (8.32). The quantity
aint is the “internal acceleration” - the estimated acceleration that is actually exerted on the
ram taking into account the operating region.
[
x˙
x¨
]
=
[
0 1
0 −C(ν)
][
x
x˙
]
+
[
0
aint(β˜ (ν),a0(ν))
]
(8.32)
The dynamic model parameters β˜ , C and a0 are selected according to the raw valve
command ν and Table 8.3. The raw valve command ν is calculated using ν = kp · (r− x),
where r is the input waveform and x is the ram displacement and kp is the proportional gain
of the controller.
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Table 8.3 Dynamic Model Parameters.
Command Range C β˜ a0
ν ≥ νdzp Cp β˜p a0p
ν ≤ νdzn Cn β˜n a0n
νdzp > ν > 0 Cdzp 0 0
νdzn < ν < 0 Cdzn 0 0
ν = 0 12
(
Cdzp+Cdzn
)
0 0
The internal acceleration aint is calculated from the raw valve command using the valve
command specific values of β˜ ,C, and a0. The full model of the internal acceleration aint is
given in (8.33).
aint =


100β˜p−a0p if ν ≥ 100
β˜pν −a0p if νdzp ≤ ν < 100
0 if νdzn < ν < νdzp
β˜nν −a0n if −100< ν ≤ νdzn
−100β˜n−a0n if ν ≤−100
(8.33)
In the dead zone, the state space model (8.32) produces a simplified response, given in
(8.34). A limitation of this model is the dynamic parameters g˜v and r˜vh that make up C are
likely to change when the ram is within its dead zone, so a formulation solely dependent on a
constantC and initial conditions will not produce a fully accurate response.
x(t) = x(0−)+
x′(0−)
C
· (1− exp(−Ct)) (8.34)
8.4 Experimental Results
8.4.1 Preliminary Experiments
Valve Command and Speed Response
Initial experiments were performed on Ram 1 to confirm the accuracy of the minimal model.
The experiments were performed on Ram 1 attached to the machine but with no end effector
load. Fig. 8.6 shows the resulting steady state response. The waveform used was a 0.1Hz
square wave with equation r(t) = 0.46+ 0.04square(0.1t). The frequency of 0.1Hz was
chosen to ensure the hydraulic arm settled into position quickly enough that the square wave
can be interpreted as a series of step responses. Fig. 8.6 confirms the speed nearly becomes
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Fig. 8.6 Square wave response of Ram 1 at 0.1Hz.
constant during the rise and fall times of the ram. Fig. 8.7 shows the relationship between
valve saturation and speed. If it assumed that the flow rate is the same at ν = 100 and
ν =−100 and the speed ratio is directly proportional to the ratio of the ram areas. Table 8.4
summarises the maximum speed data for extension and retraction.
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Fig. 8.7 Ram 1 speed response and valve command for square wave at 0.1Hz.
Table 8.4 Square Wave Damping and Resonance Characteristics using Equation (8.15).
Valve Command Absolute Speed (m s−1)
Extension (ν = 100) 0.04672
Retraction (ν =−100) 0.07420
Area Ratio 1.588
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An interesting note is that for a given non-zero g˜v the ratio of β˜ between the positive and
negative ν should be the same as the ratio as the ram areas, i.e. Ap
An
=
β˜p
βn
.
Identification ofC, β˜ and a0
Table 8.5 shows the values C and β˜ from (8.15) as determined by the measured data. The
asymmetry between the extension and retraction behaviour of the valves during extension
and retraction is notable but is directly attributable to the difference in areas between the
rams.
Table 8.5 Square Wave Damping and Resonance Characteristics using Equation (8.15).
Valve Command C (s−1) β˜ (ms−2) a0 (Nkg−1) νdz
ν ≥ νdzp 2.559 0.001860 0.05141 27.64
ν ≤ νdzn 1.105 0.001439 -0.01804 -12.54
νdzp > ν > νdzn 2.559 0 0 0
The ratio β˜p
β˜n
is equal to 1.293, compared to 1.588 from speed ratio. The speed ratio
assumes constant g˜v, which is not guaranteed, so it is not surprising that the ratios of the
values are not equal. Still, their relative closeness helps confirm the physical basis for the
minimal model.
Confirmation of Identified Dead Zone
The νdzn and νdzp parameters represent the identified dead zone effects that give the best
match for the set of all the negative and positive valve commands respectively. Their accuracy
can be checked by comparing against a grid search of νdzn and νdzp. Table 8.6 shows the
results. It is shown that a grid search can produce more accurate results than the calculated
values. However, analysis of the results in the time domain is also required to work out
the effect of the errors, as the error metrics in Table 8.6 are sensitive to time delays during
changing signals.
Table 8.6 Summary of RMS Errors between Measured Output and Models.
Source νdzn νdzp RMS Error (m)
No Dead Zone 0 0 0.01204
Identified -12.54 27.64 0.00372
Grid Search -22 29 0.00329
The grid search νdzn and νdzp have an RMS error that is about 13% less than the identified
νdzn and νdzp. The cause is that the grid search dead zones allow slightly better tacking of
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the response during the rise and fall of the output. Fig. 8.8 shows a comparison of the square
wave results. Both the identified νdz and the grid search νdz follow the measured output
closely. The grid search νdz has slightly better tracking during rises and falls of the output,
reducing the RMS error. However the small difference suggests the identified dead zones are
still accurate and usable for modelling purposes.
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Fig. 8.8 Square wave response at 0.1Hz with models.
8.4.2 Sine Wave on Ram 1
Ram 1 of the hydraulic test system was tested with a sine wave r(t) = 0.46+0.04sin(2pi f t).
The ram was tested in a horizontal position so that gravity does not affect the measurements.
The test frequencies ( f ) used ranged from 0.025Hz to 1Hz. Frequencies above 1Hz were
not used as at the input amplitude used the required slew rate was too high for the ram to
follow. Fig. 8.9 shows the response of the entire experiment. Fig. 8.9 shows that the response
reaches a peak and decreases, and shows the response is broadly similar to an under-damped
second order response.
The first approximation is to fit a sine wave to the input and output, based on the
coefficients of the 2nd order transfer function. The results are shown in Table 8.7. The
negative β˜ andC at frequencies below 0.1Hz is due to the phase angle being ‘too large’ for
the amplitude. The negative damping at frequencies above 0.5Hz is due to the phase delay
becoming greater than 180°. The dead zones are calculated from the mean error and the
low frequency phase shift. The mean error gives the ‘centre point’ of the dead zone, and the
phase shift gives the offset of the dead zone. The dead zone estimates become less accurate
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Fig. 8.9 Sine wave sweep response.
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at higher frequencies, as the extra phase shift, due to the system dynamics, contributes to the
dead zone calculated this way. Therefore the lowest frequency dead zone figures are used
for the global model. The dead zone damping is estimated by taking the waveform within
the calculated dead zone, fitting a sine wave to it and using the resulting damping. If phasor
style calculations are being used, the damping will come out as a purely imaginary number.
This is expected, as a complex damping represents an exponential decay, which will show up
as a complex phasor gain.
Table 8.7 Sine Wave Fit Results.
Frequency (Hz) C β˜ νdzp νdzn Cdz
0.0250 −0.4499 −0.00005129 44.86 −49.20 6.366
0.0315 −0.7143 −0.0001044 42.86 −51.71 5.053
0.0400 −0.9541 −0.0001767 42.92 −52.35 3.979
0.0500 −2.914 −0.0006619 42.92 −58.29 3.183
0.0630 −6.143 −0.001650 46.29 −62.08 2.526
0.0800 −9.462 −0.003187 48.00 −61.95 1.989
0.100 4.185 0.001694 49.10 −72.84 1.592
0.125 3.104 0.001463 58.76 −76.32 1.273
0.160 3.380 0.001688 76.00 −86.96 0.9947
0.200 2.482 0.001322 86.44 −119.57 0.7958
0.250 2.140 0.001007 113.54 −176.75 0.6366
0.315 1.849 0.0008084 108.23 −206.32 0.5053
0.400 1.530 0.0008018 70.46 −178.40 0.3979
0.500 0.9386 0.0009049 13.73 −122.80 0.3183
0.630 −0.09177 0.001109 −43.22 −53.56 0.2526
0.800 −2.171 0.001561 39.51 −119.71 0.1989
1.00 −6.806 0.002540 107.32 −156.56 0.1592
1.25 −40.07 0.009046 142.33 −176.53 0.1273
Global 1.598 0.0008129 44.86 −49.20 6.366
Fig. 8.10 shows the magnitude response, and Fig. 8.11 shows the phase response to the
sine wave input. There are several approximations shown: a matching of sine waves, the
integral method, the integral method at all frequencies, and the results from the square wave.
Table 8.8 gives the meanings of the graph annotations in the magnitude results (Fig. 8.10)
and the phase results (Fig. 8.11).
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Fig. 8.10 Bode plot of response magnitude.
Fig. 8.11 Bode plot of response phase.
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Table 8.8 Dynamic Model Parameters Explanation.
Label Explanation
Sine Wave (Single Frequency) Best sine wave fit at each test frequency, without any
constraints on identified parameter values.
Sine Wave (All Frequencies) Best transfer function fit to all of the sine wave single
frequency magnitudes and phases.
Integral Method Best integral method fit at each frequency.
Integral Method (All Frequencies) Best integral method fit at all frequencies. Derived
by fitting a 2nd order transfer function to the integral
method single frequency magnitudes and phases.
The low frequency data is still usable for curve fitting for Fig. 8.10 and Fig. 8.11, as the
phase delay is under 180°, but the data that implies a phase delay greater than 180° is omitted
as it no longer conforms to a 2nd order system. The presence of β orC being negative is due
to interactions between the response magnitude and the phase angle. The transfer function
has the property that β < 0 if cosφ > |H| and that C < 0 if sinφ > 0. Table 8.9 shows the
comparison between |H| and cosφ . It can be clearly seen that β < 0 is caused by having
cosφ > |H| and that C < 0 is due to sinφ > 0. Table 8.9 shows the magnitude |H| and the
information about phase angles. The regions where β < 0 corresponds exactly to where
cosφ > |H|, and the regions whereC < 0 corresponds to where sinφ > 0 as expected.
Table 8.9 Sine Wave Fit Results.
Frequency (Hz) |H| φ (°) cosφ sinφ
0.0250 0.8532 −17.09 0.9558 −0.2939
0.0315 0.8734 −17.10 0.9553 −0.2956
0.0400 0.8762 −17.32 0.9547 −0.2977
0.0500 0.9146 −18.44 0.9487 −0.3163
0.0630 0.9191 −19.80 0.9409 −0.3387
0.0800 0.9209 −20.10 0.9391 −0.3436
0.100 0.9818 −22.40 0.9245 −0.3811
0.125 1.0133 −24.97 0.9065 −0.4221
0.160 1.0121 −30.61 0.8606 −0.5092
0.200 1.0911 −40.07 0.7652 −0.6438
0.250 1.0867 −65.11 0.4208 −0.9071
0.315 0.8686 −100.58 −0.1836 −0.9830
0.400 0.6484 −128.95 −0.6287 −0.7777
0.500 0.5237 −154.74 −0.9044 −0.4269
0.630 0.3947 −181.85 −0.9995 0.0323
0.800 0.2847 −209.84 −0.8674 0.4976
1.00 0.1960 −235.57 −0.5655 0.8248
1.25 0.1146 −265.37 −0.0808 0.9967
The response magnitude |H|, cosφ and sinφ are shown in Fig. 8.12 to demonstrate the
correspondence between the signs of β ,C and the phase angle.
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Fig. 8.12 Comparison of gain |H| and cosφ .
Table 8.10 summarises the accuracy of the simulations relative to the measured data.
Table 8.10 Model Simulation Error Results.
RMS Error (m) Mean Error (m)
Frequency (Hz) Square Wave Dual β Single β Sine Wave Square Wave Dual β Single β Sine Wave
0.0250 0.00445 0.00214 0.00285 0.00779 −0.00178 0.00130 −0.00132 0.00054
0.0315 0.00402 0.00289 0.00252 0.00735 −0.00129 0.00182 −0.00076 0.00110
0.0400 0.00361 0.00272 0.00209 0.00688 −0.00129 0.00185 −0.00068 0.00118
0.0500 0.00359 0.00420 0.00261 0.00663 −0.00063 0.00254 0.00006 0.00192
0.0630 0.00401 0.00465 0.00318 0.00669 −0.00067 0.00251 0.00011 0.00197
0.0800 0.00395 0.00447 0.00330 0.00644 −0.00099 0.00221 −0.00012 0.00174
0.100 0.00513 0.00671 0.00471 0.00634 0.00004 0.00333 0.00112 0.00297
0.125 0.00526 0.00701 0.00547 0.00611 −0.00059 0.00231 0.00032 0.00220
0.160 0.00331 0.00464 0.00420 0.00737 −0.00106 0.00131 −0.00049 0.00137
0.200 0.00327 0.00739 0.00613 0.00999 0.00171 0.00355 0.00159 0.00414
0.250 0.00496 0.01185 0.01038 0.01099 0.00155 0.00531 0.00442 0.00790
0.315 0.00835 0.01592 0.01441 0.01340 0.00490 0.00798 0.00772 0.01226
0.400 0.00658 0.01544 0.01379 0.01376 0.00380 0.00842 0.00832 0.01349
0.500 0.01442 0.01402 0.01370 0.01452 0.01337 0.00780 0.00774 0.01363
0.630 0.01039 0.01306 0.01284 0.01368 0.00730 0.00699 0.00799 0.01210
0.800 0.01072 0.01017 0.00950 0.01183 0.00854 0.00455 0.00538 0.00999
1.00 0.01021 0.00702 0.00662 0.00823 0.00849 0.00032 0.00111 0.00630
1.25 0.00736 0.00488 0.00487 0.00507 0.00607 −0.00069 −0.00126 0.00349
Fig. 8.13, Fig. 8.14 and Fig. 8.15 show the time domain responses for sine waves of
frequencies 0.025Hz, 0.2Hz and 0.4Hz respectively. The linear sine wave response was
obtained using lsim in Matlab, and the non-linear responses were obtained using a standard
state space model that was used with Matlab’s ode45 solver.
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Fig. 8.13 Sine wave response at 0.025Hz.
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Fig. 8.14 Sine wave response at 0.2Hz.
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Fig. 8.15 Sine wave response at 0.4Hz.
8.4.3 Square Wave Response Results
The square wave results were obtained using 0.1Hz square waves. The square waves had
an amplitude of 0.04m. The rams were driven in the approximate centre of their range of
movement. The offset, amplitude, maximum and minimum lengths are given in Table 8.11.
The amplitude and offset for Ram 1’s square wave testing is the same as Ram 1’s sine wave
testing.
Table 8.11 Hydraulic Lab System Specifications.
Part Offset m Amplitude m Maximum m Minimum m
Ram 1 0.46 0.04 0.50 0.42
Ram 2 0.46 0.04 0.50 0.42
Ram 3 0.5925 0.04 0.6325 0.5525
Ram 1
Ram 1 was operated under various conditions of load, as shown in Table 8.12. The data from
the ‘Ram Only’ has been used for comparison with the results obtained from the sine wave
experiment in Section 8.4.2.
Table 8.13, Table 8.14, Table 8.15, Table 8.16, Table 8.17 and Table 8.18 show the results
for Ram 1. The loads go up to 45 kg as loads larger than that caused the other rams in the
machine to be overloaded. It is notable there is good agreement between the median dynamic
parameters and the single mean cycle parameters. It also shows that using the mean of
multiple cycles is an effective method of obtaining stable dynamic parameters.
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Table 8.12 Ram 1 Results Summary.
Ram Load Ram Load Model Results Table
Ram Only Constant 8.13
No Load Constant 8.14
9 kg Constant 8.15
20 kg Constant 8.16
30 kg Constant 8.17
45 kg Constant 8.18
Table 8.13 Ram 1 Summary with Ram Only.
Positive Valve Command Negative Valve Command
Percentile C β˜ νdz νdz C β νdz νdz
5 2.122 0.001598 29.08 0.04688 1.149 0.001485 -14.49 -0.02450
10 2.143 0.001614 29.15 0.04746 1.195 0.001504 -14.42 -0.02420
50 2.442 0.001797 30.80 0.05602 1.347 0.001614 -12.11 -0.01953
90 2.583 0.001983 34.03 0.06635 1.485 0.001713 -12.02 -0.01887
95 2.590 0.002022 34.48 0.06973 1.522 0.001747 -12.01 -0.01876
Mean 2.395 0.001787 30.96 0.05547 1.349 0.001605 -12.88 -0.02069
Std. Dev. 0.182 0.000148 1.91 0.00726 0.104 0.000076 1.14 0.00218
Single Mean Cycle 2.338 0.001746 31.00 0.05411 1.349 0.001603 -12.86 -0.02061
All Cycles 2.027 0.001647 29.50 0.04859 1.134 0.001470 -12.46 -0.01833
Table 8.14 Ram 1 Summary with No External Load.
Positive Valve Command Negative Valve Command
Percentile C β˜ νdz νdz C β νdz νdz
5 1.925 0.001376 31.13 0.04284 1.613 0.001552 -12.15 -0.02104
10 1.929 0.001382 31.13 0.04342 1.642 0.001575 -12.12 -0.02074
50 2.006 0.001453 33.73 0.04904 1.731 0.001656 -9.98 -0.01705
90 2.589 0.001950 36.34 0.07043 1.941 0.001783 -9.79 -0.01569
95 2.635 0.002005 36.43 0.07305 1.974 0.001794 -9.75 -0.01551
Mean 2.164 0.001590 33.69 0.05395 1.769 0.001770 -10.71 -0.01790
Std. Dev. 0.282 0.000241 2.03 0.01119 0.112 0.000076 1.12 0.00215
Single Mean Cycle 2.140 0.001567 33.67 0.05276 1.765 0.001666 -10.69 -0.01780
All Cycles 1.464 0.001259 31.46 0.03959 1.553 0.001542 -10.31 -0.01591
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Table 8.15 Ram 1 Summary with 9 kg External Load.
Positive Valve Command Negative Valve Command
Percentile C β˜ νdz νdz C β νdz νdz
5 2.484 0.001854 34.26 0.06392 1.707 0.001628 -13.82 -0.02819
10 2.485 0.001856 34.27 0.06402 1.738 0.001649 -12.58 -0.02502
50 2.908 0.002181 34.52 0.07485 1.834 0.001737 -8.56 -0.01477
90 3.629 0.002715 36.17 0.09793 2.081 0.001988 -7.31 -0.01243
95 3.769 0.002810 36.22 0.10138 2.117 0.002041 -7.30 -0.01241
Mean 2.967 0.002214 35.04 0.07775 1.881 0.001774 -9.03 -0.01623
Std. Dev. 0.422 0.000318 0.89 0.01276 0.127 0.000127 2.21 0.00531
Single Mean Cycle 2.900 0.002164 35.03 0.07581 1.880 0.001770 -9.03 -0.01599
All Cycles 2.498 0.001941 34.77 0.06752 1.349 0.001450 -7.92 -0.01149
Table 8.16 Ram 1 Summary with 20 kg External Load.
Positive Valve Command Negative Valve Command
Percentile C β˜ νdz νdz C β νdz νdz
5 2.193 0.001497 26.87 0.04124 1.714 0.001756 -16.16 -0.03192
10 2.221 0.001515 27.00 0.04167 1.754 0.001792 -16.11 -0.03156
50 2.382 0.001641 28.35 0.04786 1.968 0.001927 -13.90 -0.02754
90 2.724 0.001884 30.20 0.05558 2.099 0.002040 -12.39 -0.02303
95 2.739 0.001906 30.60 0.05830 2.101 0.002042 -11.80 -0.02240
Mean 2.426 0.001673 28.41 0.04759 1.943 0.001932 -14.17 -0.02738
Std. Dev. 0.191 0.000135 1.31 0.00527 0.130 0.000095 1.38 0.00311
Single Mean Cycle 2.379 0.001644 28.43 0.04675 1.947 0.001935 -14.20 -0.02748
All Cycles 2.263 0.001642 27.64 0.04540 1.506 0.001654 -13.46 -0.02226
Table 8.17 Ram 1 Summary with 30 kg External Load.
Positive Valve Command Negative Valve Command
Percentile C β˜ νdz νdz C β νdz νdz
5 2.198 0.001611 30.53 0.05159 1.598 0.001538 -14.20 -0.02697
10 2.222 0.001630 30.58 0.05190 1.661 0.001598 -14.17 -0.02693
50 2.407 0.001745 32.67 0.05639 1.950 0.001808 -12.87 -0.02266
90 3.070 0.002257 35.35 0.07810 2.013 0.001917 -9.69 -0.01597
95 3.166 0.002382 35.79 0.08524 2.021 0.001923 -9.67 -0.01541
Mean 2.511 0.001824 32.56 0.05963 1.889 0.001797 -12.19 -0.02204
Std. Dev. 0.326 0.000249 1.84 0.01095 0.141 0.000123 2.10 0.00480
Single Mean Cycle 2.468 0.001792 32.57 0.05838 1.891 0.001795 -12.20 -0.02190
All Cycles 1.724 0.001391 31.38 0.04366 1.363 0.001468 -11.08 -0.01626
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Table 8.18 Ram 1 Summary with 45 kg External Load.
Positive Valve Command Negative Valve Command
Percentile C β˜ νdz νdz C β νdz νdz
5 1.948 0.001423 30.62 0.04414 1.652 0.001605 -16.13 -0.03034
10 1.952 0.001427 30.62 0.04428 1.658 0.001610 -16.12 -0.03023
50 2.416 0.001730 30.96 0.05297 1.776 0.001771 -14.25 -0.02525
90 2.576 0.002008 35.44 0.07116 1.886 0.001876 -10.69 -0.01725
95 2.590 0.002024 35.90 0.07266 1.893 0.001883 -10.07 -0.01616
Mean 2.301 0.001698 31.89 0.05444 1.768 0.001741 -13.91 -0.02442
Std. Dev. 0.283 0.000242 2.05 0.01079 0.091 0.000108 2.26 0.00530
Single Mean Cycle 2.112 0.001568 31.95 0.05009 1.778 0.001747 -13.98 -0.02441
All Cycles 2.269 0.001775 30.21 0.05362 1.247 0.001418 -12.92 -0.01832
Ram 2
Table 8.19 shows the load masses used for Ram 2. All the results were obtained with Ram 2
installed on the hydraulic test system. Ram 2 had the highest loads, so it was not able to
support end effector loads greater than 30 kg, therefore no results for the highest masses are
shown.
Table 8.19 Ram 2 Results Summary.
Ram Load Ram Load Model Results Table
No Load Constant 8.20
9 kg Constant 8.21
20 kg Constant 8.22
30 kg Constant 8.23
Table 8.20 Ram 2 Summary with No External Load.
Positive Valve Command Negative Valve Command
Percentile C β˜ νdz νdz C β νdz νdz
5 4.851 0.003692 23.80 0.08820 6.743 0.006673 -19.63 -0.1542
10 4.853 0.003693 23.83 0.08850 6.763 0.006790 -19.61 -0.1521
50 4.907 0.003720 24.97 0.09298 7.251 0.007587 -18.20 -0.1382
90 4.984 0.003805 25.86 0.09688 7.557 0.007903 -16.07 -0.1115
95 4.987 0.003809 26.06 0.09696 7.606 0.007914 -15.75 -0.1051
Mean 4.915 0.003737 24.84 0.09284 7.207 0.007487 -18.00 -0.1350
Std. Dev. 0.053 0.000044 0.76 0.00328 0.305 0.000426 1.43 0.0151
Single Mean Cycle 4.910 0.003733 24.84 0.09272 7.153 0.007389 -18.00 -0.1330
All Cycles 3.808 0.002739 25.38 0.06954 2.433 0.001258 -20.72 -0.0261
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Table 8.21 Ram 2 Summary with 9 kg Load.
Positive Valve Command Negative Valve Command
Percentile C β˜ νdz νdz C β νdz νdz
5 4.498 0.002850 10.94 0.03117 5.689 0.005685 -18.50 -0.1119
10 4.507 0.002857 11.12 0.03177 5.702 0.005723 -18.49 -0.1114
50 4.547 0.002887 12.99 0.03764 5.869 0.005894 -17.39 -0.1031
90 4.576 0.002911 13.77 0.03981 6.038 0.006062 -16.05 -0.0927
95 4.582 0.002912 13.82 0.03998 6.066 0.006063 -15.71 -0.0913
Mean 4.545 0.002885 12.75 0.03680 5.855 0.005908 -17.38 -0.1027
Std. Dev. 0.027 0.000020 1.03 0.00314 0.130 0.000139 0.92 0.0068
Single Mean Cycle 4.550 0.002889 12.75 0.03684 5.851 0.005902 -17.38 -0.1026
All Cycles 3.136 0.001831 13.76 0.02520 3.667 0.003155 -18.22 -0.0575
Table 8.22 Ram 2 Summary with 20 kg Load.
Positive Valve Command Negative Valve Command
Percentile C β˜ νdz νdz C β νdz νdz
5 3.760 0.002326 -2.110 -0.006731 3.904 0.003608 -23.12 -0.10674
10 3.794 0.002351 -1.982 -0.006317 3.921 0.003662 -22.58 -0.10328
50 4.371 0.002913 -0.644 -0.002054 4.154 0.004056 -21.21 -0.08360
90 4.712 0.003190 2.041 0.004961 4.564 0.004611 -19.27 -0.07323
95 4.734 0.003191 2.152 0.005311 4.604 0.004616 -19.21 -0.07006
Mean 4.291 0.002824 -0.265 -0.001270 4.209 0.004107 -20.93 -0.08614
Std. Dev. 0.409 0.000389 1.640 0.004604 0.259 0.000367 1.23 0.01090
Single Mean Cycle 4.518 0.003006 -0.363 -0.001091 4.137 0.003997 -20.96 -0.08378
All Cycles 2.655 0.001606 2.520 0.004048 3.425 0.003282 -21.59 -0.07087
Table 8.23 Ram 2 Summary with 30 kg Load.
Positive Valve Command Negative Valve Command
Percentile C β˜ νdz νdz C β νdz νdz
5 4.164 0.003598 -12.30 -0.04887 1.037 0.001533 -23.57 -0.06586
10 4.223 0.003659 -12.14 -0.04842 1.074 0.001535 -23.54 -0.05970
50 4.775 0.004022 -10.69 -0.04290 1.515 0.001875 -21.84 -0.04014
90 4.976 0.004151 -10.16 -0.03961 2.779 0.002664 -20.41 -0.03177
95 4.984 0.004167 -10.08 -0.03932 3.150 0.002883 -20.19 -0.03096
Mean 4.702 0.003975 -10.90 -0.04331 1.639 0.001936 -21.97 -0.04264
Std. Dev. 0.294 0.000189 0.76 0.00331 0.671 0.000436 1.24 0.01061
Single Mean Cycle 4.713 0.003980 -11.07 -0.04405 1.403 0.001765 -21.31 -0.03762
All Cycles 4.192 0.003545 -9.63 -0.03412 1.275 0.001690 -21.87 -0.03696
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Ram 3
Ram 3 was tested with the same end effector loads as Rams 1 and 2. It was possible to run
experiments on Ram 3 with loads of up to 65 kg, the maximum weight that was available.
The results for Ram 3 show good agreement between the mean cycle dynamic parameters
and the single cycle parameters.
Table 8.24 Ram 3 Results Summary.
Ram Load Ram Load Model Results Table
No Load Constant 8.25
9 kg Constant 8.26
20 kg Constant 8.27
30 kg Constant 8.28
45 kg Constant 8.29
65 kg Constant 8.30
Table 8.25 Ram 3 Summary with No External Load.
Positive Valve Command Negative Valve Command
Percentile C β˜ νdz νdz C β νdz νdz
5 4.611 0.003501 26.16 0.09300 5.330 0.005584 -21.04 -0.1249
10 4.616 0.003502 26.28 0.09303 5.363 0.005603 -20.92 -0.1239
50 4.747 0.003565 26.74 0.09542 5.608 0.005890 -19.73 -0.1175
90 4.817 0.003688 28.05 0.10283 5.758 0.006095 -19.14 -0.1092
95 4.839 0.003704 28.22 0.10299 5.780 0.006114 -19.04 -0.1075
Mean 4.719 0.003579 27.03 0.09677 5.579 0.005877 -19.94 -0.1171
Std. Dev. 0.079 0.000071 0.72 0.00399 0.149 0.000193 0.71 0.0055
Single Mean Cycle 4.716 0.003575 27.04 0.09666 5.561 0.005837 -19.94 -0.1164
All Cycles 3.752 0.002712 27.55 0.07469 3.917 0.003521 -20.45 -0.0720
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Table 8.26 Ram 3 Summary with 9 kg Load.
Positive Valve Command Negative Valve Command
Percentile C β˜ νdz νdz C β νdz νdz
5 5.197 0.003825 23.28 0.09071 3.699 0.003900 -27.11 -0.11036
10 5.212 0.003842 23.39 0.09095 3.706 0.003903 -26.97 -0.10907
50 5.340 0.003969 24.06 0.09586 3.763 0.003931 -26.28 -0.10272
90 5.381 0.004053 25.23 0.10224 3.876 0.004057 -24.47 -0.09766
95 5.383 0.004055 25.40 0.10298 3.877 0.004072 -24.21 -0.09740
Mean 5.317 0.003963 24.21 0.09596 3.779 0.003957 -25.98 -0.10281
Std. Dev. 0.067 0.000082 0.71 0.00435 0.071 0.000062 0.92 0.00413
Single Mean Cycle 5.321 0.003964 24.21 0.09596 3.777 0.003955 -25.98 -0.10276
All Cycles 3.882 0.002693 24.77 0.06670 2.909 0.002544 -26.84 -0.06826
Table 8.27 Ram 3 Summary with 20 kg Load.
Positive Valve Command Negative Valve Command
Percentile C β˜ νdz νdz C β νdz νdz
5 6.428 0.006241 20.14 0.1259 4.835 0.005391 -27.09 -0.1460
10 6.447 0.006247 20.15 0.1268 5.036 0.005465 -26.28 -0.1459
50 6.533 0.006387 20.99 0.1343 5.695 0.005943 -23.03 -0.1398
90 6.769 0.006546 21.81 0.1426 6.023 0.006197 -22.12 -0.1286
95 6.807 0.006593 21.82 0.1438 6.031 0.006202 -21.90 -0.1276
Mean 6.577 0.006376 21.05 0.1343 5.644 0.005892 -23.55 -0.1385
Std. Dev. 0.123 0.000116 0.72 0.0061 0.382 0.000283 1.60 0.0067
Single Mean Cycle 6.575 0.006373 21.05 0.1342 5.637 0.005890 -23.55 -0.1387
All Cycles 3.829 0.003024 21.76 0.0658 2.410 0.001552 -25.94 -0.0403
Table 8.28 Ram 3 Summary with 30 kg Load.
Positive Valve Command Negative Valve Command
Percentile C β˜ νdz νdz C β νdz νdz
5 6.869 0.007140 9.65 0.06893 5.601 0.005788 -24.56 -0.1517
10 6.878 0.007163 10.31 0.07398 5.605 0.005801 -24.25 -0.1500
50 7.038 0.007411 13.26 0.09948 5.871 0.006107 -22.98 -0.1381
90 7.478 0.007828 16.01 0.12222 6.015 0.006212 -21.10 -0.1272
95 7.623 0.007903 16.81 0.12869 6.033 0.006227 -20.79 -0.1271
Mean 7.092 0.007452 13.19 0.09851 5.831 0.006028 -22.88 -0.1380
Std. Dev. 0.236 0.000260 2.06 0.01731 0.170 0.000177 1.14 0.0086
Single Mean Cycle 7.099 0.007458 13.19 0.09833 5.823 0.006016 -22.88 -0.1377
All Cycles 1.968 0.000769 18.38 0.01414 2.962 0.002249 -24.28 -0.0546
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Table 8.29 Ram 3 Summary with 45 kg Load.
Positive Valve Command Negative Valve Command
Percentile C β˜ νdz νdz C β νdz νdz
5 7.531 0.008333 -1.493 -0.01252 5.792 0.005714 -23.03 -0.1341
10 7.543 0.008349 -1.488 -0.01246 5.824 0.005716 -23.02 -0.1338
50 7.619 0.008547 1.832 0.01566 6.003 0.005837 -22.13 -0.1308
90 7.822 0.008783 3.718 0.03266 6.152 0.005988 -20.03 -0.1161
95 7.839 0.008788 4.055 0.03563 6.179 0.006002 -19.70 -0.1150
Mean 7.653 0.008552 1.352 0.01185 5.989 0.005849 -21.84 -0.1277
Std. Dev. 0.112 0.000176 2.017 0.01742 0.120 0.000102 1.16 0.0070
Single Mean Cycle 7.657 0.008553 1.352 0.01156 5.994 0.005853 -21.84 -0.1278
All Cycles 2.189 0.000993 5.786 0.00574 3.257 0.002632 -23.12 -0.0608
Table 8.30 Ram 3 Summary with 65 kg Load.
Positive Valve Command Negative Valve Command
Percentile C β˜ νdz νdz C β νdz νdz
5 8.241 0.009802 -4.092 -0.04039 5.668 0.005210 -20.83 -0.1167
10 8.259 0.009807 -3.906 -0.03848 5.721 0.005268 -20.82 -0.1156
50 8.498 0.009949 -2.519 -0.02549 5.994 0.005480 -19.73 -0.1087
90 8.879 0.010560 -1.104 -0.01139 6.136 0.005599 -19.70 -0.1066
95 8.927 0.010577 -0.993 -0.01045 6.138 0.005610 -19.69 -0.1065
Mean 8.551 0.010107 -2.453 -0.02455 5.971 0.005463 -20.09 -0.1097
Std. Dev. 0.237 0.000325 1.109 0.01061 0.155 0.000124 0.53 0.0035
Single Mean Cycle 8.573 0.010137 -2.455 -0.02489 5.967 0.005462 -20.09 -0.1097
All Cycles 3.221 0.002197 -0.827 -0.00182 5.027 0.004441 -20.36 -0.0904
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8.4.4 Load Detection
The responses of Rams 1, 2 and 3 were measured while the hydraulic machine was subject to
various external loads, ranging from none to 65 kg. The ‘mean of all cycles’ C, β and νdz
are used for the analysis in this section. For these results a constant force was assumed. The
force was assigned an arbitrary value of 1N, with νdz being allowed to scale to give the best
fit to the observed data. Table 8.31, Table 8.32, and Table 8.33 show the dynamic parameters
used for the load detection characterisation.
Table 8.31 Ram 1 Load Detection Summary.
Positive Valve Command Negative Valve Command
Load C β˜ νdz C β νdz
Ram Only 2.338 0.001746 31.00 1.349 0.001603 -12.86
No Load 2.140 0.001567 33.67 1.765 0.001666 -10.69
9 kg 2.900 0.002164 35.03 1.880 0.001770 -9.03
20 kg 2.379 0.001644 28.43 1.947 0.001935 -14.20
30 kg 2.468 0.001792 32.57 1.891 0.001795 -12.20
45 kg 2.112 0.001568 31.95 1.778 0.001747 -13.98
Table 8.32 Ram 2 Load Detection Summary.
Positive Valve Command Negative Valve Command
Load C β˜ νdz C β νdz
No Load 4.910 0.003733 24.84 7.153 0.007389 -18.00
9 kg 4.550 0.002889 12.75 5.851 0.005902 -17.38
20 kg 4.518 0.003006 -0.36 4.137 0.003997 -20.96
30 kg 4.713 0.003980 -11.07 1.403 0.001765 -21.31
Table 8.33 Ram 3 Load Detection Summary.
Positive Valve Command Negative Valve Command
Load C β˜ νdz C β νdz
No Load 4.716 0.003575 27.04 5.561 0.005837 -19.94
9 kg 5.321 0.003964 24.21 3.777 0.003955 -25.98
20 kg 6.575 0.006373 21.05 5.637 0.005890 -23.55
30 kg 7.099 0.007458 13.19 5.823 0.006016 -22.88
45 kg 7.657 0.008553 1.35 5.994 0.005853 -21.84
65 kg 8.573 0.010137 -2.46 5.967 0.005462 -20.09
The effect of the load force on Ram 1’s, 2’s and 3’s dead zones are shown in Fig. 8.16,
Fig. 8.17 and Fig. 8.18 respectively.
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Fig. 8.16 Ram 1 dead zone with Constant Force.
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Fig. 8.17 Ram 2 dead zone with Constant Force.
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Fig. 8.18 Ram 3 dead zone with Constant Force.
8.5 Summary
The minimal modelling method produced good results for identifying the linear region of the
hydraulic test system, and modelling the response of the hydraulic test system in its linear
region. In particular, the minimal modelling is scalable to a full size hydraulic machine,
which makes the research in this chapter useful for implementing teleoperation on a full-
size harvester. The ability to identify the linear region of a non-linear actuator is a useful
result, as if the non-linear region is known, the model can be changed for different operating
regions. The linear dynamics are captured because the hydraulic system is designed to have
a linear response in its region of normal operation. While the hydraulic test system does
have significant non-linearities, this analysis is useful for quantifying the non-linearities and
determining areas for improvement. Unlike Lichtsinder’s study, the goal of the research
in this chapter is identification of the linear region, not friction compensation. However,
Lichtsinder’s friction representation and its effect on amplitude and phase are applicable to
the system identification, in particular the effect of the phase shift becoming constant at low
frequencies. Two proofs have been given for the validity of the identified parameters: the
|H|−cosφ < 0 and sinφ > 0 inequalities. These inequalities provide an explicit basis for
evaluating the validity of the identified solution.
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The system identification using the square wave is useful, because experiments using
square waves are quicker to perform than experiments using sine waves. Though the sine
wave analysis is more time consuming to perform, the sine wave analysis is useful because
it shows non-linearities easily. The stability of the system identification can be improved
using a singular value decomposition on the free vectors. In particular, orthogonalising the
free vectors and eliminating redundancies reduces instabilities in the solver variables, due to
the reduced interplay between the free variables in the solution. The disadvantage of using
the SVD is that it is difficult to assign physical meaning to the singular vectors. Instead, a
modified decomposition, such as the CUR decomposition could be used. The linear system
identification is not capable of describing variable friction in the dead zone. This limitation
can be overcome using a specific dead zone model, with a variable damping dependent on
the friction.
Load detection is possible as an extension of the system identification. The system
identification detects the dead zone as an offset. Fig. 8.17 and Fig. 8.18 shows the dead zone
is affected by the load force, even if the load force is assumed constant. The load force can
be assumed constant because the loads on Rams 1 and 2 have an offset due to gravity. The
load has no effect on Ram 1’s dead zones since Ram 1 only needs to bear the inertial load.
There is no clear trend between the end effector load and any of Ram 1’s dynamic parameters.
This can also be expected, because the valve control command controls speed rather than
torque, so if the rams were ‘perfect’ velocity actuators, the inertial parameters would not be
affected by load at all.
The main limitation of the minimal modelling identification method is that the effect of
un-modelled parts of the system can be unpredictable. The unpredictability comes from two
sources: model limitations and system behaviour. The minimal model presented does not
account for system pressure. While this configuration fits well with the actual system, the
load detection ends up lumped with the dead zone, whereas if pressure measurements were
available, the dead zone and load force could be separated.
The minimal modelling based system identification has worked well for the hydraulic arm.
In particular, the validity of the identification has been proved by performing the experiment
with both sine waves and square waves. Future work can go in several different directions.
On the basis of the work in this chapter, servo valves that control ram speed directly are
preferred. However, while they control one source of dynamics and dead zone, the effects
of end effector load still remain, and this will provide the basis for the use of this minimal
modelling technique on an upgraded hydraulic arm.
This chapter shows that the combination of a minimal model and reasonable assumptions
about the normal operating range of the electro-hydraulic valves allows an accurate approxi-
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mation of the response despite lacking detailed information about the internal state of the
system, such as on a retro fitted full size forestry harvester. The physically derived minimal
model is able to accurately model the response of a hydraulic ram to both a square wave
input and sine wave inputs. The minimal model shows limitations in the sensing framework.
In particular, the lack of ram pressure measurements means certain forces such as stiction
cannot be observed, as it builds up and the exact values of the transfer characteristics of
the hydraulic valves cannot be known in real time. However, this work shows that because
a significant proportion of the operation of the valves was within a linear region this was
not a significant barrier. Future work includes characterising the system with multiple rams
working together and adding compensation for the proportional valves dead zone. The effect
of the results of this paper on the dead zone compensation algorithm will be considered in
future research.

Chapter 9
Conclusions and Future Work
9.1 Conclusions
Forestry harvesting presents a challenging environment for robotics development. The
research in this thesis is aimed primarily at being able to retrofit existing machines for
teleoperation, as most forestry harvesting machines in use in New Zealand are based off
modified excavators. The use of ROS as a control system framework has produced several
encouraging results, in particular the ability to control a hydraulic machine autonomously.
This was despite the hydraulic test system not being set up as a servo mechanism, which
corresponds to full size forestry harvesters not being set up as servo mechanisms. The research
also demonstrated that ROS’s architecture is inherently compatible with teleoperation, so
teleoperation of a full sized harvester should be possible using the methods developed for the
hydraulic test system. The use of ROS in this thesis also provided the basis for using ROS
for the Stick Insect project, which started approximately one year after this research.
The original target machine of the research was Trinder’s ClimbMax harvester. The
ClimbMax uses an Opto 22 PAC, which is why a similar PAC was used in this research.
While teleoperation has not been implemented on the ClimbMax, the use of the same PAC
in the laboratory has produced a system that is suitable for retrofit to the ClimbMax. The
research provided opportunities for testing minimal modelling, in particular grey-box minimal
modelling, where known dynamics are put into a form where the effect of unobservable
dynamics can be lumped with observable dynamics. This approach is particularly useful for
retrofits, where a detailed system design may not be available. Minimal modelling has been
found useful for non-linear systems with friction, as the minimal models in this thesis were
able to relate the coefficients into a linear time variant form. The minimal model was useful in
simulation as it allowed development of a state space model, with non-linearities incorporated
by altering the state space model coefficients. The data driven modelling confirmed that
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the minimal modelling for the Phantom Omni arm is an accurate approximation for the
dynamics. It also confirmed that a pseudo random binary signal and data driven modelling
is not necessarily required to obtain a frequency response, as similar results were obtained
using sinusoidal steady state responses.
The integral method of identifying minimal model coefficients was found to be robust,
particularly if the initial condition polynomial vectors were orthogonalised, so that ill condi-
tioning due to correlations between the initial conditions was eliminated. While this could
be done analytically using orthogonal polynomials such as Legendre polynomials, use of
orthogonalisation methods such as the SVD or QR decompositions was found to be adequate.
Doing this also improved the ability to find numerically stable solutions for the piecewise
linear models, where the initial condition vectors became linearly independent from any
‘global’ initial conditions of offsets. This eliminated a source of instability from interactions
between initial conditions and the solver variable vectors. The research included usage of
haptic feedback in forestry harvesting, which has not been tried before. The experiments
included using a Phantom Omni to control the position of the hydraulic arm. The short
time delay of the laboratory system meant the haptic feedback was stable, but since the
teleoperation is internet based, the haptic feedback has the potential to become unstable due
to uncertain time delays. A simple method to provide stability is to turn the haptic feedback
off, but methods of stabilisation using a more sophisticated mathematical approach were
investigated. The research came up with coefficient bounds, that in future work can be used
to check if the combinations of PD control gains and time delay are stable. Since these are
known to the control system and can be measured in real time, the work can be extended to
real time measurement of stability.
A novel minimal modelling methodology using the ‘α-invariant’ for identifying and
simulating non-linear damping behaviour has been developed and shown on a Phantom Omni
haptic feedback arm. The results show the α-invariant non-linear model outperforms a
linear model, demonstrating the energy formulation can capture non-linear damping and
resonant frequency behaviour. Overall, the research in this thesis makes useful contributions
to teleoperation of forestry harvesting, through minimal modelling, haptic feedback and non-
linear damping studies. One of the main limitations of the minimal modelling identification
method in non linear systems with stochastic behaviours is that the effect of un-modelled
parts of the system on the linear approximation can be unpredictable. For example, in the
case of the load detection experiments, the valve dead zone offset on the hydraulic test
system was also affected by friction, whereas if pressure measurements were available, the
dead zone and load force could be separated. The ability to identify the linear region of a
non-linear actuator is a useful result, as it gives a region for where the model can be changed
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for different operating regions. In the case of the hydraulic test system, the linear dynamics
are captured because the hydraulic system is designed to have a linear response in its region
of ‘normal’ operation. Two proofs have been given for the validity of the identified linear
model parameters based on the relationship between the linear response amplitude and phase
shift. These inequalities provide an explicit basis for evaluating the validity of the identified
linear minimal model solution.
9.2 Future Work
This research shows there is plenty of scope for future work. In particular, the continuing
rapid drop in the price of computing power will make it easier to implement autonomous
control. The autonomous control used by ROS was not directly suitable for use with the
hydraulic system, so path planning algorithms that can work with ram lengths directly will
make ROS more useful for ram operated machines. The ram control itself can be improved
with improved valve control, in particular servo valves. Using servo valves is also beneficial
as they can be used with existing machinery.
Future work includes deploying the control system on a small excavator once the com-
munications and control methods are proven on the hydraulic test system. If the trials on
the small excavator are successful, the control will be deployed on a larger excavator for
field testing on a forestry harvesting site. A project to retrofit a John Deere 909 has been
carried out using ROS-based remote control, and future work includes implementing the
autonomous teleoperation on the John Deere 909. The ROS based control system is suitable
for interfacing to the ClimbMax control system. Future work includes testing the ROS control
system on the ClimbMax. This will eliminate the hazard to an operator that is required to be
present in the ClimbMax on a steep slope.
The Stick Insect uses real time sensing for trees using a laser scanner. Real time tree
scanning is incorporated into the steep country harvester’s control system, so that it can
detect trees in real time in the field. While haptic feedback has potential for enhancing
situational awareness, haptic devices are mechanical devices with dynamics that contribute to
the system’s behaviour. Because of this, a system with haptic feedback can become sensitive
to time delays and if this is not properly managed the system can become unstable. It is
recommended that haptic feedback be controlled by the user so that any instabilities can be
eliminated by the user without having to resort to emergency measures.
Some research questions that are still to be addressed are the types of invariants that
can be used to characterise friction. The α-invariant can be used to characterise sine waves,
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but there is the possibility for future research in developing more generalised invariants for
characterising friction.
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Hydraulic System Kinematics Drawings
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Appendix C
Algorithm for Calculating Torque Angle
The torque angle is calculated according to a standard formula that gives the torque angle in
terms of a triangle formed by the ram itself, the fixed base length and the moving arm length,
as shown in Fig. C.1. The quantities in Fig. C.1 are defined in Table C.1.
Fig. C.1 Ram Driven Rotational Joint with Torque Angle and Radius Highlighted
The torque will be at a maximum when the torque radius is either equal to α depending
on which is physically possible given the relative values of α and β and the range of lengths
of the ram. The torque is given in (C.1).
τ = Fr (C.1)
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Table C.1 Definitions for Fig. C.1
Quantity Variable Symbol
Fixed Axis α
Rotating Arm Axis β
Torque Angle φ
Torque Radius r
Ram Length x
Ram Force F
The value of the torque radius r is computed using (C.2).
r = β sinφ (C.2)
The torque angle φ is computed using the cosine rule. The cosine of φ is shown in (C.3).
cosφ =
β 2−α2+ x2
2xβ
(C.3)
The actual quantity that is needed is sinφ . This can be obtained by using the standard
trigonometric formula sinφ =
√
1− cos2φ . The result is shown in (C.4).
sinφ =
√
1−
(
β 2−α2+ x2
2xβ
)2
(C.4)
The torque radius will be at a maximumwhen sinφ is at a maximum, or when
(
β 2−α2+x2
2xβ
)2
is at a minimum. This occurs when x =
√
α2−β 2 if α ≥ β or when the derivative of
β 2−α2+x2
2xβ is zero.
d
dx
(
β 2−α2+ x2
2xβ
)
= 0
d
dx
(
β 2−α2
2xβ
+
x
2β
)
= 0
α2−β 2
x2
+1= 0
(C.5)
Equation (C.5) has the solution x =
√
β 2−α2. Or, an overall formulation consists of
x=
√
|α2−β 2|.
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C.1 Alternative Formulation
An alternative formulation is shown in (C.6), where γ = β
2−α2
2β and δ = 2β . The alternative
form is highlighted because it is more algebraically concise to calculate.
sinφ =
√
1−
(γ
x
+
x
δ
)2
(C.6)
It can be shown that the maximum torque occurs when x=
√
−γδ .
The maximum value of sinφ is given in (C.7) for x=
√
−γδ .
sinφ =
√
1−
(γ
x
+
x
δ
)2
sinφ =
√
1−
(
γδ + x2
δx
)2
sinφ = 1
(C.7)
If γ and δ are both positive, then a different solution needs to be found. This can be
found using the derivative.
d
dx
(γ
x
+
x
δ
)
= 0
− γ
x2
+
1
δ
= 0
x=
√
γδ
(C.8)
So in effect, x=
√|γδ | will always be a solution.

Appendix D
Proof of Sine of Inverse Cosine Rule
y=
√
1−
(
α
x
− x
β
)2
(D.1)
y=
√
1−u2 (D.2)
dy
dx
=
dy
du
· du
dx
=−u
y
· du
dx
(D.3)
Assuming y ̸= 0 (reasonable in all our circumstances), the maximum of y is when du
dx
= 0
or when u= 0. We will use u= 0 since requiring du
dx
= 0 will result in an imaginary answer.
α
x
− x
β
= 0
x2−αβ = 0
x=
√
αβ
(D.4)
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Consider the range of variance of y. We want to find where y> ε0.√
1−
(
α
x
− x
β
)2
≥ ε0
1−
(
α
x
− x
β
)2
≥ ε20(
α
x
− x
β
)2
≥ 1− ε20
α
x
− x
β
≥
√
1− ε20
αβ − x2 ≥ x
√
1− ε20
x2− xβ
√
1− ε20 −αβ ̸= 0
(D.5)
∆ = β 2 · (1− ε20 )+4αβ (D.6)
x=
β
√
1− ε20 ±
√
β 2 · (1− ε20 )+4αβ
2
= β ·
√
1− ε20 ±
√
1− ε20 +4αβ
2
(D.7)
Consider κ = 1− ε0.
x≈ β ·
√
1− (1−κ)2±
√
1− (1−κ)2+4α
β
2
≈ β ·
√
2κ −κ2±
√
2κ −κ2+4α
β
2
≈ β ·
√
2κ ±
√
2κ +4α
β
2
(D.8)
Appendix E
Analysis of Variance of Minimal
Modelling Solution with Offsets
x¨+Cx˙+βx= β r (E.1)
x= A1 cos(ωt)+A2 sin(ωt) (E.2)
r = Ar sin(ωt) (E.3)
−ω2 ·(A1 cos(ωt)+A2 sin(ωt))+ωC ·(−A1 sin(ωt)+A2 cos(ωt))+β ·(A1 cos(ωt)+A2 sin(ωt))= βAr sin
(E.4)
cos(ωt) coefficients:
ωCA2+βA1 = ω
2A1 (E.5)
sin(ωt) coefficients:
−ωCA1+β · (A2−Ar) = ω2A2 (E.6)
[
ωA2 A1
−ωA1 A2−Ar
][
C
β
]
=
[
ω2A1
ω2A2
]
(E.7)
∆ = ω · (A21+A2 · (A2−Ar)) (E.8)
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[
C
β
]
=
1
A21+A2 · (A2−Ar)
[
A2−Ar −A1
ωA1 ωA2
][
ωA1
ωA2
]
(E.9)
β =
ω2 · (A21+A22)
A21+A2 · (A2−Ar)
(E.10)
β =
ω2A20
A20−ArA2
(E.11)
Appendix F
Correlation Between Time Monomials
We investigate the correlation between different monomials of the form tn between t = 0
and t = T . This is important as polynomials are generally highly correlated, and this
correlation reduces the numerical stability of an integral method solution when offsets and
initial conditions are taken into account. The expected value of a polynomial t
n
n! between
t = 0 and t = T is given in (F.1). The factorial division is present because it is assumed the
time monomial of order n is obtained by repeated integration.
E(tn) =
1
T
∫ t
0
tn
n!
dt
=
T n
(n+1)!
(F.1)
Another important quantity is the expected value of the squared monomial, given in (F.2).
E
[(
tn
n!
)2]
=
T 2n
(2n+1) · (n!)2 (F.2)
Another important quantity is the expected value of the product of two monomials, given
in (F.3).
E
(
tm
m!
· t
n
n!
)
=
Tm+n
(m+n+1) ·m! ·n! (F.3)
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The variance is calculated according to (F.4).
Var
(
tn
n!
)
= E
[(
tn
n!
)2]
−
[
E
(
tn
n!
)]2
=
T 2n
(2n+1)(n!)2
− T
2n
(n+1)2 · (n!)2
=
T 2n
(n!)2
·
(
(n+1)2−2n−1
(2n+1) · (n+1)2
)
=
T 2n
(n!)2
·
(
n2
(2n+1) · (n+1)2
)
(F.4)
The variance allows the calculation of the standard deviation, given in (F.5).
Std(tn) =
T n
n!
·
(
n√
2n+1 · (n+1)
)
(F.5)
The covariance is calculated in (F.6).
Cov(tm, tn) = E
(
tm+n
m! ·n!
)
−E
(
tm
m!
)
E
(
tn
n!
)
=
Tm+n
(m+n+1) ·m! ·n! −
Tm+n
(m+1)(n+1) ·m! ·n!
=
Tm+n
m! ·n! ·
mn
(m+1)(n+1)(m+n+1)
(F.6)
Once the standard deviation and covariance is known, the correlation can be calculated
as in (F.7).
corr(tm, tn) =
√
(2m+1)(2n+1)
m+n+1
(F.7)
Table F.1 gives symbolic correlations between tm and tn monomials on the interval [0,T ].
Table F.1 Correlation between different tm and tn monomials.
0 1 2 3
0 1
√
3
2
√
5
3
√
7
4
1 1
√
15
4
√
21
5
2 1
√
35
6
Table F.2 gives numerical correlations between tm and tn monomials on the interval [0,T ].
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Table F.2 Numerical (four significant figure) correlation coefficients between different tm and
tn monomials.
0 1 2 3
0 1 0.8660 0.7454 0.6614
1 1 0.9682 0.9165
2 1 0.9860
The correlation of any polynomial tn with tn−k goes to 1 with increasing n, as shown
below in (F.8).
lim
n→∞corr(t
n, tn−k) = lim
n→∞
√
(2n+1)(2n+1−2k)
2n+1− k
= lim
n→∞
√
(2n+1)2−2(2n+1)k
2n+1− k
= lim
n→∞
√(
2+ 1
n
)2−(4
n
+ 2
n2
)
k
2+ 1−k
n
= 1
(F.8)
